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Chapter 1
Introduction

The subject of this dissertation is morphology, in particular,
the role of derivational morphological
structure
in
the
representation and processing of words. The question motivating
this study is whether, during the
processing
of
words,
morphologically complex words are parsed or broken down into
morphemes. Such a question implicates asking whether words are
stored in the mental lexicon as single units or in their
constituent parts, as morphemes.
Derivation is a specific morphological process in which new
words are formed or derived from other words, bases, stems, or
roots by adding affixes (e.g., ENG.: run - runner, like likely
- likelihood,
do - undo, consider - reconsider;
DU.:
hang hanger,
groen
- groenig,
даап - ontgaan, beleven herbeleven).
As such, derivation can be contrasted with inflection and
compounding.
Whereas inflection results in different forms of
the same word or lexeme by the addition of affixes (e.g., ENG:
work - works;
DO:
werk - werkte),
derivation results in new
words or lexemes, often changing syntactic category in the
process (e.g., ENG.: work - worker;
DU.: Alein kleinheid).
Where compounding is concerned, new words or lexemes are formed
like by derivation.
However in compounding this is done by
combining two or more bases, roots or stems (e.g., ENG.:
teaspoon;
DU.:
kerkklok),
while in derivation affixes are
involved.
While the issue of whether in spoken and written language
comprehension, morphological decomposition occurs before, during,
or
after
accessing
the
mental
lexicon is primarily a
psychological one, the representational aspects obviously have
both psychological and linguistic significance. Linguists have
their own strong traditions concerning morphology.
Initially
linguistics focused on describing the structure of words. Modem
linguistics, moreover, has yielded an abundance of theories on
the representation of morphological structure. The questions
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raised often parallel those asked by psycholinguists:
Does the
lexicon contain all the words of a language or are some forms not
represented as such but generated by rules? If one accepts the
possibility of word generation, where do such processes take
placet in the lexical component or in the syntactic component?
Another interesting topic raised by linguistic studies, one
which has only recently become of interest to peycholinguiste, is
that
of
the interaction between syntax and the lexicon.
Generative linguistics has neatly dissected the language system
into three major components:
lexicon, syntax, and semantics.
This modular description of the language system is a useful
heuristic
for psycholinguistics.
Tet, it is obvious that
language comprehension and production are complex processes in
which a large amount of information is produced and used
simultaneously and interactively by the supposed subsystems. The
recent debate on modularity (Fodor, 1983) has once more brought
to attention the issues of interaction between (sub-)systems and
information
encapsulation.
The questions of what type of
information is provided by which system, and whether specific
information from one system can be obtained and used by another
will be and ought to be central to psycholinguistics for the next
decade or so.
What, then, is this thesis about? It is concerned with (a)
visual word recognition, (b) affixation, (c) the representation
of morphological structure, and (d) the potential advantages of
representing and processing such information in a particular way.
A model will be proposed which portrays visual word comprehension
as a left-to-right recognition process. This idea has its roots
both in psycholinguistic (Hudson, Bergman, Houtmans, & Nas, 19Θ4)
and computational linguistic (Hankamer, 1986;
Karttunen, 1983;
Koskenniemi, 1983) lines of research.
Chapter 2 will provide an overview of the basic linguistic
notions concerning morphological structure. Here the focus will
be
on
representational
aspects
and the significance of
information as to a word's
morphological
structure.
In
particular, a recent development of Generative Linguistics, the
2
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X-bar theory of word syntax, will be discussed.
This theory
emphasizes the role of suffix information, more specifically of
information on syntactic category. Such an approach may have
interesting implications for psycholinguistic models and these
models should be tested for their consistency with the insights
of X-bar theory.
Computational models for processing morphological structure
will be highlighted in Chapter 3. The KIMMO parser (Karttunen,
1983;
Koskenniemi, 1983) is used to exemplify a left-to-right
approach to word recognition and lexical access.
Analogous to
X-bar theory, this model emphasizes the importance of suffix
information. Moreover, it provides an elegant solution for the
problem of how this information may be obtained without incurring
extra costs in processing load or time.
Following this discussion of linguistic issues, Chapter 4
reviews many of the psycholinguistic studies on the impact of
morphological structure on word recognition and representation.
This inventory of psychological theories and empirical data,
together with their linguistic and computational background,
constitutes a review of
the
relevant
literature.
More
specifically, it also forms a basis for generating predictions in
the experimental chapters, and for interpreting the results of
the experiments to be reported.
Chapters 5 to 8 describe a number of single-word recognition
experiments in the visual domain. More specifically. Chapter 5
uses the pseudo-affixing phenomenon (Rubin, Becker & Freeman,
1979; Taft, 1981) in order to obtain an initial insight into the
role of word structure in recognition processes. Pseudo-affixing
refers to the notion that sometimes the orthographical structure
of a word-form signals the presence of a prefix or a suffix,
whereas the linguistic or morphological structure of the word
does not support this idea (e.g., ENG: bi-son,
pudd-ing;
DU:
her-tog,
pal-ing).
First, an experiment in which processing of
pseudo-prefixed nouns is contrasted with recognition of truly
prefixed and non-prefixed word-forms is described.
Secondly,
pseudo-suffixed words are conpared with truly suffixed and
non-suffixed items. These experiments also test the hypothesis

3
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that morphological decomposition is optional and under strategic
control.
Chapter 6 examines the psychological consequences of some
linguistic aspects of prefixed and
suffixed
nouns.
The
characteristics considered are (a) linguistic origin (Romance
versus Germanic) of words and morphemes, and (b) concurrency
(i.e., whether a morpheme is currently used in linguistic
processes ). These factors in combination may give an indication
of the role of linguistic characteristics of complex words, e.g.,
productivity, and semantic compositionality.
Two experiments involving the repetition paradigm are reported
in Chapter 7. Although, initially, this paradigm seems to yield
positive
evidence for both morphological decomposition and
morphemic representation, the second experiment casts serious
doubts on any interpretation in morphological terms because no
reliable distinction can be made between effects of morpheme and
form repetition.
The final experimental chapter. Chapter 8, focuses on suffix
information in the surface structure of words. In the view of a
left-to-right
decompositional
process
operating
during
recognition, this information should become available relatively
early in decision tasks. Effects of such information encoded by
suffixes (e.g., syntactic category) are to be expected on
decisional processes.
Two experiments are reported which study
effects on decision times of word-internal suffixes both in
existing words (DU.:
radeloosheid}
ENG.: homelyness)
and in
non-words (DU.:
blauw-zaam-schap;
blauw-heid-schap;
ENG.:
greendomnese;
greenishism).
These experiments specifically test
the model proposed in this dissertation.
In Chapter 9, which concludes this thesis, the results of the
experiments are recapitulated. An interpretation is given in
terms of the left-right word parsing model. Although such an
interpretation would seem to be the
most
coherent
one,
alternatives, in particular a post-access interpretation, will
also be considered. Furthermore, some issues emanating from the
research reported and the model proposed in this dissertation
will be discussed as well.
First, there is the distinction

4
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between static, declarative versus dynamic, procedural lexical
representations. This distinction could lead to fruitful further
investigation.
Another interesting line of future research,
which will be discussed, concerns the interaction of morphology
and the other language 'modules' or subsystems viz.,
syntax,
phonology, and semantics.
Morphology is a multifaceted subject for study. It concerns
prefixing, suffixing and infixing, it deals with inflection,
derivation and compounding.
Obviously, one cannot handle each
and every detail in a single context, such as that of the present
dissertation.
For that reason I will pay some attention to what
this thesis is not about and I will attempt to explain why not.
First, inflections in general will not be a central subject.
Inflection is a productive process which seems to be more
semantically coherent than derivation.
If any forms could be
expected not to be represented in the lexicon, but to be
generated by rule, either in the lexical or in syntactic
component, inflected word-forms are the roost likely candidates.
Therefore, studying these morphological processes will not be
very informative where derivational aspects are
concerned.
Evidence
for
morphological
decomposition in the case of
inflection is no guarantee that decomposition also applies to
derivations.
However, indications for a perceptual analysis of
derivations into morphemes and a morphemic representational
format would give us a more valuable insight because it is more
likely than inflection to be generalizable to other morphological
processes.
Furthermore, inflection is restricted in the sense that it is
not a recursive process. Although any derivational affix may be
followed
by
one
or more other derivational affixes, or
inflectional morphemes, English and Dutch inflections do not
usually allow for other affixes to be added. "... inflectional
affixes ... do not "pile up": any given word may have at most a
single inflectional affix" (Byrd, 1983, p.8). This restriction
makes inflectional processes less attractive for
empirical
studies
since
interesting
issues
such
as the role of

5
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word-Internal suffixes cannot be
explored
properly
using
Inflections.
Secondly,
infixing is a morphological process which is
severely restricted in some languages, though fairly common in
others, e.g., modem Hebrew. In particular, in Dutch and English
it is rather rare, appearing only in irregular inflections or
strong forms (e.g., DU.: doen - deed - gedaan}
ENG.: sing вапд - вилд).
It is interesting in its own right, but will not
be
considered in this study, which uses Dutch linguistic
materials, since, in Dutch, infixing is both exceptional and
restricted to inflections.
Compounding is another morphological process which will not
come up for discussion. Again, this is an interesting aspect of
morphology, but not within the scope of this dissertation. Not
only is it an interesting subject, it is also a difficult and
elusive matter.
For one thing, in compounding new words are
generated from
two
or
more
stems,
roots,
or
bases.
Computationally speaking, this is a complicating factor, since
the number of combinations and the ways in which these stems,
roots or bases can be legally combined are far greater than for
affixation. In a large number of cases it is not clear which of
the members of a compound is the more central one, the semantic
primitive form from which the complex word and its meaning are
derived.
Further, compounding shows far more idiosyncracy in its
semantic aspects than any other morphological process.
The
meaning of compounds is mostly unpredictable from the meaning of
their constituent morphemes.
It is highly specialized
in
unpredictable ways (e.g., ENG.:
blackbird,
blackmail;
DU.
hooiwagen,
luiwagen).
There is also a great diversity in
possible semantic relatione between the members of a compound,
e.g., milkman vs. snowman (examples after Sandra, in prep).
Finally, the syntactic head or core element of a compound can
itself be a non-affixed word (e.g., voordeur as opposed to
voordeurdeler).
Without an affix there is no direct surface
information on syntactic category. It is this specific syntactic
information that will play an important role in the experiments

6
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reported in this dissertation.
In addition to being selective as to which aspects of
morphology will be investigated, another restriction is made with
respect to the discussion of the role and place of morphology as
such. Morphology and the morphological or lexical component do
not stand alone in the language system. Obviously, there are
numerous ways in which morphology may interact with syntax (e.g.,
in the case of agreement), with phonology (e.g., in the case of
cliticization), and with semantics (e.g., in the case
of
compositionality).
Still, it can be maintained that morphology
is distinct from and autonomous with respect to other linguistic
components (see, e.g.. Ford & Singh, 1983).
The possible
interactions and interdependencies are not addressed explicitly
here.
Some aspects of morphophonology and the interaction
between morphology and phonology will, however, be touched upon
in Chapter 2. Furthermore, specific notions of how the output of
morphological parsing may affect syntactic parsing processes and
vice versa will be discussed in Chapter 9.
Until 1975 only a few psycholinguistic studies on the subject
of morphology had been published.
In that year, however, an
influential article by Taft and Forster appeared, which laid the
foundation for Taft's well known Prefix Stripping model (which is
decribed in detail in Chapter 4). In its train a number of
experimental studies were conducted both by fervent adherents and
by equally fervent opponents. The article's main importance lies
in the fact that it instigated a still flourishing line of
research by making interestingly specific and strong claims on
the processing and representation of morphologically complex
words.
The
model
finally proposed and tested in the present
dissertation primarily concerns the recognition, in the visual
domain, of derivations.
The scope and reach of the model are,
nevertheless, wider than recognition, derivation, and vision.
Hatters of representation, utilization of morphological structure
and recognition processes in general, which may well be to some
extent modality independent, are taken up as well.

7
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The model proposes a left-to-riqht approach to the word
recognition processes. Usually, this feature is ascribed to
auditory word recognition as being mandatory since it is dictated
by the temporal characteristics of spoken language.
In the
visual domain, however, it is not often assumed to be necessary
or even optional. It will be claimed that this left-to-right
'parsing' process operates during access. That is, no strict
pre-access decomposition is required (as is claimed in Taft's
model).
Morphemic structure will unwind itself on the fly. The
issue of a possible post-access or post-recognition explanation
of the results which purport to support this model will be
considered in the general discussion in Chapter 9.
The left-to-right approach has specific advantages over other
models which should be noted here. In particular, it can give a
plausible explanation of some experimental results that are
otherwise paradoxical and hard to understand:
The literature
reports delayed recognition of pseudo-prefixed words (e.g., ENG.t
bison;
DU.ι
hertog)
on the one hand,
without
apparent
impairment where the recognition of pseudo-suffixed words is
concerned (e.g.,
ENG.ι
ceiling}
OU. ι
гuster).
This
contradiction
can
be
solved
if
one
assumes that the
'decomposition' process proceeds from left to right as is
proposed in the model developed here. Furthermore, such a model
provides a better insight into the question why there is no
effect of complexity per ae. The morphological parsing process
takes place 'on-line' and the structure of words unwinds as a
consequence of this left-to-right parsing process. Finally,
left-to-right parsing will yield suffix information at a fairly
early
stage,
i.e., before full recognition of the whole
(recompiled) word has occurred, at low cost. This is particulary
advantageous because suffixes contain information on syntactic
category, which may be input into syntactic processes.
In the following chapter I will introduce a number of
linguistic notions concerning morphology. These notions will be
used throughout this dissertation, and will be studied in a
number of experiments.
Furthermore, the
functionality
of
(derivational) suffixes will be emphasized. In particular, a
8
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Generative theory of word syntax is explained to provide a basis
for further assumptions concerning the role of suffixes in word
representation and recognition, and in sentence processing.

Parti:
Theoretical Background In the Linguistics
and Psychollngulstlcs of Morphology

Chapter 2
Some Historical and Current Issues
In the Linguistics of Morphology

In this second chapter the main theme will be the linguistic
view of morphology. Morphology, as defined by linguists, is the
study of word structure. A word is seen as an item composed of
one or more elements, the morphemes. Morphemes are traditionally
defined as the smallest units in the language, which perform
certain syntactic functions and have (at least some) meaning (but
see Section 2.9 for a non-representational view of morphemes).
Linguistics has been concerned with issues of word structure for
quite some time. The theoretical framework and in particular the
linguistic facts provided by linguistic research can and should
be used when one is interested in the psycholinguistics of this
subject. Meijs (1986) points out that psycholinguistic research
often
ignores
linguistically
important
differences
in
morphological processes such as productivity and linguistic
origin.
The main focus in this dissertation is on the role and
function of suffixes since their importance tends
to
be
underestimated, in particular in psycholinguistic theorizing. In
the second half of this chapter some linguistic theories which
stress the function of suffixes will be discussed. This approach
has consequences for general linguistic and psycholinguistic
theories of word representation (which is central to this
chapter) and processes involved in word recognition (which will
be the main theme of Chapter 3). Not every reader may be
interested in a detailed discussion of linguistic theories, but
may nevertheless want to know about their psycholinguistic
implications. For those readers I would recommend Sections 2.10
and 2.11 which recapitulate the main points made in this chapter.

CHAPTER 2

2.1 Historical Briefing

Morphology has been a part of linguistics for a long time. At
first, descriptive linguistics developed
an
inventory
of
morphemes and attempted to come up with an unambiguous definition
of the notion 'morpheme' (Nida, 1948/1960).
This
latter
endeavour has still to be completed successfully. Yet, as can be
deduced from Bauer's historical overview (1983), morphology has
been the stepchild of 20th century linguistics.
With the rise of Generative linguistics, starting with Chomsky
(1957), a temporary lack of interest in morphology occurred.
Transformational Grammar was first and foremost a theory which
was interested in syntax at the sentence level.
Sentence and
phrase structure were the prime subject, words as such were
ignored! "Sentences were assumed to be made up not of words, but
of morphemes" (Bauer, 1983, p.3). As a result, whatever work
there was on morphology in that time, considered words and their
structure not as individual and specific, but as a special kind
of embedded sentences (cf. Lees, 1960).
A second focus of Generative Grammar was on phonology. Its
domain was the generation of surface shapes of underlying
abstract morphemes. Morphemic variations, or 'allomorphy' (e.g.,
-je, -tje,
-pje,
-kje
as allomorphs of the Dutch diminutive
morpheme -je,
or -s and -es as allomorphs of the English plural
-β) could be dealt with by the phonological component of the
language system. The order and the distributional aspects of the
morphemes were the concern of the syntactic component.
Thus it
was of no concern whether specific morphemes could occur in the
same sequence, which morphemes came 'before' others, and whether
inflection
would
always
take place outside or following
derivation or not.
Or as Anderson put itt
"With neither
morpheme distributions nor allomorphy to account for, then,
morphologists could safely go to the beach" (1982, p.571).
However
phonology.

14
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morphological variation could not be explained by phonology
alone.
For instance. Cyclic Phonology (see paragraph 2.5)
focuses on the interaction between morphology and phonology thus
acknowledging morphology as an independent aspect of the language
system.
Further, Chomsky (1970) claimed that some aspects of
word formation, in particular derivational morphology (e.g.,
nominalization;
ENG.:
confuse
- confusion;
DU.: plakken plaksel),
were managed by the lexical component, where lexical
rules
produced
morphologically
complex words.
This view
"reestablished the significance of the notion that word structure
is interestingly different in its basic properties from sentence
structure" (Anderson, 1982, p.572).
Thus, morphology got its
well deserved renaissance.

2.2 What's In a Word?

In this section a number of the main issues will be discussed
so as to build a general framework for the experimental work
reported in Chapters 5 to 8. First, I will turn to the object of
the study of morphology.
Morphology deals with word-internal
structures.
Thus the word is a central notion. Defining this
notion is the first problem to be faced.
One way to indicate what a 'word' is, is by contrasting it
with (1) groups of words, and (2) parts of words. This approach
was chosen by Van Santen in her book on Dutch morphology (1984).
First, whereas groups
of
words
are
phonologically
and
morphologically variable, words are, in this sense, constant.
The order of phonemes and word parts within a word is fixed. For
instance, the phonemes /k/,
/as/,
and /1/ have to appear in this
order to form the word cat (as opposed to, e.g., act). Secondly,
words can be opposed with parts of words with respect to their
syntaqmatic mobility. Whereas, in sentences, words can be moved
around, exchanged or be a phrase in isolation, word parts cannot.
The fixed order of the parts, or morphemes as in e.g.,
kingdom
15
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(ENG.) or graafschap
(DU.) is fixed. In contrast, the order of
words within sentences is relatively free, although order has, of
course, often meaningful consequences.
There is yet another sense of 'word' . When we look up a word
in the dictionary, we do not search for a full form including its
inflections (e.g., DU.ι bakte;
ENG.: comes), but rather try to
find an abstracted or 'primitive' form or key member of a
word-family (e.g., DU.:
bakken;
ENG.: солю). This sense of
'word' is termed lexeme (Bauer, 1983) or lemma.
The more
concrete 'word', including its specific shape (as described by
Van Santen, 1984) is also known as word-form. Thus, the abstract
lexeme is realized as a specific, concrete word-form.
In
discussions concerning the representation of words in
the
(mental) lexicon the items at issue often are the lexemes, though
the distinction is seldom made explicit.
Henceforth I will use the word 'word-form' if only the surface
form is intended. The word 'lexeme' will be employed when it is
obvious that an abstract, underlying notion of word is intended.
Finally, in cases where both notions, representational and
surface aspects, are involved the word 'word' will be used. This
latter approach will be taken in reporting psycholinguistic
experiments
concerning
the
mapping of surface form onto
representational format,
After this initial acquaintance with the notion 'word', it is
time to turn to the second aspect of morphology, the internal
structure. Word structure can be viewed in many ways: words may
be regarded as consisting of letters, of phonemes, of syllables,
and of other more or less meaningful segments. Morphology, being
the study of word-internal structure is primarily concerned with
linguistically meaningful elements, the morphemes. Words like
unlikelinesses
(ENG.) and onwaarschijnlijkheid
(DU.) have a
number of segments : ил + JiJte + ly + ness + es respectively on +
waar + schijn + lijk + held.
These segments have a number of
characteristics that make them into morphemes: They all have
their own form (or set of forms), their own meaning, and their
own distribution.
Further, they cannot be subdivided into
smaller similar segments that have these same characteristics

16
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(Bauer, 1983).
An important distinction that can be made, is between free and
bound morphemes. First, free morphemes can occur as words on
their own, they are independent elements. Bound morphemes, on
the other hand, cannot occur independently from other morphemes.
They are bound to free morphemes, and can only form words in
combination with these free morphemes.
The transitions between morphemes combined into words are
known as boundaries. Traditionally, two types of boundaries are
distinguished in Generative phonology and morphology. The first
type that can be discerned in Indo-European languages such as
English and Dutch, the '+' boundary or formative boundary,
generally indicates a transition between bound stems or roots and
Type-l affixes, i.e., non-native or Latinate affixes, that affect
the stress pattern of words.
For instance, in words like
monstrosity
(ENG.) and motorisch
(DU.) primary stress shifts from
the first syllable (or foot) in monstrous and motor to the second
syllable in monstrosity and
motorisch.
The
second type of boundary, the '•' boundary or word
boundary, is usually encountered in compounding and derivations
in which Type-2 affixes, i.e., Germanic or native affixes, are
involved. In this case, the stress pattern of the original word
(stem, base) is not affected by the addition of an affix or by
the second member of a compound.
Stress neutral derivational
suffixes like -hood,
and -ness
(both ENG.), and -held (DU.)
attach to such '#' boundaries (e.g., ENG.:
sisterithood;
DU.:

nijvertheid).
The distinction between bound and free morphemes further
partly overlaps with the classification of morphemes as affixes,
bases, stems, and roots. Affixes are always bound, they cannot
occur as independent elements in a language (though some tend to
become more and more free units over time, e.g., her- in
herwaarderen
(DU.)). They form words in combination with other
bound or free elements, i.e., bases, and in a way, modify
semantic and/or syntactic aspects of that base.
When affixes
occur in front of a base they are called prefixes. Suffixes are
bound morphemes which are added to the end of a base.
Some
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languages
(e.g.,
Hebrew and Arabic) show infixing, i.e.,
derivation and, more often, inflection by means of adding or
changing morphemes inside a word.
For instance, in Hebrew
inflection is realized by changing the vowel pattern of the stemt
gâtai
(to kill) - gatii (killing) - gatul
(killed).
In
Indo-European languages like Dutch and English such infixes are
rare.
It is only in some strong forms or irregular inflections
that one will find this morphological process (e.g., DU.: doen deed;
ENG.: tooth - teeth).
Consequently, infixing will not be
discussed further in this diseertation.
A base, as may have become clear in the above, is any simple
or complex form to which affixes may be added (e.g., ENG.:
touchable
in untouchable;
DU.: grijpbaar
in ongrijpbaar).
As
such, a base can be either bound or free.
The notion stem is
used
in
connection
with
inflections
only.
It
is a
morphologically simple or complex base to which an inflection can
be added (e.g., ENG.: wheelchair
in wheelchairs;
DU.:
rolstoel
in rolstoelen). In some languages all or almost all stems are
bound (e.g., in Italian), in others they may be free or bound
(e.g., in English and Dutch). The root, finally, is the ultimate
'primitive',
non-affixai
element
of a word.
It is the
unstructured base or stem of a word (e.g., ENG.:
touch in
untouchable;
DU.:
grijp
in ongrijpbaar)
"...
which is not
further analysable, either in
terms
of
derivational
or
inflectional morphology. It is that part of a word that remains
when all inflectional and derivational affixes have been removed"
(Bauer, 1983, p.20).
Just
like
the
abstract notion lexeme has a concrete
realization, the word-form, the abstract notion morpheme has a
concrete realization, the morph. Here, a morph is defined as a
segment of a word-form which represents a particular morpheme
(cf.
Bauer, 1983;
Lyons, 1968; Matthews, 1974). Since this
dissertation is concerned with the underlying morphemes in the
first place, I will henceforth use the word 'morpheme', even if,
in some cases, the objects discussed, and the examples given
actually are morphs.
In summary, when morphology is said to study word structure it
18
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deals with concrete word-forms and morphs on the surface which
are
assumed
to represent abstract lexemes and morphemes.
Morphology includes the link-up between morphemes to
form
lexemes, but also between morphemes and morphs. Thus, morphology
operates both within the concrete and abstract domains and
between these two.
In the following sections I will discuss a
(restricted and subjective) selection of issues which have
troubled morphology and those who study the subject. These
issues may have consequences for psycholinguistic research (as is
also suggested by Meijs, 1986) and are therefore important enough
to be considered in some detail by psychologists.

2.3 Some Characteristics of Morphemes

In this section I will briefly consider some linguistic
aspects of morphemes. These aspects might have psycholinguistic
implications for the way a complex word is represented in the
mental lexicon. Such implications will not be discussed in
detail
here,
but
will be considered in the theoretical
introduction to Experiment 1.
Regularity.
The first characteristic under examination is
Regularity. Morphemes can be combined in concordance with the
rules of the 'syntax of words' (rule based) or in an irregular
way. Linguistic theories on lexical representation often claim
that morphologically regular word-forms do not have to be
lexically represented, since they can be generated by rule.
Irregular items, on the other hand would have to be represented
as such in the lexicon.
Compositionality.
Regularity also guarantees a certain degree
of
Semantic
Compositionality.
Bauer
(1983)
defines
compositionality as "...
the meaning of the whole is ...
predictable from the meaning of the parts" (p.58).
That is, a
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complex word is considered to be compositional if the meaning of
this word can be derived from, or is composed of the meaning of,
its component parts.
Transparency.
Yet again closely related to compositionality
is the concept of Transparency. Whereas compositionality mainly
refers
to semantic characteristics, transparency refers to
structural properties of complex words as well as semantic
aspects.
A complex word can be structurally transparent, that
is, it reveals it component morphemes clearly (preferably both in
sound and spelling), or it can be opaque.
Furthermore, knowledge of the morphemes of which the word
consists should be sufficient to interpret a word-form when it is
encountered
in context.
Bauer claims that, for instance,
coverage
(ENG.) is analyzable into cover and -age
where
-age
indicates nominalization as in pilotage and postage.
"Coverage
is thus interpretable from the morphs it obviously contains, and
it is transparent" (1983, p.19).
Examples where the complex
word-form is analyzable into its morphs (transparent), but where
the meaning is not predictable from its parts (compositional),
would be blackmail
as opposed to airmail,
or, in Dutch,
luiwagen
(a spider, not some kind of car or cart) as opposed to
vrachtwagen
(truck). An opaque, yet compositional derivation is
depth
from deep (a Dutch analogue might be bestand from staan).
In the case of opaque affixes etymological analysis often is the
only possibility of tracing their affix status (Henderson, 1985).
Productivity.
Another, much discussed, linguistic aspect is
Productivity. If a morpheme is frequently used in the current
vocabulary of a language, and if it is available to form new,
well formed combinations, it is considered productive.
Aronoff
(1976) discusses the problem of productivity in some detail. At
first glance productivity is concerned with the fact that some
morphemes enter more frequently into combinations to form complex
words than others. It may be regarded as a distributional fact
about a given language to which no deep theoretical impact needs
to be attached. Alternatively, it is possible that the variation
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in productivity serves as an important indicator of underlying
features. These features may severely restrict the use of some
morphemes, while allowing quite free usage of others. Aronoff
equates semantic coherence with productivity. Although he does
not want to define the direction of causality, meaning might well
be the critical factor. At the same time Aronoff's (1976) notion
of Word Formation Rules or WFRs (see Section 2.8) is concurrent
with the proposal that highly productive affixes are more likely
to be found in WFRs, while less productive ones might only be
lexically and therefore implicitly represented.
The
above
characteristics, regularity, compositionality,
transparency,
and
productivity
are
closely
intertwined.
Sometimes it is not clear whether a morph or a morpheme should be
considered to be 'compositional', 'transparent', 'productive' or
'regular', or whether all aspects are present at the same time.
The linguistic features seem, in a sense, to entail one another,
and it is not quite clear which are more central and which more
peripheral.

2.4 Derivations and Inflections

One of the major contrasts in morphological descriptions of
language is that between compounding, derivation and inflection.
Whereas compounding is concerned with the combinations of free
morphemes, both derivational and inflectional morphology deal
with combinations of free and bound morphemes. It is this second
issue of affixation that will be examined in this paragraph.
The
distinction
between
the two forms of affixation,
derivation and inflection, is not an easy one. Even though there
are intuitive differences between the two types, "the distinction
is delicate, and sometimes elusive, but nonetheless important"
(Aronoff, 1976, ρ·2). All major textbooks on morphology provide
lists of criteria and reasons to discern derivations
and
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inflections.
This paragraph will just summarize some of them
(without being necessarily exhaustive).
Some of the differences can be captured in terms of the
linguistic characteristics described in paragraph 2.3.
First,
inflected word-forms are, in general, semantically more clearly
compositional and transparent than derived word-forms.
Such
semantic regularity (Bauer, 1983;
Van Santen, 1984) is quite
obvious for inflected items like houses, bottles,
and pens
(all
ENG.), or huizen,
flessen
and pennen
(all DU.), where the
inflectional suffixes, -s (ENG.) and -ел (DU.), signify 'more
than one'.
Derivational suffixes, on the other hand, for instance -ion as
in question,
lotion,
and portion
(ENG.), or -sel
as in
plaksel
and braaksel
(DU.), do not always form semantically consistent
liaisons with their bases (i.e., the meaning of the derived words
varies and is not a predictable function of base and affix).
According to Henderson (1985), this difference in 'semantic
predictability' across forms is the most Important criterion for
distinguishing derivations from inflections.
This
semantic
unpredictability across derived forms sets apart derivational
processes, even where apparently mechanical transformations as
generate
- generation
are concerned.
A second distinction is that inflections usually form a
complete paradigm. A paradigm can be conceived of as a matrix.
The rows and columns, then, are defined by the morphological
dimensions of the language; the cells of the matrix are the
inflected forms.
Paradigms are characteristically completely
filled matrices (Aronoff, 1978).
A classical example of a
paradigm is that of Latin verbst
amo
amas
antat
апишиз
ama ti s
amant, etc.
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Derivations, on the other hand, do not generally fill their
'paradigms', i.e., "... in derivation there are likely to be
large gaps in the system" (Bauer, 1983, p.27). While "only some
of the permissable affixations enjoy currency in the language"
(Henderson, 1985, p.6), where derivation is concerned. Phrased
differently,
inflections
are
'automatically
productive'
(Henderson, 1985), that is, all forms of the system are generated
in the language and no unpredictable gaps occur.
Related to the paradigmatic characteristics of inflectional
processes is their feature that they are, in general, more
productive
(in the sense of productivity as described in
paragraph
2.3)
than
derivational
affixation.
Further,
inflectional
morphology
is
restricted
to
one paradigm.
Inflections are said to produce different word-forms of one and
the same lexeme (Bauer, 1983;
Anderson, 1982; Van Santen,
1984).
In contrast, derivational processes result in
the
formation of new lexemes. This aspect implies, in a way, that
derivational affixes can cause a change of grammatical class or
syntactic category (e.g., -ion makes a verb into a noun:
generate - generation
(ENG.), and -zaam makes a verb into an
adjective: voeden - voedzaam (DU.)).
Yet another contrast between derivation and inflection is that
inflection is a non-recursive process, at least in English and
Dutch.
Inflections,
in
these
languages (as opposed to
agglutinating languages like Turkish), cannot form piles, that
is, once a plural is added, another plural suffix cannot follow
the first one immediately. Derivations, on the other hand, can
be added recursively.
There is no objection to add, for
instance, a nominal suffix to a word that already ends in a
nominal
or
some
other
derivational suffix (e.g., ENG.:
absent-ее-ism;
DU.:
bloem-let-erij).
Related
to
this
'recursiveness' dimension is the observation that inflection
usually occurs outside derivation. That is, any derived form can
be inflected, but hardly any inflected form can be followed by a
derivational suffix.
A possible exception
is
the
Dutch
participle, where sometimes an inflecting prefix can occur
outside, i.e.,
preceding,
a
derivational
prefix,
e.g.,
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д -ге-по е г-d (renovated).
Further, Inflections mark agreement, that Is, they obey rules
of concord and government In a sentence.
Specific word-forms
within a sentence will covary in, for instance, number and/or
case like in the following example from French ι
Le
est

(mase.
sing.) grand (mase, sing.) chien
(sing.) dangereux (mase, sing.)

(sing.)

Lea
sont

(plur.) grandes
(fem. plur.) explosions
(plur.) dangereuses
(fem. plur.)

(plur.)

When this covariation is a result of a specific, dominant word
this is called 'government'. If it is not clear whether one or
the other word causes the agreement, one speaks of 'concord'. As
such, inflectional word formation is influenced by, or interacts
with syntactic processes. Derivation, in contrast, does not mark
agreement (Bauer, 1983; Anderson, 1982).
This way of handling inflectional morphology is inconsistent
with the strong Lexicalist Hypothesis proposed by Chomsky (1970).
This hypothesis claims that syntactic rules cannot make reference
to any aspects of word-internal structure. However, because this
phenomenon of agreement does occur, Anderson (1982) claims that
inflection and derivation are located in different parts of the
grammar.
He states that "inflectional morphology is what is
relevant to the syntax" (p.587), whereas derivational processes
are located in the lexical component. Such a distinction between
the actual location of different morphological processes implies
the question of paragraph 2.8: Where is morphology and how are
(complex) words represented?
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2.5 Level-ordered Morphology and Cyclic Phonology

The 'where' and 'how' of morphology and its representation can
be approached from various angles. One of the aspects of the
language system that seems to be closely intertwined with
morphological
structure
is
phonology.
Since
not
all
morphological
processes
can
be
captured by phonological
explanations as was pointed out in section 2.1, some approaches
attempt to combine morphological and phonological variation in
one model. An important theory about the interaction between
morphology
and
phonology,
and
on
their
respective
representational loci is portrayed by Kiparsky (1982).
This
theory of 'Lexical Phonology' is based on the idea of a
level-ordered morphology (M.R. Allen, 1978; Siegel, 1974, 1977)
and the concepts of Cyclic Phonology put forward by Mascaro
(1976). The notion of cyclicity is central to this approach.
The model can be summarized as follows: at the lexical level
we find several levels of morphology of which the output is
submitted to corresponding levels of phonology in a cyclic
process. Also, it is implied that the results of each level are
all
lexical representations.
Initially, four morphological
levels are discerned:
(1) Underived lexical items,
(2) Those affixes which are traditionally associated with a
'+' boundary (bound stems or roots and stress affecting
affixes).
Here we find derivational suffixes like -ity
(ENG.) or -eur (DU.), and stem-changing inflections as in
teeth (ENG.) and bracht (DU.),
(3) 't' boundary derivation is to be found at this level as
well as compounding.
Derivational suffixes like
-hood
(ENG.), and -schap (DU.), which are stress neutral, belong
here.
(4) '#' boundary inflections are placed at this fourth
level. These inflections are regular.
The level-ordered approach has some interesting consequences
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which may be of psychological importance as well.
Processes at
an earlier level always overrule those at later levels. This way
a phenomenon such as 'blocking' may be explained:
If
a
morphological process at an earlier level has a specific result,
e.g., pluralization (ENG.t o x - oxen; DU.: Jtind kinderen),
then a process at a later (more regular) level with same result
(ENG.: ox - oxen - axes;
DU.: kind - kinderen
- kinden)
is
blocked, that is, it can no longer be applied.
Secondly, the strict ordering can explain why some morphemes
will not be found 'outside' (following) specific other morphemes.
Morphemes from an earlier level may not be attached to or follow
morphemes of a later level. In this sense Cyclic Phonology is a
serial approach.
Further,
the
availability
of
information on internal
morphological structure of earlier levels is restricted by the
opacity condition.
The boundary information encoded in the
morphological bracketing is only available at the level at which
the
morphology itself is assigned.
Moreover, the opacity
proposed claims that "morphological rules also do not have access
to internal morphological structure of earlier levels" (Kiparsky,
1982, p.140).
Finally, processes taking place at later levels tend to be
more productive and regular than functionally related processes
at
earlier
levels.
Moreover,
such later processes are
semantically more uniform, while specialized uses are generally
developed at earlier levels.

2.6 X-bar TTieory of Syntactic Structure

The following sections will deal with a linguistic theory,
X-bar theory, which makes specific claims about the morphological
function of affixes and their representation. It is proposed
that suffixes are the head of suffixed words. As will be shown
later this notion may also be important for psycholinguistics.
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To understand the concept
'head-of-a-word' one has to get
acquainted with a few notions used in general 'X-bar' theory.
An important characteristic of phrases or constituents is that
they have a core element or 'head'ι The phrase
the shy girl who hid under the table ...
is a nominal phrase because its core element is the noun
girl.
The property of having such an identifiable core is called
endocentriclty.
An implication of this notion is that the
syntactic characteristics of the core are projected onto the
higher level or phrase level.
Thus X-bar theory proposes a hierarchy of levels of syntactic
structures, with words at the lowest or zero level.
The levels
in this hierarchy are indicated by a numbers of bars written over
the abbreviation used to indicate the syntactic class
or
category:
(a)
(b)

a noun like giri is a N or NO (with no bars)
a

noun

phrase

like the above is an N or N1

(with 1 bar)
It is assumed that certain characteristics or syntactic features
of the lower level elements will be 'inherited' by the higher or
'mother' level.

2.7 X-bar In Word Syntax

When looking at the grammatical structure of words, whether
such structure parallels the grammatical structure of groups of
words or phrases, is an interesting issue. For instance, it has
been suggested that in languages which use a specific syntactic
order
(Verb-Object languages) the use of prefixes should be
preferred.
Languages using the opposite order
(Object-Verb
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languages), on the other hand, would prefer suffixes on the basis
of a mimicking of the syntactical structure by morphological
structure.
This claim, however, was refuted by Cutler, Hawkins
and Gilligan (19Θ6) who showed a suffixing preference across
languages.
X-bar theory makes the claim , that the structure of words is
similar to the structure of phrases in that word structure is
usually endocentric (e.g., Selkirk, 1962). That is, words have a
head which is located on the right-hand side of the word.
This
characteristic also applies to Dutch as was shown by Trommelen
and Zonneveld (1986). The X-bar hierarchy is extended to include
categories below the level of the word. Selkirk (1982), for
instance, makes a case for a level of roots, bases and stems, and
a level of affixes. Affix and root, base or stem are 'sisters'
which can combine to form a complex word, the 'mother', one bar
level higher.
Central to the idea of extending X-bar theory to word syntax
is the notion of 'head of a word'. Williams (1981) and Selkirk
(1982) assume that affixes may be assigned syntactic category
features (i.e. they have an X-bar level). Moreover, they claim
that
word structures, like phrase structures, are headed.
Therefore, either the affix or its sister (the stem, root or
base) is the head and should bear the same syntactic features as
the category one level higher (the mother). Since the sister of
the affix does not always belong to the same category as the
mother, the affix is the most likely candidate for being the head
of a word. An example may clarify this point:
A[N[tree]N Α-af[-Jess]A-af]A
The word treeless
is an adjective, its components, tree and the
affix -lees have distinct categories ι tree is a noun, and
-less
is an adjectival suffix. Therefore, if one of these parts is to
be the head of treeless,
it should be the suffix.
X-bar theory
implies that, consequently, all diacritic features associated
with the affix are inherited by, or percolate up to the parent
node.
(Diacritic
features
are all non-syntactic-category
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features "relevant to the particulars of Inflectional
and
derivational morphology" (Selkirk, 1982, ρ·7). In other words
those descriptive and distinctive features of morphemes that do
not
pertain
directly to the syntactic category of these
morphemes.) For a constituent morpheme to be the head it has to
bear the same syntactic category features as the whole word or
lexeme, and its level (as defined in X-bar theory) must be one
lower than that of the whole word.
Two of the major claims of X-bar theory of morphology may have
interesting psychological implications. The first implication is
that all morphemes, roots and affixes alike, are lexically
represented. A similar claim is made by Kiparsky (1982, see
Section 2.5), but is rejected by Aronoff (1976), whose theory
will be discussed in Section 2.9. Secondly, the claim that the
head of a suffixed word is the suffix also is an interesting one
from a psycholinguistic point of view.
This second issue has
close
relations
to
computational models of morphological
processing as developed by Koskenniemi (1983), which I will
discuss in Chapter 3.

2.8 Lexical Representation of Morphemes

The
issue
of
lexical
representation
is
central to
psycholinguistic theories of morphology. An important line of
research concentrates on the structure and contents of the mental
lexicon. What is the unit of representation? Does the lexicon
contain whole words, morphemes, syllables, etc., and if it does
contain morphemes, are these roots, stems and affixes or are only
stems
and
roots represented?
One linguistic theory, the
Full-Entry theory, claims that all words morphologically simple
as well as complex, have full representations in the lexicon
(Jackendoff, 1975).
A second theory, the Impoverished-Entry
theory (Chomsky, 1965; Lees, I960), states that only roots have
a full representation in the lexicon.
Complex words will be
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generated
by
rule
when needed, or have an impoverished
representation providing only item-specific information that is
different from the information stored in the root-entry. A third
model, developed by Meijs (1981, 1985), discerns an Item-Familiar
lexicon and a Type-Familiar Lexicon. The Item-Familiar lexicon
lists all known words, simplex and complex, which are currently
used
in
a
language.
The
Type-Familiar
lexicon is a
non-enumerable set of possible complex words, which are not
represented
directly They can, however, be interpreted by
applying Word Formation Rules and are 'known' by projection on
the basis of morphological patterns.
The recent theories described in the earlier sections of this
chapter generally assume that the lexicon contains morphemes.
Host theories agree on the idea that roots are lexically
represented, but where affixes are concerned the
opinions
diverge.
The theories in focus here, Level-orderd Morphology
(Kiparsky, 1982) and X-bar theory (Selkirk, 1982;
Williams,
1981), claim that an affix is a lexical item. The syntactic,
semantic, and phonological information that is specific to an
affix is part of its lexical entry. Selkirk distinguishes two
syntactic properties of affixes.
The first specifies
the
category and the X-bar level of the sister of the affix, i.e.,
the morpheme to which the affix attaches to form a word, and
whether the affix precedes or follows its sister. This first
property could be seen as the 'subcategorization frame' of the
affix (which, by the way, implies that affixes are always bound).
The second property of the affix involves the cateqorial
make-up of the affix itself. Affixes, like other morphemes, can
supposedly be assigned syntactic category features (Selkirk,
1982; Williams, 1981).
Thus, an affix can be said to be
nominal, adjectival etc.
The semantic properties of affixes
include semantic functions, e.g., 'modifier', 'modal operator' of
derivational affixes, and (diacritic) features specifying tense,
aspect, and number for inflectional affixes.
The phonological
attributes
of
affixes,
finally,
should
guarantee
the
representation of the pronunciation of the affix, e.g., by means
of a distinctive feature matrix representing the underlying
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segmental composition of the affix. Further characteristics like
stress
or
stress shift, syllabic organization, and tonal
properties may also be represented, but may be realized or
generated later during processing if rule bound.
In summary, the lexical entry of an affix would contain the
following information:
(1) Category, including type (» Affix), syntactic category
features, and diacritic features.
(2)
Subcategorization
frame,
specifying
with which
morphemes the affix can combine.
(3) Semantic functions
(4) Phonological representation

2.9 Aronotfe Word Formation Rules

The idea that affixes actually have a lexical representation
is disclaimed by Aronoff (1976). He developed a theory of Word
Formation Rules (WFRs) to account for (productive) word formation
and lexical representation. It is assumed "...
that all and
only those words which are exceptional ... will be entered in
the lexicon" (p.43). Newly formed derivatives are generated by
rules applied to single already existing lexemes. These rules
are called Word Formation Rules or WFRs, and they specify sets of
lexemes on which they can operate. The lexeme on which a WFR
operates is called the 'base'. Bases or roots are stored in the
dictionary or lexicon of a language and are fully specified,
independent items. The rules are part of the grammar of that
language.
Aronoff
assumes that those WFRs are separate from the
phonological and syntactic rules of that same grammar.
Though
each word may be entered in the lexicon as a fully specified
separate item, its constituent morphemes (apart from its base or
root) are not necessarily represented. In fact, Aronoff claims
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that, where affixes are concerned, they do not have a lexical
representation at all.
Affixes are what could be called a
phonological reflex; they cannot exist indepently of the WFR
which introduces them.
The lexicon only contains whole words
(which can, of course, contain affixes), not morphemes.
"... a WFR specifies a base, as well as some operation
on the base which results in a new word.
This
operation will usually have some phonological reflex,
some morpheme which is added to the base. We will call
this operation the phonological
operation
of the WFR.
The
operation
is generally quite simple, and
consists of the addition of some affix to the base.
The WFR specifies the phonological form of the affix
and its place in relation to the base." (1976, p-63)
Yet, even though Aronoff denies that affixes are lexically
represented, he still believes that suffixes in particular are
strong lexical markers of category. When we hear or see a new
word its syntactic category is all we know for sure (given that
it is polymorphemic), "... since this is the only constant part
of the WFR, the only part which is unaffected by the morphology
of the base" (p.72).
Aronoff thus ascribes a central role to
affixes, in particular to suffixes. In doing so his view comes
to resemble quite closely the one held by the exponents of X-bar
theory, namely that the affix is the head of suffixed words.

2.10 The Suffix as Syntactic Category Marker of a Word

Recapitulating the X-bar theory of morphology, it can be said
that a word, like a phrase, has a head which is one of the
constituent morphemes of that word. This head is supposed to be
the right-hand member of that word.
(Right-hand Head Rule,
Selkirk, 1982;
Williams, 1981).
Moreover, the syntactic and
diacritic features of the head are claimed to be inherited by the
whole word itself, i.e., these features 'percolate up'. These
basic theoretical assumptions are combined with
two
more
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assumptions concerning affixes.
First affixes, since they are
lexical items, are in fact heads in the case of suffixation
(Selkirk,
19B2;
Williams, 1981).
Second, affixes can be
assigned a particular syntactic category.
As a consequence this syntactic category percolates up to the
dominating node (i.e., the whole word). "By adopting the theory
of headedness in affixed words, we make the prediction that
Percolation, the convention regarding the
distribution
of
category features in a syntactic representation, will play a role
in such words. And, indeed, it can be shown that the diacritic
features associated with affixes, which in this theory are heads,
are 'induced' on the parent node dominating the affix." (Selkirk,
1982, p.61)
Studies of English and Dutch (see Selkirk, 1982; Van Santen,
1984; Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1986) show that in derivations with
suffixes, the whole word is indeed a member of the syntactic
category indicated by the final suffix, whereas the category of
the root does not systematically coincide with that of the whole
word. Where inflectional morphology is concerned there is a
divergence
of
opinions.
Williams
(1981)
proposes that
inflectional suffixes are also heads.
Selkirk (1982), on the
other hand, claims that inflectional affixation is a matter for
rewriting rules of the morphological component and that these
affixes are not heads.
As was pointed out, Aronoff (1976) disagrees with the notion
of affixes as lexical items and consequently with affixes as
heads.
Yet, he sees suffixes as strong markers of syntactic
category which is a constant part of WFRs.
Zwicky (1985) also
opposes the head-of-a-word notion as derived from X-bar theory.
Though he points out the advantage of this view, namely, that
syntactic category is projected onto the mother node, he has
doubts about the underlying assumptions of this 'percolation'
principle:
"The Percolation proposal depends, first, on some
unexamined assumptions about heads in syntax, and, second, on a
claimed parallelism between syntax and morphology" (p.l).
Yet, despite a number of criticisms, Zwicky (1985) still
maintains the central role of suffixes where syntactic category
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determination is concerned. According to him, suffixes are the
morphosyntactic loci which determine the category of the whole
word. On this point all three views, X-bar, Aronoff, and Zwicky,
converge: The suffix is an indicator of category.
And it is
precisely on this point that these theories may have interesting
psychological Implications.

2.11 Psychological Implications of the Suffix as Syntactic Category Marker

When we encounter words we are, quite obviously, interested in
their meaning which is profoundly influenced by the base or root
and may be modified by affixes. Yet, there is another dimension
to the processing of words.
They
also
have
syntactic
characteristics, they belong to grammatical categories such as
Noun, Adjective, Verb, etc. While these characteristics may not
be
of crucial importance in single word processing, they
undoubtedly play a major role when words occur in sentences.
To grasp the meaning of a sentence we not only need to know
about the meaning of the words contained. It also is essential
to understand the relations and interdependencies between those
words; we have to extract a sentence structure. This process of
building syntactic structures of phrases and sentences is known
as 'parsing'. It is in this parsing process that the syntactic
class or category of words plays its major part. The abstract
syntactic frame of a sentence that is arrived at by parsing that
sentence calls for information on the syntactic category of the
words in the sentence. With that information hypotheses as to
what phrases and phrase structures are in a sentence can be
formulated.
Thus to figure out the syntactic category of a word may well
be an equally important objective of word recognition processes
as is arriving at the meaning of the word. As was pointed out
earlier, in words derived
by
suffixation
this
category
information is (at least at the surface level) contained in the
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suffix. For these words the determination of their category
could be immediate if we look at their suffix. However, it is
not so obvious that we can get to the suffix in a direct way.
Maybe we have to process all words extensively, i.e., obtain full
recognition (or, minimally, lexical access) to find information
on syntactic category, which could, then, no longer be temporally
dissociated from semantics.
In Chapter 3 I will discuss a type of model in which it is
shown how words can be, in a way, structurally decomposed
independent of semantics.
Recent computational models for the
parsing of words (analoguous to the notion of sentence parsing)
were developed by Koskenniemi (1983), Karttunen (1983), and
Hankamer (1986). Koskenniemi's model will be introduced as an
example
of
a possible architecture for word parsers.
A
psychological model, formally equivalent to Koskenniemi's, was
proposed by Hudson et al. (1984) independently. If this type of
model can be shown to have psychological validity it would open a
new window onto word recognition in relation to sentence parsing.
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Computational Theories of Word Structure
The KIMMO Parser: A Left-to-Rlght View

Computational models of morphology have been around for quite
some time. They are interesting not only because they can be
used in the mechanical processing of language and running text,
but also because they can serve as potential models of human
morphological processing.
Although warnings not to take the
computational metaphor too far (e.g., Lucas, 1961) should be
heeded, computational models can still be used to define limiting
factors, for the abstraction of complex processes as effective
procedures, and to provide building blocks for parsimonious
theories of mental processes (Johnson-Laird, 1983).
For
instance,
morphological
parsing programs can give
indications of how in particular morphological processes may
proceed.
In
addition,
they
may
shed
some
light on
representational issues as well, e.g., whether it would be
efficient to have whole-word representations with or without a
representation of
the
internal
structure,
or
morphemic
representations (Hankamer, 1986).
It may be noted that such
efficiency arguments depend for the greater part on a number of
other assumptions about memory space and processing cost. In
this chapter, one particular computational model
will
be
described as an example to illustrate this type of approach to
morphological processing. This is the two-level model (KIMMO) as
described by Koskenniemi (1983) and Karttunen (1983). Similar
models have been suggested by Hankamer (1986) and Kay (1977).
A parser with a basic architecture analogous to the KIMMO
parser may have interesting psychological implications which will
be discussed in Section 3.6.
In particular, the claim that
morphological parsing may proceed on a strictly left-to-right
basis results in specific predictions concerning the processing
of affixed word-forms. Yet, the KIMMO parser itself has a number
of
specific
restrictions:
Originally, Koskenniemi's model
concentrated on
inflectional
morphology
as
realized
by
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suffixation
(which is characteristic of most Indo-European
languages and is predominant in Finnish).
Consequently, the
model makes no clear predictions concerning the processing of
prefixes. Are prefixes considered as independent morphemes or
are they part of the base and stem entries? It seems plausible
to draw a parallel with the way suffixed words are processed, and
to assume that prefixed words are parsed from left to right in
the same way, yielding prefix and root (and suffix) entries.
Secondly, the KIMMO parser is characterized by a breadth-first
approach, i.e., all possible parses of a word are considered at
the
same
time.
However,
experimental
results
with
pseudo-prefixes (Chapter 5) suggest that a depth-first control
structure may be preferred. In that case, the parser considers
one interpretation at a time and has to perform backtracking if a
specific parse fails.
If one combines a depth-first approach
with a left-to-right process, pseudo-prefix effects (see Taft,
1981,
and Chapter 5) are well interpretable, even with lacking
effects of pseudo-suffixes (Chapter 5).
Before turning to the KIMMO word parser itself, I will discuss
some characteristics of parsers in general and how they relate to
grammars and transition networks. The reader who is interested
in the psychological implications of this type of model and
computational architecture may skip parts of this chapter and
turn to Section 3.6.

3.1 Parsing, an Algorithm to Process Sentence and Word Structure

The notion of 'parsing' is frequently used in linguistics.
Originally, parsing was defined as a skillful, learned operation
that humane perform on strings of language (most often sentences)
resulting in a structural analysis of those strings.
Such
operations are traditionally performed on Latin sentences, when a
student analyses those sentences word by word and assigns each
word to a part of speech (Karttunen & Zwicky, 1985). In formal
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linguistics, at first the descriptive function of parsing was
accented.
Later the view changed from heuristic to algorithmic,
i.e., parsing became a recognition procedure; an application of
specific linguistic rules (e.g., phrase structure rules) to
obtain all legal syntactic descriptions of a string or sentence.
In the modem, computational sense, parsers belong to the type of
objects known as transducers ι they are recognisers or devices
that can process a string to decide whether it belongs to a
specified language and analyse its structure(s) which it will
yield as output. Although parsers are usually seen as sentence
processing devices, they can also be designed to analyse words,
as is exemplified by the KIMMO parser to be discussed later in
this chapter.
Parsing
mechanisms
are
closely
linked with grammars.
Linguistics attempts
to
capture
structural
aspects
and
regularities of language in grammars.
A grammar, in formal
linguistics, characterises and defines a language by means of a
set of terminal symbols (e.g., the actual word-forms in a
sentence), a set of intermediate symbols (e.g., S for sentence, V
for verb, NP for noun phrase etc.), and rules which define which
intermediate symbols can be rewritten as which terminal symbols,
in which order, etc. Not only can one discern sentence grammars,
word structure may be captured in a grammar or word syntax as
well (e.g., Selkirk, 1982).
Thus, a grammar yields a set of
rules which have to be obeyed for a string (a word-form) or a
sentence to belong to that language. A grammar, defined this
way, gives a static description of the linguistic structure on
the basis of which sentences (and word-forms) can be generated.
Parsers, then, are the more dynamic counterpart of grammars, they
execute the procedures applicable to strings and thus analyse or
'decide' whether a string is a legal member of a specific
language.
Chomsky (1959a,b) has suggested that grammars can be ordered
in a specific hierarchy (known as the Chomsky Hierarchy).
This
classification is based on three limiting definitions which
increasingly restrict the rewriting rules. It would carry us too
far to enumerate and explain these restrictions here; a clear
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and extensive discussion can be found In, for example, Levelt
(1973). Least restricted are the Type-0 grammars or unrestricted
rewriting systems which allow any rewriting rule. At the second
level we find Type-1 or context sensitive grammars. Even more
restricted are the Type-2 or context free grammars.
At the
highest or most restricted level, finally, Тур -3, regular or
finite state grammars are located.
Formally (mathematically),
each lower level forms a subset of a higher one; a higher level
grammar obeys all the restrictions of a lower level and at least
one more. Analogous to this hierarchy of grammars, languages can
be ordered as well. Chomsky discerns the following, ordered from
unrestricted to highly restricted: (1) Recursively Enumerable
Languages, (2) Context Sensitive Languages, (3) Context Free
Languages, and (4) Regular Languages.
The construction of a hierarchy of grammars and languages is
interesting from a linguistic point of view (as well as from a
psycholinguistic
viewpoint).
Natural
languages
possess
characteristics which indicate that their grammars are restricted
in a number of ways. Not each and every structure is allowed
when building sentences. Therefore, an unrestricted rewriting
system or Type-0 grammar is not a very attractive model to
describe natural languages; it puts hardly any limitations on
structures that are well formed. In other words, Type-0 grammars
and recursively enumerable languages have too many degrees of
freedom
and
form the weakest possible model for natural
languages.
It is argued that
context-free
grammars
are
sufficient to generate at least a subset of English and other
languages (De Roeck, 1983).
The Chomskian hierarchy also has implications for parsers and
the 'machines' that perform parsing. Grammars, in a way, contain
recipes to produce sentences of a languages. The receptive
counterpart, which is called an automaton, is constructed to take
in a sentence or string to be analyzed and accepted or analyse as
'grammatical'. Such automata can be represented by transition
networks with states and transitions between those states.
A transition network actually forms a control stucture, i.e.,
a pattern of possible actions (Steels, 1975) that drives a
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parser.
By means of such a structure, a word-form (or a
sentence, etc.) can be scanned and it can be decided whether this
word-form
is
accepted
or not.
Transition networks can,
conventionally, be defined as sets of states represented by
circles connected by arcs or directed, labeled lines between
those circles. The arcs indicate transitions between the states.
The
labels
on
the arcs indicate conditions under which
transitions may take place (Figure 3.1, see p.41).
Given the hierarchy of grammars, an analogous hierarchy of
automata or parsing mechanisms is conceivable. A regular grammar
is formally equivalent with (i.e., concerns the same structural
information as) a simple transition network, and consequently
with a finite state automaton (for mathematical proof see Minsky,
1967). At the level of context free grammars, the related
control structures for parsers are recursive transition networks
or pushdown automata.
As is the case with grammars, the
preferred automaton for decribing linguistic structures will be
the most restricted type since it will be the most parsimonious.
Word parsers may be found at the level of Type-2 grammars and the
equivalent pushdown automata and recursive transition networks
(Steele, 1975).
The KIMMO parser which will be described as an
example of a possible architecture for morphological parsing is
of Type-3.
It was originally designed to deal with inflection,
which is not a recursive process in most Indo-European languages.
To be capable to deal with recursive morphological processes,
like derivation, more 'power', i.e., a mechanism at the Type-2
level, may be needed as is suggested by Steels.
A
final
note of caution seems in place here.
In a
psycholinguistic view it seems plausible to think of perception
and comprehension processes in terms analogous to (computational)
parsing. As a result, computational parsing models and AI
parsing schemes are often used to construct psycholinguistic
models (Karttunen & Zwicky, 1985).
Yet, though computational
models may be an adequate reflection of some language processes
it does not mean that there is a strict one-to-one relationship
between all aspects of the model and the 'mind', i.e., they are
not necessarily isomorphic.
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3.2 KIMMO: A Lett-to-Rlght Word Parser

The KIMMO parser is best characterized by its two major
components. First, there are two-level rules, which match the
lexical representations (cf.
deep structure) with phonemic
surface representations. They work in parallel in contrast with
sequential or chained rules as in Kaplan and Kay's model (1981).
Such
rules
describe
the
process
of
morphological
(de-)composition.
The second major part is the lexical system. In this system
the lexical representations are defined. It contains roots and
word-endings (suffixes). Koskenniemi did not, in first instance,
consider prefixed words. The root entries may therefore contain
prefixes and would thus in fact be base entries. However, the
nature of the KIMMO model is more agreeable with assuming that
roots and prefixes are represented seperately. The combinations
of the entries (the morphotactic structures) that are allowed are
given by simple continuation linkages.
In the following paragraphs I will discuss some, but not all,
of the relevant details of these components.
Section 3.5 will
describe the actual process of morphological decomposition in the
KIMMO model. Finally, I will briefly discuss the consequences
the KIMMO parser and related models may have for psycholinguistic
models.

3.3 KIMMO: The Rule Level

Koskenniemi's two-level model deals with the relation between
the lexical level or deep structure and the level of surface or
phonemic representations.
No intermediate stages are assumed
between these two levels. The matching between the two levels
takes place in one single pass. This is a major divergence from
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the cyclic models of Generative phonology where there are several
intermediate
stages,
which
are
strictly
sequential and
uni-directional (see
e.g.,
Kiparsky's
(1982)
theory
of
Level-ordered Morphology in Chapter 2).
The relations are described by parallel bi-directional rules
(i.e., non-sequential) which do not perform any transformations
as in Generative phonology. They just check the appropriateness
of the proposed correspondences between lexical and surface
elements.
Though guided by these rules, the production and
analysis or perception processes are separate from them.
The
lexical and surface level are seen as two tiers, one above the
other, hooked up by the two-level rules.
The correspondences are assumed to be pairwise, lexical
character by surface character, and the rule defines whether a
correspondence is permitted in a specific context. For example:

s

y

s

y

n p a t h y
φ
m p a t h y

i s permitted
if followed by a
bilabial (in contrast
to
synchronize)

Since the rules do nothing more than align the lexical or upper
string with the surface or lower string, they can work bidirectionally, both in analysis and in production. Actually, the
rule component can be seen as a filter:
"...
a slightly distorting filter between the upper
and lower strings of
a
configuration.
Lexical
representations seen through the filter would look like
surface forms. If we go inside and look through the
filter in the opposite direction, the surface forms
would
look
like
the
lexical
representations."
(Koskenniemi, 1983, p.30-31)
As

was

said, the alignment is performed lexical character by
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surface character. The character pairs that are permitted by the
rules form the concrete pair set. Within this concrete pair set
subsets can be discerned which define more general types of
pairs, the abstract pairs. In these abstract pairs, set symbols
are used instead of concrete characters, e.g., V for the subset
of vowels, = for the set of all characters, and В for the set of
bilabiale. For instance in the correspondence example given
above, the л can be realized as an m not only if followed by a p,
but by any bilabial. Such (systematic) groups can be captured in
the use of one label or letter (a В in this case). Such
abbreviations, then, can be used in the two-level rules.
What, now, does a two-level rule look like? Formally they
resemble Generative rules (but remember they do not resemble
those functionally, i.e., they do not perform any transformations
(in the technical sense) as Generative rules would). Let us take
a look at the rule which specifies that a lexical л can sometimes
be a surface m. This rule would be formulated as follows:
η

<-> 0 _ Ρ
m
The interpretation of this rule is that a lexical л is realized
as a surface m (or, in perception, that a surface л should be
interpreted as a lexical л) if-and-only-if it is followed by a
specific context:
a p.
This aspect
is
called
context
dependency. Thus, a number of aspects are specified in the rule:
(1)
the
correspondence part (CP) which gives the
lexical-surface pair (either concrete or abstract) that
the rule concerns.
(2) the operator ("op"), which states the relation
between the pair and the context:
•> denotes a context restriction rule, i.e., a pair may
only occur if enclosed in the specified context.
<= denotes a surface coercion rule i.e., if the given
context is present this implies that the given lexical
character
must
be
realized as the given surface
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character.
<->
combines
the previous two operators into
if-and-only-if rule.
(3) the context, either on the left of the pair (LC)
on its right (RC). Either or both contexts may
specified, and if either one is unspecified, this
indicated by a zero (0).

an
or
be
is

To summarize, two-level rules can be written abstractly ast
CP "op" LC _ RC
In the KIMMO parser these rules are represented as a set of
finite state automata.
To be accepted, a configuration of
lexical and surface characters or strings must pass all automata
in the parser, that is to say the automata are conjunctive and
the rules operate in parallel. One automaton can encode several
rules, e.g., when more than one context restriction rule applies
to a particular CP, or when different rules share a specific
context.

(=.=)

(=.B)

(=.-B)

Figure 3.1 Transitional network for a two level rule indicating under
which conditions a lexical η may be realized as a surface m, as
described in the KIMMO word-parsing model
Formally,
a
finite
s t a t e automaton can be d e f i n e d
as
c o n s i s t i n g " . . . of a s e t of s t a t e s , an input a l p h a b e t , a s t a t e
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transition function, an Initial state, and the subset of final
states" (Koskenniemi, 1983, p.95).
The automaton is often
represented in the form of a transitional network or state
transition diagram. The states are represented as circles and
the transitions as arrows connecting the circles. The '(n.m) <=>
_ («.B)' rule of assimilation can easily be written as a
transitional network representing finite state automaton (Figure
3.1). The initial state is identified with number 1, the second
with number 2, etc.
A colon following the number indicates a
state may be final, i.e., the execution may stop there. A period
following
the
number
indicates
a non-final state.
The
transitions which can take place are indicated by the arrows and
their comments.

η

m
1:

2

2.

2

3:

В

η

η

=

-Β

_

_

-Β

=

3

1

1
3

1

Figure 3.2 Tabular representation of an automaton Indicating under
which conditions a lexical η may be realized as a surface m, as
described in the KIMMO word-parsing model

To go from 1: to 2. results in replacing л by m, etc. (in
the technical sense this is a simple rewriting rule, not a
transformation).
The arcs between the states represent the
'if-and-only-if rules', more precisely the arcs from state 1 to
state 2 and vice versa represent the 'only if' component of the
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rule, which entails that the (л.ш) correspondence can occur only
in front of a bilabial consonant. The arcs between 1 and 3 refer
to the 'if' aspect, assuring that the lexical η will be realized
as an m given this particular context.
The same automaton can also be represented in tabular form
(Figure 3.2). Here, rows indicate states, and columns indicate
characters or symbols. The transitions are given in the matrix
cells. Given state s, indicated by the row number, we can see
which
will
be the next state by looking at the column
corresponding to the current input symbol.
The cross-point of
row and column gives the cell entry value, which is the number of
the state following the
current
one.
Such
a
tabular
representation is computationally equivalent to a transition
network, albeit less easy to visualize.
For larger automata,
however,
it
soon
becomes
almost
impossible to draw a
comprehensible network.
Before turning to the actual parsing process, I will first
describe the other, equally characteristic, component of the
KIMMO parser: the lexicon.

3.4 KIMMO: The Lexical Level

In Koskenniemi's model the lexicon system where words are
represented is not a list of full forms.
Bases and endings
(affixes) are represented separately.
The combinations, as
defined by the morphotactic structure of a language, are arrived
at by simple continuation linkages. Thus, the lexicon consists
of a set of formally similar sub-lexicons, and a set of
continuation classes.
In the sub-lexicons (see also Fig.
3.3 below) there are
entries for root (or base) lexemes, alternation patterns, and
inflectional and derivational suffixes.
The entry for a root
lexeme contains the phonological representation of the root, and
syntactic or semantic information on that root. The amount of
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information may vary with the purpose of the parser (e.g., more
semantics if the parser is used in text processing). Further,
inflectional and derivational endings have their own separate
entries, the consequences of which will be discussed later on.
Entries can combine in sub-lexicons depending on combinatorial
characteristics of the endings. This way, affixes that attach to
the same type of root will be in one sub-lexicon. Repetition of
entries is avoided. Thus a sub-lexicon may be very small and
even
contain only one entry.
This way the combinatorial
characteristics of endings will
prevail.
As
a
result,
morphological structure and detail will become more obvious, and
processing is more straightforward. To give a (rather trivial)
example*
although the suffixes -er and -or both combine with
verbal stems to form an agentive noun (ENG.ι
baker,
detector;
DO. t bakker,
detector),
they will not be combined into one
sublexicon because the first suffix belongs to the class of
Germanic morphemes (with a stress neutral word ('#') boundary)
and the second one is used for Latinate words (with a non-neutral
morpheme ('+') boundary) (see Chapter 2).
An important claim is that all lexicons and all entries have a
uniform and identical format: A lexicon has a name (in the
program usually a mnemonic abbreviation) and a list of entries.
Each entry consists of (1) the lexical representation of the
entry, (2) a reference to a continuation class (not to be
confused with syntactic class or category), i.e., a class of
entries which may follow the current entry, and (3) the syntactic
and/or semantic information stored in the entry.
The first
element, the lexical representation, contains symbols that stand
for the elements that make up a specific entry, including word
and morpheme boundaries( e.g., '+'), and selector features (the
features required to allow a specific continuation class).
The
second element, the continuation class, has a name and gives a
list of sublexicons.
The members of these sub-lexicons may
follow the entry that refers to the continuation class. If a
specific root or affix entry is allowed to form the end of a
word, its representation contains a special continuation symbol
('•')·
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These
lexicons
with
their tri-partite entries may be
visualized as lists with three columns (Figure 3.3) Here, the
first column lists the lexical representations, the second lists
the continuation classes of these entries, and the third column
gives syntactic and/or semantic information (in the case of this
implementation of the parser this information is restricted to
syntactic features).

(1) LEXICON "root"

at

№

day

/N

fox

/N

"V PRES SING 1ST"
"PREP"

" "

(2) LEXICON "AG"
+er

/N

"AGENTIVE"

(3) LEXICON "N"
0
+s

CI
C2

"N SG"
"N PL"

(4) LEXICON "CI"
0
's

//

0

Il

M

"GEN"

Figure 3.3 Four lexica with three-partite entries indicating (1)
Lexical representation;
(2) Continuation class;
(3) Syntactic
(and/or semantic) features, for morphemes in these specific lexica
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A computationally elegant way to represent this lexical
information internally is in the form of a tree whose branches
spell out the morphemes. This representational format ensures
efficient accessing and retrieval of lexical information.
A
lexicon for English containing the lexemes crow, crowd, crib, and
club, for instance, would have the following structure (see
Figure 3.4):

vD—®
Figur· 3.4 A tree-like representation
containing the words crow, crowd; crib;

for a
club

lexicon for English

The lexical entry of each word would be associated with the last
character of that word in the tree. In the example given above
this would imply an entry for crow at the w and an entry for
crowd at the d in the c-r-o-w-d branch. Since an entry contains
all valid continuation classes for that entry, suffixes that
combine with a specific root can be easily located in the suffix
sub-lexicons.
This aspect of the KIMMO model is entitled to a closer
inspection. Therefore, having described the two major components
of the KIMMO parser, the next step is to look at the actual
parsing process as performed by Koskenniemi's implementation of
this model.
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3.5 KIMMO: The Parsing Process

Since this model is a computational one, the parsing is taken
care of by a computer program.
The program contains eight
modules, each performing a task that is quite independent of the
others. Several modules are merely lists, like the lexicon
module.
Other modules process a specific function, e.g., the
Finite state execution module (the Fsp module), the character
store module, and the scanner module.
The actual processing proceeds from left to right, and letter
by letter. As the scanner module moves through the string each
surface character is mapped onto its corresponding lexical
character (or vice versa). This mapping is taken care of by a
module that constructs concrete pair sets from the automata and
aligns the automata to make them operational.
An example will make the process clear: Let us say the FST, a
finite state machine with two scanning heads, moves along two
parallel
tapes (see Figure 3.5). The pair of characters
currently being scanned, for instance (л.ш) (where л is on the
upper or lexical tape and лі is on the lower or surface tape), has
to be dealt with by the
'(л.лі) two-level
rule'.
The
corresponding automaton is located in the Fsp module, which
executes the automaton concerned.
Starting in state Is
the
(л.яі) input makes a transition possible to state 2. In state 2.
the following things may happen.
(a) If the automaton is in state 2. and there is no input left
then the input string is rejected, since state 2. is a non-final
state and thus more input is required.
(b) If there is input left but the next surface input does not
belong to the set of В (bilabial) characters the automaton
blocks, since the left context is specified and a bilabial
consonant is demanded.
(c) If the (л.лі) pair is followed by a surface В input, a
transition to state 1: will occur. This state can be a final
state, so the automaton comes to a successful end, and the
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scanner can move on.
(d) If the Input was not (л.JO) In the first place, state 3:
reached. There the automaton blocks if the next input is B,
proceeds in any other case.

. s y N p a t h y

is
or

lexical or
upper tape

. s y M p a t h y . . .

surface or
lower tape

î

= current position of scanner heads

Figur· 3.3 A finite state machine with two scanner beads moving along
the lexical and surface tape, character by character

As has been d i s c u s s e d above, t h e l e x i c o n module c o n t a i n s a
number of s u b - l e x i c o n s . Each l e x i c o n i s represented i n t h e form
of a t r e e whose branches s p e l l out p a r t s of words, r o o t s (or
b a s e s ) and e n d i n g s , i . e . , morphemes ( s e e Figure 3 . 4 ) .
By t h i s
t r e e - l i k e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n the a c c e s s i n g of l e x i c a l information
becomes more e f f i c i e n t , and a l s o a v o i d s d u p l i c a t i o n of c h a r a c t e r s
and morphemes i n memory, thus reducing memory space needed. The
t r i - p a r t i t e l e x i c a l e n t r i e s are a s s o c i a t e d with
the
last
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character of the morpheme.
The recognition process thus proceeds strictly from left to
right.
For each input-representation pair the
appropriate
automaton is located, and the surface character is matched with
its lexical counterpart. If and when this match is successfully
completed, the scanner moves down the string one letter and the
matching cycle starts anew. Meanwhile the possible word spells
itself out in the lexicon tree. Each letter down the stream
brings us closer to the correct lexical entry.
As soon as an entry is located, information on permissable
continuations becomes available. If the input has not ended at
the same time at which the entry is reached, the rest of the
input is compared with
the
valid
continuations.
These
continuations are again spelled out in network representations in
an independent sub- lexicon. For example, crows' (ENG.) will be
analysed into:
crow + s ' N PL GEN.
Finally, the appropriate entry for the continuation (affix) is
arrived at and the information in it is retrieved.
"The
recognizer makes a single left-to-right pass through the string
as it homes in on its target in the lexicon ... the application
of all phonological and morphological rules takes part as part of
the lexical lookup itself" (Karttunen, 1983, p.178).
This view
of the word parsing process holds some interesting implications
for psychollnguistic models. Therefore, in the next paragraph I
will discuss the model rephrased in psychollnguistic terms and
its possible implications.

3.6 KIMMO: Psychollnguistic Implications

In
the
introduction
of this chapter I mentioned the
possibility of using computational models as a guide to what
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mental processes and representations could look like. The type
of parsing model described here gives us some hints worth
considering.
First, there is the idea of morphemic representation. Both
Koskenniemi's and Hankamer's model use lists of atoms
or
morphemes.
Thus, duplication of representations is avoided (J.
Allen, 1976). Memory capacity is efficiently used, and, what is
more, regularities in (morphological) structure are captured in
an elegant way.
The problem of memory capacity is primarily bound to the use
of computers, more so than to human memory. It thus remains a
rather weak argument.
However, even if the memory capacity of
the human mind is as vast as we think it is, it does no harm to
use it in an efficient, parsimonious way.
In contrast to the assumption that they have a potentially
unlimited memory capacity, humans are assumed to be restricted in
their processing capacity.
This is one of the reasons why
Koskenniemi argues against the extensive rewriting
systems
proposed by Generative phonology, which would demand an enormous,
and in particular, sequential processing capability. Of course,
a list of full forms would reduce the processing load to near
zero. Yet, such lists are hardly feasible, no matter how vast
the memory capacity, for languages with a rich inflectional and
derivational morphology like Finnish and Turkish.
For
an
agglutinating
language
like
Turkish
(where
agglutinating is interpreted as the process of derivational and
inflectional word formation by putting together constituents each
of which expresses a single definite meaning, and therefore the
order
of
the
constituents
becomes
all-important
e.g.,
ceplerimizdekilerdendi,
etc.) the number of legal formations is
extremely large. For verb-forms it is 869,324, if we assume one
single recursion, and 13,495,660, if we assume two recursions.
For nouns the numbers are even more impressive: 4,382,032 and
107,401,384 respectively (Hankamer, 1986). The more recursions
are applied, the more legal word-forms can be produced, and three
or four recursions are quite usual. Most of these forms will be
encountered once in a lifetime, if at all. Yet, native speakers
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will recognize them as real words right away and can deduce their
meaning.
When a language has a morphology as productive as its
syntax (i.e., the sentence production device), a list of full
forms seems hardly acceptable.
Problems
of
never-encountered word-forms also occur in
languages that may seem less exotic.
Italian verbs,
for
instance, are of such complexity that even highly educated
individuals are unlikely to meet or use more than a relatively
small subset of the many possible forms. Even for languages
which have a less obviously rich morphology (e.g., English and
Dutch), morphemic representation is feasible and may be preferred
over whole-word representation. The cost of parsing processes,
namely the processing load, may well be within acceptable limits.
As Koskenniemi argues:

"...
we try to answer the question whether the
operation is simple enough to be processed by neural
networks (as far as we can tell). A positive answer
could be reached if there exist alternative devices
that perform the same tasks in real time, and that
neural networks could perform similar
tasks
fortunately, there are some classes of mechanisms that
are inherently simple and
that
can
easily
be
accomplished on several kinds of devices. Finite state
automata have such
good
qualities
..."
(1983,
p.135-136)
Of course he does not want to claim that neurons simulate
finite state automata (FSA) or vice versa, even though they are
formally equivalent. However, it seems reasonable to expect that
functions which can be performed by such simple devices as FSA
could also be performed by the brain without too much effort.
Even in the earliest work of Chomsky (1956) the advantages of FSA
as
a
representational
format
were already spelled out.
Morpho(phono)logical rules are such functions as was shown in the
description of the KIMMO parser.
Another interesting aspect of this kind of model is the
left-to-right approach.
Starting at the left end (or more
correctly, the beginning) of a word, what is encountered first is
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the root or base of that word (at least in suffixing languages,
which happen to be in the majority (Cutler, Hawkins, & Gilligan,
1986)). Under the assumption that the lexicon contains morphemic
representations, the beginning or left-hand end of a word is a
good starting point for analyzing wordst
The core element
(semantically) is located instantaneously. One of the arguments
used to explain the suffixing preference given by Cutler et al.
(1986) is precisely that lexical recognition, when aimed at
semantic interpretation, benefits from the distributional fact
that a majority of words in a language yields the root first.
However, in the case of prefixed words those prefixes may have to
be 'stripped off' before the representation of a semantically
decisive root can be accessed.
Further,
which
elements
may follow, is given by the
continuation class.
These continuation classes are another
aspect with some psychological relevance.
In a sense, there
exists a left-context sensitivity. Whether the morpheme at hand
is allowed at that position, depends on the morphemes on the
left. Earlier morphemes specify what morphemes may follow.
As
soon as a lexical entry of a morpheme is located all continuation
classes (or subsets of morphemes which are a legal continuation
following the morpheme at hand) are known. This information
becomes available at the same time as, and independently of
other, e.g., semantic, information, not after extensive semantic
processing.
The same holds for information on syntactic features, e.g.,
syntactic class or category (not to be confused with continuation
class).
Such information will be yielded as soon as the
representation of the final morpheme (the suffix) is entered.
This latter point is particularly important for theories on
sentence parsing ι It would imply that syntactic processing can
take place independently of, and in parallel with semantic
processing. Moreover, given the continuation class of a root, it
is possible to restrict the number of syntactic categories to
which a suffixed word or word-form may belong even before the
continuation is actually processed.
The
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morpheme representation in the lexicons. Representing morphemes
in the form of a letter tree is a computationally efficient
format. It is, of course, only one way to store lexical entries.
Other, possibly more dynamic, ways are feasible (but see Chapter
9 for a more extensive discussion).
Still, this may be a
psychologically efficient way as well. Such a representational
format was rejected by Forster (1976), though not for any obvious
empirical reasons.
However, computationally, such letter trees
make access to lexical information more efficient. They minimize
the time spent on searching for the right entry. Only a single
left-to-right pass through the string is needed (Karttunen,
1983).
Moreover, incorrect entries are not even noticed since
the string finds its own entry. Unwinding from left to right, it
matches the lexical character letter by letter and when an entry
is associated with a character the process stops there (if there
is no input left).
However, if there is more input left this can either be a
legal continuation of the entry found, or the branch of the
lexicon tree may extend further (e.g., стоит vs. crowd, see
Figure 3.4). It is not explicit in Koskenniemi's model whether
both options (continuation vs. extended branch) are considered
at the same time. But, since the approach is a breadth-first
one, and the automata work in parallel, it would be plausible to
assume that all options will be considered in the same single
pass.
If more than one parse is correct, these are presumably
reached simultaneously.
A breadth-first approach may not be psychologically valid.
Empirical results (e.g., Taft, 1981) suggest that prefixlike
word-initial
letter
strings are preferably interpreted as
prefixes even if they do not function as such in a specific word
(e.g.,
ENG.:
bison;
DU.:
Aertog).
This indicates a
depth-first approach in which a first parse
attempts
an
interpretation of the substring as a prefix. If this parse fails
backtracking is required which will cause extra processing cost.
This results in the longer reaction times for pseudo-prefixed
words as was found by Taft (1981).
Another aspect of a left-right search through letter trees is
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that
incorrect
(derivational)
paths
are
filtered
out
automatically. "Since there are no entries for chang or ringe in
a lexicon for English, the recognizer never attempts to analyze
changing
as chang + ing or ringing as ringe + ing" (Karttunen,
1983, p.178). This claim will prove to be important for the
interpretation of the experiments reported in this dissertation.
In particular, it can explain why pseudo-suffixes (e.g., ENG.ι
ceiling;
DU.ι
zuster) do not result in slower reaction times
(Hanelis & Tharp, 1977), as opposed to pseudo-prefixes.
In the
case of pseudo-suffixes, a root entry has not yet been located at
the point where the pseudo-suffix would begin (ceii- and gust
are not roots in English respectively Dutch). In cases where
there actually is a root entry available at the pseudo-suffix
transition (e.g., ENG.»
tend-er;
DU.:
broed-er) the word
actually has two legal parses and interpretations. This (lexical
and structural) ambiguity may result in slowed processing time.
Finally, in the case of possible, but not (yet) existing words
(e.g., DU.t
jbrad- г), the parser may run into trouble because
the item is represented at the morphemic level, but is not an
existing word in its own right. Experiments by Meijs (1986)
indicate that such problems may indeed be psychologically real.
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Psychollngulstlc Studies of Morphology

This
chapter reviews most of the recent literature on
psychollngulstlc models and studies of word structure.
Since
this
dissertation
is
mainly
concerned with visual word
recognition, this review focuses primarily on experiments in the
visual domain. The theories, predictions and findings summarized
here may be supplemented by general reviews by Cutler (1983),
Butterworth (1983), Henderson (1985), and Lima (1987).
This
chapter
first
discusses
some basic theories of
representation of morphemes. Next, a number of empirical studies
will be summarized. These studies will be ordered with respect
to the type of affixes considered (prefixes,
derivational
suffixes, and inflectional suffixes), and with respect to the
approaches and paradigms used (word-frequency effects, memory
tasks, lexical repetition effects, and response times). Since
Taft's
(1975)
Affix
Stripping
Model
is
central
to
psychollngulstlc research in this area, its characteristics and
the criticism it has to meet will be reviewed in Section 4.4.
The final section, Section 4.6, will recapitulate and further
discuss the main results of the research reported in this
chapter.
Possible interpretations in terms of decomposition
taking place pre-access, during access, or post-access will be
discussed here and in Chapter 9. The reader who does not want to
be confused by the rather detailed review of the empirical
results and the not always coherent picture that results from
those data, may restrict him- or herself to this final section.
The research that has implications for the experiments to be
reported in Chapters 5 to 8 will be summarized
in
the
introductory sections of those chapters as well.
Finally, a note concerning terminology has to be made. In
psycholinguistic research the notion 'stem' is used to indicate
both inflectional stems and derivational bases. The use of the
notion 'stem' is,
however,
linguistically
restricted
to
inflections (see Chapter 2). When psycholinguistic theories
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claim that there is 'stem representation' it is assumed that
these morphemic entries are non-affixed. Consequently, it would
be more appropriate to refer to such morphemes as 'roots' which
would indicate simplex stems and bases. Some experiments that
are reported here employed non-primitive bases. In these cases
and in cases where it is not altogether clear whether all bases
used were non-affixed I will use the word 'base'.

4.1 Root Representation and Decomposition: The Impoverished-Entry Theory

Peycholinguistic models of word representation in general and
of the role of morphological structure in particular have
reinvented
and adapted the basic ideas of two linguistic
theories«
the Impoverished-Entry theory and the Full-Entry
theory.
Notions from Generative morphology, like the 'head of a
word' and computational models such as Koskenniemi's have had
little or no impact on peycholinguistic research till now. The
first theory, the Impoverished-Entry theory, has its roots in the
Transformational approach.
This theory assumes that only roots
will have a full representation, i.e., a fully specified entry in
the lexicon. Derived or inflected forms either have no entry at
all, or one which is not fully specified. The entry only gives
information specific to that particular form and refers to the
entry of a related form (usually the root) for information that
is shared among the diverse word-forms. These morphologically
complex forms are closely related to their root.
This relation
is specified by means of rules (often called lexical redundancy
rules). Such rules may be located either in the lexicon (e.g.,
Selkirk, 19Θ2), or in the syntactic component (Chomsky, 1965;
Lees, I960).
The
best
known paycholinquistlc representative of this
Impoverished-Entry theory is the Decompositional model of Taft
(Taft, 1976, 1979, 1981;
Taft & Forster, 1975, 1976). This
model proposes that the lexicon only contains morphemes. Surface
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forms, in particular derivations and inflections, have to be
deduced from these morphemes. The surface and/or complex forms
do not have their own, direct representation in the mental
lexicon.
Such a theory of lexical representation also has implications
for the course the word recognition process will take.
If the
unit of representation is the morpheme, or more specifically the
root of a word, a morphologically complex word will have to be
decomposed into its component morphemes to be recognized. Taft's
(1975) Decomposition-First model claims that, before lexical
access can take place, a complex word will be decomposed into its
root and its affixes (in the
case
of
derivations
and
inflections).
This decomposition is said to be pre-access
because it is assumed that the lexicon proper contains root
morphemes only. Affixes, if listed at all, do not have a lexical
representation in this model.
It may be disputed whether affix stripping can indeed occur
pre-access. To decide whether a specific substring should be
stripped off such a substring has to be marked in some way. It
seems plausible to assume that affixes actually are listed, e.g.,
in a closed class lexicon as was proposed by Bradley (1978).
Taft, however, refers to lexical access only in the sense of
access to the central lexicon or master file as described in
Forster's (1976) model. Further, decomposition will always be
attempted before trying to locate an entry via the whole word.
Lexical search and actual recognition, then, will occur via the
root of a word. This obligatory decomposition is further assumed
to take place irrespective of other characteristics of words,
e.g., frequency.
In Taft's view the recognition of complex words involves a
number of discrete and sequential steps (Figure 4.1). First, the
word presented has to be decomposed into its components. This
initial step is best known as Prefix Stripping (Taft & Forster,
1975), though the model actually assumes that the stripping
process will be applied to prefixes and suffixes. Secondly, the
lexical entry of the word is located on the basis of the output
of the first step, in particular the root. Thirdly, a checking
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procedure is included to make sure that the supposed affixes of
the word form legal combinations with the supposed root. If, at
any point, a test has a negative outcome, a restart has to be
made to locate a whole word entry.
Step 2:
Locate
stem entry
in lexicon

success

cH

Step 3:
Check legality
affix—stem
combination

failure

Step 1:
Try to divide
string into affix
and stem

failure

Step 6:
Response
is

failure

YES

Step 4:
Locate
whole—word entry
in lexicon

failure

Step 5:
Check whether
string is
free form

Step 7:
Response
failure

is
NO

Figure 4.1 Taft'β Prefix Stripping model
Non-affixed words are again processed in several steps.
First, it has to be decided that no affixes are present. Second,
the lexical entry of the whole word is located. Finally, to
accommodate the lexical decision task, the legality of the
supposed word is checked.
In its original form this model does not make any general
prediction on differences between morphologically simple and
complex words.
As will be shown later it can make specific
predictions concerning specific simple words, namely those with
pseudo-prefixes
(e.g.,
ENG.:
re-lish;
DU»
her-tog)
in
comparison with truly prefixed items (e.g., ENG.: re-fund; DU.:
her-zien).
Pseudo-prefixed words are predicted to suffer from
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interference effects caused by a faulty decomposition.
Although Taft assumes that decomposition will be attempted
before anything else, this is not a necessary assumption for a
decompositional model. As an alternative a search for the whole
word, as given with the surface form, may take place prior to
decomposition.
Morphologically simple words, then, could be
recognized directly, without intervening attempts to decompose
them.
Morphologically complex words, on the other hand, will be
decomposed and be recognized only after a search for the word as
a whole has failed. This option was first described by Manelis
and Tharp (1977) who, however, chose the option that all surface
forms have a full representation (see the Single-Unit model
below). In this case, pseudo-prefixed items will no longer
suffer from a mistaken decomposition and thus no reliable
differences are predicted.
Complex words, however, may take
longer to respond to than morphologically non-complex ones.
Still another alternative to the Decomposition-First variant
would be to assume that decomposition and a search for the whole
word take place in parallel. This would suggest a race model in
which the process which arrives at the lexical entry first will
result in the required response. Thus, Morphological complexity
need not affect reaction times.
Any differentiation would
require further detailed assumptions about the processes. A race
model is interesting only if either route is capable of winning
some of the time.
Decomposition may be efficient for some
stimuli, a whole word search may be faster for other items.

4.2 Single Units: The Full-Entry Theory

The second linguistic theory, the Full-Entry theory, claims
that both monomorphemic and complex words, i.e., all surface
forms, have their own fully specified entry (Jackendoff, 1975).
Paralleling this linguistic theory there are a number
of
psycholinguistic models.
A strong plea for the Full Listing
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Hypothesis Is made by Butterworth (1983).
Several experimental
studies also claim that all surface forms have their own separate
entry, (e.g.. Fowler, Nappe, & Feldman, 1985; Manelis & Tharp,
1977;
Rubin, Becker, & Freeman, 1979;
Stanners, Nelsser,
Hemon, & Hall, 1979a; Stanners, Nelsser, & Palnton, 1979b).
Since such models claim that each surface form has its own,
Independent and fully specified entry they predict no effects of
morphological complexity per se. In a sense this type of model
represents
the
null-hypothesis
of
possible
effects
of
morphological structure and Is particulary Interesting because It
Is easily refuted by finding reliable differences due
to
morphological variance.
λ note of caution may be appropriate here ι
There Is a
complicating factor in acknowledging differences found between
simple and complex words since there is a close correlation
between morphological complexity and word length.
Therefore,
care should be taken to control for such confounding factors when
studying morphological structure, both within a Single Unit
framework and under Oecompositional assumptions.

4.3 Empirical Data on Visual Word Recognition

This section summarizes several studies on the role of
morphological structure in language processing.
The first and
main
issue will be that of the effects of morphological
complexity on visual word recognition. Some attention will also
be paid to auditory recognition, word production, aphasie, and
developmental aspects of morphology.
There are many ways to
structure a review of the literature and some may be preferred
over others. Since the interpretation and discussion of the
results will be in terms of the experimental paradigm chosen,
namelyι
(1) frequency effects;
(2)
memory
tasks;
(3)
repetition paradigms;
(4) simple reaction latency studies, I
will present the basic results reported in the literature
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accordingly.
Furthermore the presentation will be in the order
of the affixes in the surface formst
prefixes, derivational
suffixes, inflectional suffixes.

4.3.1 Prefixes
Freguency Effects.
Apart from RT differences between prefixed
and pseudo-prefixed words, and similar effects for non-words
derived from these two types, Taft and Forster (1975) report
frequency effects caused by the bound root frequency.
Items
where the bound form is more frequent than the the free form
(e.g., vent as in prevent) took longer to accept as words than
items which only have a free form (e.g., coin). Such differences
did not occur when the bound root was less frequent than the free
root (e.g., c a r d ) .
Comparable frequency effects are reported by Taft (1979). In
a lexical decision experiment the bound root frequency of
prefixed words was shown to affect word decision times. Prefixed
words with high frequency roots were found to be accepted faster
than prefixed words with a low frequency root (747 v s . 794
msec).
Repetition
Effects.
Stanners
e t a l . (1979b) found
differential priming
effects
studying
words
derived b y
prefixation.
They used double primes sharing the root or base,
or sharing the prefix with a prefixed target word (e.g., trieve
and remit to prime retrieve). This condition was compared to one
in which prefixed derivations were primed b y themselves (e.g.,
retrieve
to prime retrieve).
Stanners e t a l .
report a
differential priming effect, i.e., identical repetition effects
were significantly stronger than morphemic repetition effects. A
similar differential priming effect was found when a single
prefixed word was used to prime its base (e.g., unaware
to prime
aware).
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Response Times.
Fay (1980) failed to find any differentiation
in reaction times for prefixed and non-prefixed words.
Prefixed
non-words, on the other hand, showed delayed reactions relative
to non-prefixed non-words.
In a lexical decision experiment Taft (1981) found a Prefix
Stripping effect, i.e., compared to truly prefixed words response
latencies
for
pseudo-prefixed
words
are
delayed (where
paeudo-prefixed words are words in which the initial letter
cluster seems to be a prefix, but does not function as such
linguistically, e.g., unique, as opposed to truly prefixed words,
e.g., Advance).
The effect was significant both on RTs and on
error rates.
Finally, Lima (1985) reports a similar prefix stripping effect
when presenting prefixed and pseudo-prefixed words in neutral
sentence
contexts.
In
this
study
fixation
times for
pseudo-prefixed items were found to be elongated in comparison
with truly prefixed items.

4ΑΛ Derivational Sufflxas

Frequency
Effects.
An early study by Rosenberg, Coyle and
Porter (1966) reports that recall of adverbs derived by -ly is
affected by root or base frequency (the frequency of the
adjective from which the adverb is derived) rather than by
surface form frequency. In particular the recall of derived low
frequency adverbs is influenced by the frequency of their
adjectival base.
Also
using
frequency effects to study the effects of
morphological complexity, Bradley (1980) reports
that
the
combined frequency of the simplex base and its derivational
relatives provides a more adequate predictor of lexical decision
time for derived words (in particular those ending in -ness, -er,
and -inent) than the form frequency (i.e., the frequency of the
derivation by itself). This result resembles that of Taft (1979)
for prefixes and inflections. However, Taft also found surface
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frequency effects for suffixes (see 4.3.3).
Memory Tasks.
Kintsch (1972) studied derived and simple nouns
in a paired associate learning task. In this experiment derived
items were found to produce poorer performance. Richardson
(1975), however, casts serious doubt upon Kintsch's (1972) work
by showing that derived nouns do not result in impaired learning
if the material is controlled for concreteness.
This possible
confounding with concreteness and also imagineability was shown
once more by Richardson (1977) and taken to be an argument
against the evidence for the role of morphological complexity in
word recognition and representation.
Yet, two more experiments conducted by Kintsch (1974) do show
that subjects can and do make use of "knowledge of
the
decomposition of lexically complex words" (p.239). The first one
established
that
recall
memory
for
sentences
is
not
differentially
impaired by lexical complexity.
The second
experiment on cued recall, however, showed that base structures
are as effective as cues as strong associates for sentences
containing words derived from these base structures. Cueing with
the derived word itself, in comparison, results in even better
recall than either structurally or associatively related cues.
These results strongly resemble the differential priming effects
reported by Stanners, Neisser, Hemon, and Hall (1979a).
Repetition
Effects.
Stanners et al.
(1979a) and, more
recently, Fowler, Nappa, and Feldman (1985) report significant
priming effects of derivations on their bases. Stanners et al.
found that repetition priming (i.e., base - base) was more
effective than morphological priming (i.e., derivative - base).
Further, Fowler et al. (1985) replicated Stanners et al.'s
study (1979a) and also report priming of words by themselves to
be more effective than priming with derived words containing the
target base.
Response
Times.
Snodgrass and Jarvella (1972), concentrating
on non-words, showed that Lexical Decision times for non-words
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with possible bases are longer than for non-words with Impossible
bases. Adding affixes (both prefixes and suffixes) to non-words
also
caused
delayed
rejection
times in comparison with
non-affixed impossible items.
Affixation of possible bases
seemed not to have an effect. Finally, affixation was reported
to increase RTs for actual words as compared to their bases.
However, these effects are confounded with length and (for words)
with word frequency.
Jarvella and Snodgrass (1974) report that it takes more time
to decide that the same base is involved in word pairs in which
the
stem is spelled and pronounced differently (retain retention) than in word pairs containing a base which is spelled
the same way in both members, irrespective of pronunciation
(revere - reverent).
Similar results
were
obtained
for
inflections.
Manelis
and Tharp (1977) did not obtain a significant
differentiation between suffixed and pseudo-suffixed word pairs
in a double lexical decision task. They presented subjects with
a) pairs of truly suffixed words (working
- helping),
b)
pseudo-suffixed pairs (pudding - ceiling),
and c) mixed pairs of
which one member is truly
suffixed
and
the
other
is
pseudo-suffixed.
Though
they
did
not
find significant
differences between the two types of homogeneous pairs, RTs for
mixed pairs were slowed down.
Finally, Henderson, Wallis and Knight (1984) showed that
pseudo-suffixation (e.g., the pseudo- -er in slander),
in
contrast to pseudo-prefixation, does not cause interference
effects in a lexical decision task.

4.3.3 Inflectional Suffixes

Frequency
Effects.
In a lexical decision study Taft (1979)
showed that RTs are not only sensitive to the frequency of the
surface form, but also to stem frequency (i.e., the combined
frequency of all inflected forms sharing the same stem).
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Memory
Tasks.
Evidence for morphemic representation is
provided by Van der Molen and Morton (1979). They asked subjects
to recall lists of words containing a few plural nouns. The
analysis of the recall errors shows that plural morphemes have a
tendency to get detached from the original stem or root in memory
representations and to be added to other words in the same list.
If no plurals at all were present in the list no strategic
tendency to add plurals was found.
In a tachistoscopic word recognition experiment Murre11 and
Morton (1974) found significant facilitation as a result of prior
presentation of morphologically related words. Preceding later
recognition of a word (e.g., seen)
subjects memorized (1) the
word itself (2) an inflectionally related word (e.g., sees),
(3)
a formally related word i.e., a word which resembles the test
word in visual and acoustic form, but which has no morphological
relation with the test word (e.g., seed), or (4) no word at all.
Recognition
was
found
to
be significantly better after
inflectional pretraining than after formal or no pretraining.
Formal
resemblance
did
not facilitate later recognition.
Identical pretraining, however, was significantly more effective
than both formal and inflectional pretraining.
Repetition
Effects.
Stanners et al.
(1979a), using a
repetition paradigm, failed to find equally strong facilitation
of recognition of a free base or stem when preceded by itself,
and when preceded by an inflected (or by a derived) form. A base
or stem preceded by itself (house
- house)
showed strong
facilitation effects, whereas a base or stem preceded by a
derived or by an inflected form (housing - house) showed less
effective, yet still significant facilitation.
In a priming experiment Henderson et al. (1984) showed that
the recognition of both inflections and derivations can be
facilitated by earlier presentation of inflected words which are
morphologically related. This morphological priming effect was
comparable in size to semantic priming effects obtained in the
same experiment. Orthographic priming, however, was shown to be
ineffective, even inhibitory. Therefore, morphological priming
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effects may not be attributed to orthographic similarity between
words.
Fowler et al. (1985) report a series of priming experiments
in which priming of words by themselves and by inflected
relatives, was found to be equally effective. Unaffixed words
benefitted as much from prior presentation of inflected relatives
as from prior presentation of the unaffixed word itself. The
result was obtained independent of episodic conditions. Further,
formal properties do not seem to enhance or decrease the
facilitation. In general, the results seem be valid for both
visual and auditory recognition.
Яввропвв
Times. Jarvella and Snodgrass (1974) report that it
takes more time to decide that the same stem is involved in word
pairs containing irregular verb inflections {Bing - sang) than in
word pairs containing regular inflections (sail
sailed).
Similar results were obtained for derivations.
Lukatela, Gligorejevie, Kostie, and Turvey (1980) observed
that lexical decision times to the nominative
case
were
significantly faster than for other cases (e.g., genitive;
instrumental). This result was obtained for both masculine and
feminine gender.
Since the feminine nominative case is itself
inflected, a traditional stem representation model would not
hold.
Neither lexical decision times nor naming times were found to
be affected by suffixing per se in a study by Fowler et al.
(1985).
A lexical decision experiment conducted by Henderson et
al. (1984), finally, did not show any significant differences
between the recognition speed of suffixed and pseudo-suffixed
words.
TachistOBCoplc
Recognition.
In an early tachistoscopic
recognition experiment with words and non-words, Gibson and
Guinet (1971) showed that inflected word-forms may be perceived
as two units. Fewer errors were made on inflectional endings
than
on non-inflectional
endings controlling for length.
Inflections were added to simple items and removed from complex
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ones.

Also, inflectional substitutions occurred.

4.4 The Debate on Taft's Affix Stripping Model

Early evidence for a Prefix Stripping model was reported by
Taft and Forster (1975), who predicted and found that non-words
which are existing bound roots (e.g., juven from rejuvenate) or
contain existing bound roots (e.g., juven
in dejuvenate)
take
longer to reject than non-words not involving actual roots. This
result is explained by assuming that roots function as lexical
entries which can be contacted after affixes have been stripped
off.
The non-words involving bound roots match such root entries
and thus cause a false-positive reaction which has to be
corrected in a post-access check on actual word-hood.
This result can be explained by assuming that the mental
lexicon lists roots, both bound and free, ordered according to
their frequency.
Encountering a bound root of high frequency
(higher than its free, formally identical counterpart) will be
confusing in a lexical decision task. The bound root is cannot
be realized as an actual word-form, in the lexicon it would be
marked as a non-word entry. The subject is led astray and has to
continue the lexical search to locate the free root entry.
The
root frequency effects found are, again, interpreted as evidence
in favour of morphemic lexical representation and pre-lexical
decomposition.
Taft and Forster (1976) further corroborated their claims by
showing that the word-initial consituent (or syllable) in a
compound can serve to get lexical access. First, rejection of
non-words of which the first constituent is a real
word
(footmilge)
does take longer than of non-word compounds of which
the first member is a non-word (trowbreajt). Secondly, non-words
starting with a legitimate first syllable show interference in
comparison with non-words ending in an existing last syllable
(afc/i- vs.
-cule).
Finally, the frequency of the first
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• constituent word of a compound has a significant effect on
lexical decision times (in contrast to the frequency of the
second constituent).
Meijs (1986) criticizes Taft and Forster (1976) by pointing
out that non-words which are possible words (e.g.,
flovgun)
should
be
experimentally
discerned
from
morphologically
unacceptable non-words (e.g., mowdfliek).
Morphologically legal
non-words do show longer rejection times in a lexical decision
task than morphologically unacceptable non-words (see
also
Long-Comelissen, 1984).
This may be explained by assuming the
existence of a Type-Familiar lexicon which is a non-enumerable
set of possible complex words which can be interpreted through
the application of Word Formation Rules.
In addition to this
Type-Familiar lexicon there exists an Item-Familiar lexicon which
contains all currently existing words known by the language user.
Taft (1979) reports effects on recognition of both surface
frequency and stem and root frequency. In Taft's Interpretation,
these frequency effects apply to distinct stages of the word
recognition process. This interpretation would be in concordance
with
Forster's
(1976)
model of lexical access and word
recognition.
Root frequency, then, takes its effect
when
entering
the
orthographic
peripheral
access file.
Form
frequency, on the other hand, affects the lexical look-up in the
master file, or lexicon proper. Taft summarizes his conclusions
as follows ι
"The results of this experiment, then, clearly confirm
the conclusions drawn by Taft and Forster (1975) that
prefixed
words are decomposed morphologically for
recognition and also that nonword stems are represented
in the lexicon. The frequency of the nonword stems of
the word-forms used in the present experiment would not
have been relevant to recognition times had those words
not have been analyzed into prefix plus nonword stem
and had these nonword stems not been stored in the
lexicon." (Taft, 1979, p.266)
Taft's Prefix Stripping model met with criticism from Rubin et
al. (1979), Stannera et al. (1979a,b), and Henderson et al.
(1984).
Rubin et al. point out that Taft only included complex
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and pseudo-complex words in his experiments (Taft & Forster,
1975; Taft, 1979), thus inducing a decomposition strategy. They
failed to find evidence for Prefix Stripping when using balanced
sets of materials, including non-prefixed words.
Their conclusion is that morphological decomposition may be a
strategy that is available to the reader, rather than a necessity
for lexical access and further recognition. They suggest that
the lexicon contains all word-forms as opposed to roots only.
The information on morphological structure, however, is available
if needed, that is, structural information is represented in the
lexicon.
This representation of structural information within
the lexical entry may be similar to the representation of
syntactic and semantic information.
On the basis of the differential priming effects reported by
Stanners et al. (1979a, 1979b) the conclusion is drawn that
complex words are represented twice; (1) embedded in the entry
of their root, and (2) independently, having their own separate
entry.
A recent paper by Fowler et al. (1985), however, points
out that differential priming effects can be attributed to
episodic memory.
They claim that morphologically related words
do not share one lexical entry, but components of a word (in
particular the root) may be shared among words.
Taft (1981) refuted the criticism raised by Rubin et al. by
arguing that they used a list in which there were no 'prefixed'
non-words at all. Therefore a strategy may have been induced to
accept items as words on the basis of a prefixlike initial letter
cluster.
To further support this point he showed that RTs
(switching from the traditional lexical decision paradigm to a
naming task) for pseudo-prefixed words were still delayed when
there were few or no prefixed words in the experiment.
A
potential
confounding
effect of root frequency (which is
generally higher for truly prefixed words since several words
share the same root) was ruled out by using prefixed words which
have a root that is unique for this specific word (e.g., advance)
and by strictly matching prefixed and pseudo-prefixed items on
surface frequency, length and stress pattern.
Furthermore,

Taft (1981) argues that Stanners et al.

(1979b)
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failed to find full priming because processing the separate
morphemes of a complex word will not guarantee that the final and
crucial step of activating the combination will take place.
A third study that criticizes Taft's work is by Henderson et
al. (1984). They failed to find any significant differentiation
in processing time between truly prefixed words and non-prefixed
words, whereas pseudo-prefixed words did indeed result in delayed
lexical decisions.
Mandatory pre-lexical decomposition thus
seemed to be unlikely, though post-access interference occurs for
exceptional items like pseudo-prefixed words. Henderson et al.
opt for a model of lexical representation in which connections
exist between words sharing a root but in which decompositon is
not a necessary condition for recognition because surface forms
do have their own, independent representation.
This model
resembles the Satellite model put forward by Lukatela et al.
(1980) in which they claim that morphologically related lexemes
are grouped around a central or core item, usually the nominative
singular in the case of nouns. Via this central representation
related lexemes can be addressed. This would explain priming and
repetition effects among morphologically related items.
Henderson et al. point out that pseudo-prefixed words should
not be compared
with
truly
prefixed
words,
but
with
morphologically simple items which contain neither true nor
pseudo-affixes. They base their argument on three observations:
1. The comparison between truly and pseudo-affixed words is
confounded with the number of morphemes in the stimulus.
A
truly
prefixed
item
has at least two morphemes, a
pseudo-prefixed word contains only one (root) morpheme.
2.
Affixed words will have higher root frequencies than
pseudo-affixed words unless they have monogamous roots
(i.e., roots which are unique in the sense that they only
occur in that specific complex word). The mere fact that
true roots can occur in several words results in such higher
frequencies.
Pseudo-roots are unique for
a
specific
pseudo-affixed item.
3. Taft's model is not explicit as to whether the procedure
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for processing pseudo-affixed words actually should
longer than the processing of truly affixed words.

take

As for the first observation, it is not immediately clear what
consequences such a confounding should have.
Intuitively, RTs
might be expected to increase with the number of morphemes to be
processed. However, both Taft (1981) and Henderson et al.
(1984) show that truly prefixed words are actually processed more
rapidly than pseudo-prefixed words. Moreover, Henderson et al.
show that even words that are neither truly nor pseudo-prefixed
yield longer RTs than truly prefixed words, though Taft, Forster
and Garrett (1974, in Taft & Forster, 1975) and Taft (1976)
failed to find such differences.
The second argument, that root frequencies will affect RTs,
only holds under the assumption that words sharing a root are, at
least,
interrelated.
In
a strict Single-Unit model the
frequencies of the independent entries will not affect each
other.
Yet, there is some evidence that root frequency has an
effect.
Taft (1981) did find
a
differentiation
between
recognition speed for words with high and low frequency root
while explicitly using 'monogamous stems' (Henderson et al.,
1984).
These roots are unique in the sense that they occur only
in one word in the language. The use of such monogamous roots,
however, may obscure the fact that the word-forms in which they
occur are indeed morphologically complex. In this case one will
have to rely on linguistic criteria such as etymolgy or (as Taft
did) on subjective complexity ratings.
The third and final argument, that it is not clear whether the
processing of pseudo-affixed words should take longer than of
truly affixed words, indicates a more general problem. It is
difficult to predict straightforwardly what will happen if one
directly compares affixed with non-affixed words. Firstly, the
outcome depends on whether the time it takes to make a first
decision (is the word affixed?) varies with the type of word.
Secondly, it also depends on the path that has to be followed for
a particular type of word.
When one compares the path for a complex word with that of a
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simple word in Taft's model, one will notice that not only will
the number of steps sometimes be different, but quite often the
steps themselves will be different (Figure 4.1, Section 4.1).
Consequently, we are not dealing with the same sequence of steps
plus or minus one. Therefore, a critical assumption that has to
be made for Taft's model to be correct, is that the different
(sequences of) steps all take more or less the same amount of
time.
It is obvious that such an assumption should not be made
lightly.
However, for pseudo-affixed words the predictions derived from
Taft's model are clear: Delayed reactions will occur because of
a wrong decision at the first step in the recognition process.
The pseudo-affix is mistakenly stripped off, so later on steps
will have to be retraced.
Either no existing root entry is
located, or the combination of the supposed affix and the
supposed root turns out to be illegal. Here the first argument
of Henderson et al. may apply. The comparison between truly and
pseudo-affixed words is confounded with the number of morphemes.
It is not clear, though, how and whether this will affect RTs.
Like Taft (1981), Henderson et al. (1984) included prefixed
non-words in their experiments. They found a significant effect
of complexity. Pseudo-prefixed word-forms showed delayed RTs in
comparison with truly prefixed items.
However, there was no
reliable difference between non-prefixed and pseudo-prefixed
words.
As they point out, it may be better to
compare
pseudo-prefixed
with
non-prefixed
words
since
both are
morphologically simple. Yet, the items of primary interest are
the truly prefixed words. It may, according to Taft's model, not
be appropriate to compare these with non-prefixed words directly,
because
the processes involved would follow two divergent
pathways.
Taft (1985), finally, claims that not all affixes are stripped
off.
The stripping procedure is presumedly restricted
to
prefixes and (regular) inflections. Derivational suffixes, on
the other hand, are an indissoluble part of their root.
Lexical
access will take place on the basis of the BOSS-code (i.e., the
basic orthographic-syllabic structure, which generally equates
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with the first syllable of a word) and, consequently, no
interference of any pseudo-affixes following the BOSS can occur.
Although this view is rather more subtle than Taft's original
model, it still lacks thorough linguistic argumentation.

4.5 Evidence from other Research Domains

Auditory
word recognition.
A phoneme monitoring experiment by
Kintsch (1974), where target phonemes followed simple or complex
words in a sentence, resulted in a counterintuitive effect of
morphological structure.
Monitoring times were found to be
longer when the target word was preceded by a morphologically
simple word. This effect was relatively stronger for nouns than
for verbs.
Kempley and Morton (1982) showed that regular
inflections provide effective priming measured by the accuracy of
report of a degraded auditory signal. Further, Jarvella and
Meijers (1983) studied priming of inflections and roots in a
sentence context.
Stem repetition (worked
priming work) was
found to be more effective than
repetition
of
specific
inflectional
affixes
(e.g., worked
priming helped).
They
interprete this result as evidence in favour of a root-organized
lexicon.
Meijers (1987) arrives, on the basis of this and other
experiments (Meijers & Jarvella, 1982), at a slightly different
model for auditory word recognition. This model involves two
lexica — a word-form lexicon and a lemma lexicon —
and three
processes
to
obtain
full
recognition:
acoustic-phonetic
decoding, lemma identification, and word-form identification.
First, the initial phonemes are analyzed. On the basis of this
information a cohort of words starting with the same phonemes is
created (see Marslen-Wilson, 19Θ4).
At a certain point, the
lemma identification point, only those words remain as possible
candidates which belong to the same lemma. At this point lemma
access can take place in the lemma lexicon. Finally, access in
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the word-form lexicon takes place, by matching the presented
stimulus with word-forms that belong to the lemma that Is
accessed, and the whole word is recognized.
Taft, Hambly and Kinoshlta (19Θ6), finally, report that
non-words starting with a prefix (e.g., dejoice)
resulted in
longer
rejection
times than non-prefixed non-words (e.g.,
tejolce).
This effect was obtained both in auditory and visual
lexical decision tasks.
Further, the effect was strongest for
non-words containing actual English bases (e.g., dejoice
yields
longer rejection times than
dejouse).
Production.
Kintsch (1974) failed to find on-line processing
effects of the morphological complexity measured by sentence
initiation and sentence completion times for sentences containing
simple and complex nouns and verbs.
Yet, numerous
other
production studies indicate that morphological structure does
indeed play an important role.
A study on speech production errors involving prefixed words
by Fay (in press) suggests that roots constitute lexical entries.
Other studies on the classification of speech errors indicate
that affixes, and in particular inflections, may be selected
independently of their lexical stems and that inflected forms are
generated during production (Butterworth, 1979, 1980;
Fromkin,
1973;
Garrett, 1975, 1976, 1980; MacKay, 1979). MacKay (1976)
showed that translating a verb form from present into past tense
takes longer as the target structure becomes more complex. This
is consistent with a picture in which the addition of affixes
costs time.
Butterworth (1979;
1980) and Cutler (1980) also showed that
the root and derivational suffixes are separable in production
processes.
Further evidence for root storage in the case of
derivations comes from Cutler (1981b) investigating errors of
lexical stress.
Exchange errors as reported by Fromkin (1971,
1973) also indicate a considerable degree of sensitivity to
morphological structure.
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Language Disorders.
Early work by Goodglass and Berko (I960)
indicates that in the case of aggramatism inflectional processes
are selectively affected.
They state that "... for aphasies,
the difficulty of various inflectional endings follows a definite
order which is based on grammatical function, not phonological
similarity'' (p.266).
Butterworth (1979) claims that affixai processes may remain
intact in aphasie patients even when access to lexical entries
has been severely impaired.
Jargon aphasies show unimpaired
morphology concurrent with considerable word finding problems,
and anomie patients produce an abundance of circumlocutions which
are morphologically appropriate (Butterworth, 1983).
Studies in dyslexia once more show morphological errors.
Patterson
(1980)
reports
that
deep
dyslexies
produce
decompositional errors.
"Most failures to read suffixed words
... are derivational paralexias, with the occasional omission,
semantic or visual paralexia" (p.297). Further, inflectional
errors are commonly found in phonological dyslexia (Patterson,
1982).
Analogous to dyslexia, agraphia is reported to show
morphological errors (Shallice, 1981). These findings led Morton
and Patterson (1980) to the conclusion that the lexicon, in
particular the visual input logogen system, is morpheme-based.
Recent research by Job and Sartori (1984) and Caramazza,
Miceli, Silver!, and Laudanna (1985) seems once more to confirm
the view that morphological structure is represented in the
lexicon and that a 'decomposition mechanism' can be selectively
impaired. Caramazza et al. also report morphological paralexias
in dyslexic patients. Job and Sartori not only studied naming
errors, but also found that truly decomposable words (e.g.,
ripresso
[retaken]) yield more errors in a lexical decision task
than pseudo-prefixed items (e.g.,ri tardo [retarded]).
Developmental
Studies.
One of the earliest studies on
morphology and the acquisition of morphemes is that of Berko
(1958),
who
claims
that
young children know and apply
morphological rules and are aware of the morphemes of which a
word is composed.
Brown (1973) claims that the order of
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acquisition of morphemes is primarily determined by
their
relative syntactic and semantic complexity. According to this
study, frequency of exposure is hardly relevant in acquisitional
processes.
This claim is corroborated by a study of De Villiers
and De Villiers (1973) and repeated even more strongly by Pinker
(1981), stating that frequency is not a significant variable and
that transformational complexity is the determinant of the order
of acquisition. Pinker refutes the criticism of Moerk (1980) who
suggested that relative frequency of use in adult
speech
influences the relative speed of acquisition of grammatical
morphemes.
Another line of research by Clark and her associates (Clark,
1981, 1982;
Clark 6 Herman, 1984;
Clark & Hecht, 1982)
identifies eeveral linguistic principles which are at work in
lexical acquisition. In particular, two morphological principles
are of interest here, namely formal simplicity and structural
productivity (Clark, 1981;
Clark & Bennan, 1984).
Further,
children's lexical innovations are claimed to be created by rule
as opposed to being formed by analogy or by memorization. In the
case of denominal verbs (e.g., to decoration
instead of to
decorate)
this requires identification of suffixes as detachable
elements and the identification of the meaning of these elements.
Sign
Language.
The last source of empirical data on the use
of morphological structure to be noted here is that of AMESLAN,
the American standard sign language for the deaf. Most studies
on this subject were conducted by Bellugl and her colleagues
(e.g., Hanson & Bellugl, 1982;
Poizner, Bellugl, & Tweney,
1981). One study concerning recall memory conducted by Poizner,
Newkirk, Bellugl, and Klima (1981) is particularly informative
here. This research shows that roots and inflectional suffixes
are detached in memory and may be rearranged during reproduction.
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4.6 Concluding Remarks

At first sight the empirical evidence reported here does not
show a coherent picture. Some results seem to corroborate a
decompositional view, other data give little support for such a
position. Looking at studies concerning the recognition of
affixes in the visual domain there are, en gross, four types of
evidence: (1) Frequency effects, (2) recall memory, (3) effects
of repetition or priming, and (4) response times.
For inflectional suffixes effects of root frequency are
reported both on decision times (Taft, 1979)
and
recall
(Rosenberg et al., 1966).
Secondly, where recall memory is
concerned, not only are these frequency effects found, but recall
errors also suggest detachment of suffixes (Van der Molen &
Morton, 1979).
Ample evidence for the availability of some form of morphemic
information in lexical representations comes from repetition and
priming studies (Fowler et al., 1985; Henderson et al., 1984;
Murre11 & Morton, 1974; Stanners et al., 1979a).
Pretraining
with, repetition of, and priming with words which show some
morphemic overlap with the
target
word-forms
facilitates
recognition. Though this facilitation is not always as strong as
when the same word is presented twice (e.g., Stanners et al.,
1979a,b), it is usually stronger than the effect of prior
presentation of a formally similar item. Furthermore, morphemic
priming effects are comparable in size with semantic priming
effects (Henderson et al., 1984).
Experiments studying differentiation in decision times as a
consequence of morphological differences are less unanimous.
Effects of case are reported by Lucatela et al.
(1980).
Inflectional regularity is also reported to affect decision times
(Jarvella
&
Snodgrass,
1974).
However,
no effects of
pseudo-affixation (Henderson et al., 1984) are found.
For derivational suffixes a similar pattern evolves. Root
frequency effects are reported to be a better predictor of
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lexical decision times than surface form frequency (Bradley,
1980)· Repetition experiments show priming effects, though not
as much as Identical priming, for derived words. Yet again,
decision times do not conelstently show differentiation caused by
morphological complexity (for:
Snodgrass & Jarvella, 1972;
Jarvella & Snodgrass, 1974, against:
Manelis 6 Tharp, 1977;
Henderson et al., 1984).
Finally, derivational prefixes yield more or less the same
results as derivational and inflectional suffixes where frequency
and repetition effects are concerned.
However, for prefixes
differentiation in decision times seems to be a more general
phenomenon than for suffixes (Henderson et al., 1984, Taft, 1981;
Taft & Forster, 1975).
In particular, pseudo-prefixation is
reported to slow down recognition processes.
Evidence from other research domains generally supports rather
pronounced effects of morphological structure.
Looking
at
auditory
word
recognition, production, language disorders,
developmental studies, and sign language, the importance of
morphemic representations and processes becomes more and more
manifest.
Recapitulation.
What then is the overall characterization of
the role of morphological structure that evolves from these
empirical results?
The evidence seems to support a generally
accepted claim that morphological structure is represented in the
mental
lexicon.
That is, there are indications that the
morphological structure of words is given in their lexical
entries.
Host researchers, however, do not readily accept the
possibility that morphemes as such would constitute entries.
Another option which is often disclaimed is that morphological
decomposition is a prerequisite for word recognition.
This
latter option would, of course, be a straightforward consequence
of accepting morphemic entries in the lexicon.
In Taft's model this possibility is refered to as pre-access
decomposition.
The use of the notion 'pre-access' however
requires
specific
assumptions about the representation of
affixes. If decomposition were to be truly pre-access, affixes
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would
not
be represented in any way.
This claim seems
implausible since affixes would have to be marked as substrings
which could potentially be stripped off. Therefore, affixes
would have to be represented even if in an extremely impoverished
way.
Consequently, some form of access to an affix list or
lexicon has to occur to result in affix stripping.
Apart from pre-lexical decomposition it is also possible that
decomposition is a post-access, meta-linguistic phenomenon, or
alternatively that it would take place on line, during accessing
procedures.
Under the assumption of the representation of
morphological
information
in
the lexicon, the notion of
post-acceas decomposition, taking place after a word has been
recognized, in at least some situations is readily accepted in
the literature (e.g., Butterworth, 1983; Cutler, 1983). On-line
decomposition, that is decomposition during recognition and as a
'natural' consequence of the accessing processes has far fewer
overt adherents among psycholinguists.
The foremost important reason for rejecting the idea of
morphological decomposition prior to or during
recognition
processes is to be found in the apparent lack of a processing
penalty as a result of morphological complexity. In particular,
(pseudo-)suffixation does not seem to result in longer decision
times.
Yet, experiments with prefixation as well as with
suffixation
do give some corroboration for the theory of
representation of morphological
structure.
Moreover,
for
prefixes there also seems to be somewhat more consistent evidence
of processing differences caused by morphological structure.
The
two aspects mentioned here —
strong evidence for
representational differences and some evidence for processing
differences, at least for prefixing — make one wonder about the
importance of morphological structure.
First there is the
question of just how compelling the seeming lack of processing
differences in the case of suffixes is, in particular in the
light of the results with prefixes. Secondly, if one sticks to
the distinction between representation and processing,
the
question
arises
what
the
acknowledged
representational
differences are good for. It seem plausible that the information
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on morphological structure Is, at least, used for fall-back
procedures or as meta-knowledge.
Moreover, such knowledge Is
necessary for learning new words or to re-create words when
entries are, temporarily
or
permanently,
unavailable
or
inaccessible (Butterworth, 1983; Cutler, 1983).
Alternatively, one might assume that processing differences do
indeed
go
together
with
representational
differences.
Traditionally such processing differences are assumed to result
in a differentiation in processing speed. However, this may not
be obligatory (see also Berwick & Weinberg, 1983). Why should
(borrowing an example from real life), for instance, bicycling be
necessarily or inherently a slower means of transportation than
skating? Moreover, prefixation does show time consequences.
The problem is that such time consequences do not occur for
suffixes. This may be a serious matter since, syntactically
speaking, suffixes play a more Important role than prefixes.
They are the preferred affixes to produce different lexemes and
word-forms across languages (Cutler, Hawkins, & Gilligan, 1986).
If any processing differences were to occur one would expect them
to be found for suffixation (but again not necessarily processing
penalties).
To recapitulate, there are three points to be made. First,
processing cost, as shown potentially by RT differences should
not be directly identified with processing differences. As
Berwick and Weinberg (1983) point out, on-line computation
connected with morphological (or other structural) complexity
need not be associated with additional reaction time which can be
measured.
Although the tradition of striving for simplicity and
parsimony of theories seems to force one to reject processing
differences on the basis of the lack of time differences, it may
not be so parsimonious to deny processing differences.
This is
related
to the second point, that the acknowledgement of
representational differences should at least make one consider
seriously
the
possibility that this may imply processing
differences as well. The question is whether representational
differences do or do not have any consequences for processing.
The third point is the fact that processing cost is suggested
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most strongly for prefixation. Accepting the data at face value
forces one to consider two questions. First, why should such
effects occur only for prefixation, in particular since suffixes
have a more evident linguistic function than prefixes? And,
secondly, does it imply that processing differences are present
for suffixes also, though not appearing overtly?
A first attempt at a model which could result in a coherent
interpretation of the empirical results till now could run as
follows:
The model would not claim that processing differences
should necessarily occur. It is assumed that the recognition
process proceeds from left to right for all words: for simple
words and for complex words, for suffixed words and for prefixed
words, for better and for worse. Words are represented, in the
mental lexicon, in terms of their morphemes.
Representational
differences
only exist in the sense that these morphemic
representations are akin to the representational format described
by Koskenniemi (1983). The difference between simple and complex
words lays in the assumption that there are 'continuation
classes', i.e., sets of morphemes which are legal continuations
or may follow a specific morpheme.
These continuation classes
are only relevant for complex words.
A
left-to-right
decomposition process operates on-line,
passively, unlike Taft's active pre-access stripping (in the
Taftian sense of pre-access).
In fact, this left-to-right
process should not go under the name of decomposition.
It is
more like unwinding the morphological structure (like a ball of
thread); a default, 'natural', automatic delivery of affixes and
roots, and the information they contain. In this left-to-right
process prefixes have to be dealt with first. After the prefix
is identified it will not become clear whether it is a real or a
pseudo-prefix until the root is extracted. However, effects of
pseudo-suffixes on response measures may not be found because
such pseudo-suffixes are not perceived as potential suffixes in
the first place. Since continuation classes are given with each
root entry a suffix-like string will only be processed as being a
suffix if a root is located. In the case of pseudo-suffixes, no
root entry is found at the point when the suffix-like string
Θ5
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starts.
They are an indissoluble part of the base or root.
Thus, the reported differences between (pseudo-)prefixes and
(pseudo-)suffixes can be explained.
In this view a certain left-hand context sensitity occurs.
First, (prefixes and) roots are marked, allowing what remains to
be treated as the relevant suffixes.
A distinction between
prefixes and suffixes seems reasonable on linguistic grounds.
They
may
carry out quite different linguistic functions.
Suffixes, unlike prefixes (at least in Dutch and English), are
often used to mark syntactically useful information.
They
indicate syntactic category or inflectional information.
This
information could be used during sentence processing.
A left-to-right approach in which information on the suffix is
obtained directly, would be highly adequate.
However, such a
process also requires processing of the prefix first, which
results in the reported pseudo-prefix effects. This seems to be
the only drawback to a system that can process linguistically
informative affixes in a highly
efficient
fashion.
The
experiments reported in this dissertation will therefore focus on
the differentiation between prefixing and suffixing,
while
attempting to corroborate the view that some form of on-line
decomposition proceeding from left to right actually does take
place.
Further arguments for and against an on-line and a
poet-access account of decomposition will be discussed
in
Chapter 9.
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Part 2:
Experiments on the Processing and
Representation of Morphological Structure

General Method for Experiments

Apparatus
and Procedure.
The experiments were conducted at
the Psychological Laboratory of the University of Nijmegen, using
the same apparatus and basic procedure in all experiments.
Stimuli were presented in upper case, white on gray, on a monitor
screen.
Presentation, RT measurements, response collection,
feedback, and experimental organization were controlled by a
computer system (Hudson 6 Bouwhuisen, 1985). Either a lexical
decision task (Experiments 1 to 6, and 8) or a syntactic category
decision task (Experiment 7) was performed by up to four subjects
at a time. Items were randomized per subject.
Responses were
made by pushing a button, marked JA (Yes), with the right index
finger for a word (Experiments 1 to 6, and 8) or for a noun
(Experiment 7) and one, marked NEE (No), with the left index
finger for a non-word (Experiments 1 to 6, and 8) or for an
adjective (Experiment 7). Rest periods of at least 10 seconds
were enforced every 20 or more trials.
Experimental sessions
started with 20 or more practice trials, representative of the
experimental materials (see the Method section of each experiment
for details).
Stimuli were presented following a warning fixation consisting
of a pair of arrows pointing inwards, with the stimulus appearing
centered between the two, 1 second later. Stimuli were presented
for up to 1 second or until a response was made.
Feedback was
given as "good", "slow" (if longer than a 800-msec deadline),
"error", and "too late" (if longer than 2000 msec).
More
specific error warnings were given after three errors and after
subsequent alternate errors, with enforced rests after those
warnings.
The general instruction to the subjects stressed both
speed and accuracy.
Subjects.
All subjects were students of the University of
Nijmegen and were paid for their participation.

Chapter 5 1
Affix Stripping: The Prefix-Suffix Paradox

Having provided a general linguistic framework concerning the
representations and processes involved in morphologically complex
words, the next two chapters are directed first and foremost at
establishing the basic effects of derivational complexity on
recognition.
The first two experiments (Experiment 1 and 2)
reported in this chapter do so
by
contrasting
affixed,
pseudo-affixed and non-affixed nouns.
The second set of two
experiments (Experiment 3 and 4), reported in Chapter
б,
investigates
affixed
and
non-affixed
words of different
linguistic origin (Romance vs. Germanic).
Linguistic features
of morphemes are also studied in Experiment 1. Here, aspects
such as semantic compositionality and free vs.
bound roots (or
bases) are examined.
Moreover, potential strategy effects are
checked in Experiments 1 and 2. Although this series is not
directly
aimed at demonstrating left-to-right processes in
recognition, the contrast between prefixed (Experiments 1 and 3)
and suffixed (Experiments 2 and 4) stimuli will serve to
instigate some speculation about a word parsing process taking
place from left to right.

5.1 Experiment 1: Prefix Stripping

In their Decomposition model, Taft and Forster (1975) assume
that interference effects will occur when the
(automatic)
decomposition process runs aground.
In this case items which
cause problems should show relatively delayed reaction times,
higher error rates, or both. Such problematic items could be,
e.g. :
(a) Non-words identical to a bound root (junevate)
or containing
a bound root (dejuvenate)
(Taft & Forster, 1975, 1976).
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(b) Pseudoprefixed words (e.g., repertoire)
(Henderson et al.,
1984; Rubin et al. 1979; Taft, 1981).
(c) Л non-word with a real base forming (1) a grammatically
illegal structure (e.g., repossible;
the prefix recan be
combined with a noun or a verb base, but not with an adjectival
base) or (2) a possible structure which is simply not current in
the language (e.g., perl-prandial),
often because there are other
words already in existence which pre-empt the formation of such
derivations (e.g., un-iower which is blocked by the existence of
raise
(Clark, 1981)).
Rubin et al.
(1979) noted that decomposition may be a
strategy. This criticism was rebutted by Taft (1981), pointing
out that Rubin et al. did not include 'prefixed' non-words, and
thus yes-responses could be given on the basis of a prefix-like
initial letter cluster.
His own experiments did show the
interference effect when he included 'prefixed' non-words and
controlled for the ratio of prefixed and non-prefixed words.
Yet, the items of primary interest remain the truly prefixed
words.
It may, according to Taft's model, not be appropriate to
compare these with non-prefixed words directly because the
processes involved should follow two divergent pathways.
One of the aims of the research reported in this dissertation
will be to replicate general decomposition effects for Dutch
stimuli using a lexical task. However, the broader scope will
include issues such as effects of linguistic characteristics of
morphemes
(e.g.,
compositionality, origin, etc.), strategy
effects, and the existence of a left-to-right word parsing
process.
The first experiment studies the differences between
prefixed,
pseudo-prefixed,
and
non-prefixed
nouns.
The
comparison between prefixed and pseudo-prefixed words is made
because differences between the two (in any direction, but
pseudo-complex items preferably being slower than truly complex
items and non-affixed forms)
indicate
the
existence
of
decomposition in the sense of Taft's model. Since there may be
some confounding of complexity per se with number of morphemes or
'root
frequency', a comparison between pseudo-prefixed and
non-prefixed words will be undertaken also.
Finally, truly
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prefixed words will be contrasted with non-prefixed words.
If processing time increases with the number of morphemes, it
is expected that truly prefixed words yield slower reactions than
both
non-prefixed
and
pseudo-prefixed
words,
but
that
pseudo-prefixed words yield reactions that are as fast as those
for non-prefixed items.
If, on the other hand, there is
confounding with base or root frequency, prefixed words may
result in a lower average RT, since they tend to have higher base
or root frequencies than non-affixed items. However, if there is
decomposition which is efficient for truly prefixed words but is
attempted by default and thus causes problems for pseudo-prefixed
words, these pseudo-prefixed words ought to show delays compared
to both truly prefixed words and non-prefixed words.
The experimental items are presented in either of three
contexts :
(1) A context where prefixed and pseudo-prefixed words (or more
precisely, word-forms) are presented
in
one
list
(100%
potentially decomposable words), and non-prefixed words in a
second list.
This presentation should maximally induce
a
strategy.
If problems with the recognition of pseudo-prefixes
are a result of strategic control, they should most likely be
found in this context.
(2) A context where prefixed, pseudo-prefixed and non-prefixed
items are combined in one list (50% decomposable items).
Any
possible strategy effects should be reduced in this case.
(3) A context where the critical prefixed and pseudo-prefixed
words form only 25% of the words presented and the rest of the
words are non-prefixed. If a strategy worked in the first (and
second) list it will most likely no longer be used in this latter
context, or at least a differentiation between the three contexts
should be found.
This experiment is also designed to examine the effects of
certain linguistic aspects of complex and pseudocomplex words.
For truly complex words the factor Semantic Compositionality will
be considered as well as the factor of roots (or bases) being
either Free or Bound. Compositionality might, if at all, affect
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decomposition processes, in the sense that compositional complex
words may be decomposed with more ease than non-compositional
words. This facilitated decomposition, then, will result in
faster
decisions
on
compositional
items as compared to
non-compositional words. The distinction between free and bound
bases or roots is made because it is possible that complex words
with bound roots are represented as whole words, whereas words
with free bases are represented under their base or root. This
is a particularly attractive option if one is inclined to assume
that the mental lexicon only contains real words. Bound roots,
on their own, are pseudo-words, whereas free roots or bases are
words in their own right.
For pseudo-prefixed words, I will distinguish between three
types: (1) Those in which the pseudo-base is itself a word
(e.g., Ьі-вол);
(2) Those in which the pseudo-base is an
orthographically legal non-word (henceforth, pseudo-word) (e.g.,
т-Ывт);
(3)
Those
in
which
the
pseudo-base
is a
orthographically illegal non-word (henceforth, non-word) (e.g.,
re-ckon).
If one assumes a three-step decomposition process
viz.,
(i) Affix Stripping, (ii) Lexical Search, and (ill) Check
whether the supposed root or base and the supposed affix form a
legal and existing combination, the three types of pseudo-complex
words will drop out of this process in the following order.
First, the words with an illegal (non-word) pseudo-base
(reckon) will be revealed as pseudocomplex. After stripping off
the prefix, lexical search will soon reveal that the supposed
root or base is not in the lexicon. It can be expected that the
decision that a specific non-word pseudo-base is not in the
lexicon can be taken more rapidly
than
for
pseudo-word
pseudo-bases (emblem). As reported in the literature (see Hudson
& Bergman, 1985), rejection times for orthographically illegal
non-words are lower than for legal pseudo-words. Finally, a
pseudo-complex word with a pseudo-base which is a real word
(Ывоп)
will erroneously enter the representation of that word.
Consequently it will not drop out of the decomposition process
until the check is carried out for whether the supposed and
actually accessed root or base combines with the supposed affix.
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Thus,

this

last

type will show the largest interference effect

compared to the other two.

5.1.1 Method
Subjects.
Three groups
(I, II, III), of 15 subjects each,
participated in this lexical decision experiment.
Each subject
group was assigned to one of the three context conditions.
Design
and
Material.
Four stimulus sets were constructed.
All sets contained 50% word (word-forms) and 50% orthographically
legal pseudo-words which were constructed entirely and not in any
way related to the experimental words.
Word-frequency ranged
from 0 to 25 per 600,000 (Uit den Boogaart, 1975), length ranged
from 5 to 10 letters, and from 2 to 4 syllables.
The first set (P100) consisted of 120 items as follows:
(1) 30 words, derivations, with a real prefix (HERDRUK (i.e.,
her- + -druk), cf. reprint), of which ten are compositional and
have a free base (most often a root, i.e., non-affixed), ten are
non-compositional and have a free base (most often a root), and
ten have a bound base
(most often a root) (choosing nine
frequently used (productive) Dutch prefixes: be-,
ge- 2 ,
her-,

ont-,

ver-,

er-,

mis-,

wan-,

on-),

all of Germanic origin,

(2)
30 words with a pseudo-prefix
(HERTOG, cf.
regent),
selecting items which start with the same clusters chosen for the
prefixed words and matched on number of letters, number of
syllables, and word-frequency. Ten items contain a pseudo-base
that is a real word, ten contain a pseudo-base that is a
pseudo-word, and ten contain a pseudo-base that is a non-word,
(3) 60 'prefixed' pseudo-words of which the initial letter
clusters were the same as those of the words
(HERSTUM, cf.
reberse),
from the same length range.
Thus all items could
potentially be decomposed.
The second set (P0) also comprised 120 items consisting of (1)
60 non-prefixed words (DREMPEL, cf. horse)
individually matched
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with t h e words i n s e t P100 on length i n l e t t e r s and s y l l a b l e s ,
and frequency, and (2) 60 'non-prefixed' pseudo-words (MUPEL, c f .
huble).
These two s e t s were presented t o s u b j e c t group I , s e t
P100 f i r s t and s e t PO i n a second s e s s i o n , with a r e s t of about
f i v e minutes between t h e two s e s s i o n s .
The t h i r d s e t
(P50) contained a l l 240 i t e m s , both words and
pseudo-words, of both s e t P100 and s e t PO. This mixed s e t ,
of
which 50% of t h e items could p o t e n t i a l l y be decomposed, was
presented t o s u b j e c t group I I i n one s i n g l e s e s s i o n .
TABU 5.1 Mean length in l e t t e r s and word frequency (and sd) for each
subset of prefixed, pseudo-prefixed and t h e i r respective non-prefixed
control words in Experiment 1

type of
stimulus word

frequency

length

real prefix

word base, compositional
word base, non-composit.
bound root

2.3 (3.02)
5.3 (6.41)
4.2 (6.27)

7.2 (1.48)
7.0 (1.63)
7.6 (1.43)

pseudoprefix

word pseudo-base
pseudo-word pseudo-base
non-word pseudo-base

1.7 (3.09)
1.5 (3.17)
2.0 (3.50)

7.3 (1.70)
7.2 (1.75)
7.3 (1.49)

control
for real

word base, compositional
word base, non-composit.
bound root

2.4 (3.17)
5.7 (5.68)
4.6 (7.23)

7.3 (1.64)
7.0 (1.63)
7.5 (1.27)

control
for pseudo

word pseudo-base
pseudo-word pseudo-base
non-word pseudo-base

2.4 (3.20)
1.4 (2.99)
2.1 (2.38)

7.2 (1.55)
7.2 (1.75)
7.2 (1.48)

The fourth s e t (P25) contained a l l items from s e t P50 t o g e t h e r
w i t h 120 n o n - p r e f i x e d f i l l e r words s e l e c t e d from the same l e n g t h
and frequency ranges (40 nouns, 40 v e r b s , and 40 a d j e c t i v e s ) , and
120 non-prefixed pseudo-words (40 n o u n l i k e , 40 v e r b l i k e , and 40
adjectivelike).
Thus 25% of the items could p o t e n t i a l l y be
decomposed. This mixed s e t of 480 items was presented t o s u b j e c t
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group III.
Thus all 45 subjects saw all prefixed words,
pseudo-prefixed words and their matched non-prefixed words,
though in three contexts as described above. The mean word
frequencies of all subsets of the target words and their matched
control words are given in Table 5.1.

5.1.2 Resulte and Discussion

Comparing Prefixed,
Pseudoprefixed,
and Non-prefixed
Words. A
sunonary of mean RTs for t h e experimental groups i s g i v e n i n Table
5.II.
The ANOVA3 over a l l three c o n t e x t s combined r e v e a l s a
strong p s e u d o - p r e f i x e f f e c t when comparing pseudo-prefixed words
with t r u l y p r e f i x e d words ( m i n i " ( 1 , 6 1 ) = 8 . 4 8 , p < 0 . 0 1 ) .
TABLE 5.II Mean lexical decision time (LDT) in msec
for prefixed, pseudo-prefixed, and their respective
non-prefixed
control words in three context
conditions (100%; 50%; 25%) in Experiment 1

LDT per
context condition
type of
stimulus word

100%

50%

25%

prefixed

544

545

563

pseudo-prefixed

612

604

614

control for prefixed

517

533

552

control for pseudo

536

544

574

Pseudoprefixed words are accepted more s l o w l y (on average 59
msec) than p r e f i x e d words i n a l l three c o n t e x t c o n d i t i o n s
(P100;
P50; P 2 5 ) . So f a r t h e s e data are a straightforward confirmation
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of Taft's model. Like in Taft's data a strong interference
effect was obtained for pseudo-prefixed words in comparison with
truly prefixed items, without a hint of a strategy effect.
Furthermore, a similar effect is found in comparison with
non-prefixed words. Again, pseudo-prefixed words are accepted
more slowly (also 59 msec) than their non-prefixed control words
(mini"(1,60)=8.87, ¿xO.Ol). This finding contrasts with the data
reported by Henderson et al. (1984), who did not find a delay
for pseudo-affixed words in comparison with non-affixed words.
The
present
results
suggest
that
the
recognition
of
pseudo-prefixed items is substantially impaired by a failed
attempt at decomposition.
Another interesting finding is that, overall, the acceptance
of prefixed words is a mere 17 msec slower
than
their
non-prefixed
control
words
(551 vs.
534). Though this
difference is significant for subjects (F(1,42)=29.15, p<0.01),
it is not so for items {F(1,58)=1.44, p>0.20).
Moreover,
comparing these truly prefixed items with the other non-prefixed
control group, equally matched on length and word frequency, no
difference in RTs is found (551 vs.
551). Decomposition, if
successful, seems to be an efficient process. As such, it will
not result in differences in processing speed unless confronted
with abnormal items, that is, the pseudo-prefixes. The processes
involved in the recognition of prefixed words and non-prefixed
words, however, should probably be regarded as distinct.
Also in agreement with Taft's findings is the error rate,
which is extremely high for pseudo-prefixed words compared to all
other words (22% vs. 4%). An analysis of variance on the square
root of the error percentages over items showed that this effect
is highly significant (Ff 1,58)=9.25, p<0.01).
The number of
errors in the control words is comparable to that for the truly
prefixed words.
Summarizing these results, there seems to be a reliable
interference effect for pseudo-prefixed words.
This effect is
remarkably strong;
such items do not only show very slow RTs,
but also many false negatives indicating that the mistaken
decomposition leads to an erroneous rejection of these words as
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non-words.
Linguistic
Aspects
of Complex and Pseudo-complex
Words. Table
5.Ill presents an overview of the mean lexical decision times for
the three types of prefixed words and for the three types of
pseudo-prefixed words distinguished according to the
three
context conditions.
In none of the three context conditions a
reliable effect of semantic compositionality is found. Moreover,
in contrast to the predictions, compositional prefixed words are
accepted slightly more slowly than non-compositional items.
Prefixed words with bound roots are reacted to more slowly than
non-compositional items with free bases or roots.
However, no
significant difference is found between bound root items and
compositional words with a free base or root.
The hypothesis
that pseudo-prefixed words with a non-word pseudo-base should
show a relatively small interference effect is not confirmed.
Nor do the pseudo-prefixed items with a real word pseudo-base
result in an extra strong interference effect.
TABLE 5.Ill Mean lexical decision time (LDT) in msec for three
types of prefixed, and for three types of pseudo-prefixed words
in three context conditions (100%; 50%; 257.) in Experiment 1

LDT per
context condition
type of
stimulus word

prefixed

pseudoprefixed

100Z

50Z

25%

compositional
non-compositional
bound root

542
531
560

550
531
555

566
552
570

word pseudo-base
pseudo-word pseudo-base
non-word pseudo-base

611
614
612

585
612
617

608
614
621

This lack of differences suggests two points. First, Taft's
model is incorrect in as far as it proposes a strictly stepwise
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decomposition, for in that case differences should have occurred
depending on where a decompositional error is located.
Second,
decomposition seems to be an automatic process, a reflex, which
cannot be helped or hindered by the linguistic or strategic
aspects studied here.

5.2 Experiment 2: Suffix Stripping

This experiment focuses on a particular group of complex
words, derived by suffixation, viz., the agentives (e.g., baJcer).
These are compared with pseudo-agentives (e.g., timber),
and
non-suffixed nouns. Taft's original model (Taft 6 Forster, 1975)
predicts an interference effect for all pseudo-affixed words. If
a pseudo-suffixed noun, in this case a pseudo-agentі , is indeed
erroneously decomposed, lexical decisions will be slower for
these items than for truly suffixed ones.
Manelis
and
Tharp
(1977), however, failed to find a
differentiation between the two types, in a double lexical
decision
task.
When presenting homogenous pairs of truly
suffixed words (e.g., working;
helping)
and of pseudo-suffixed
words (e.g., pudding;
ceiling)
there was no difference. Yet,
for mixed pairs (e.g., working;
pudding) RTs were slowed down.
This
suggests that suffixed and pseudo-suffixed words are
processed in a different way.
Presenting mixed pairs causes
confusion as to which process applies. In homogeneous pairs this
problem does not arise, while the lack of RT differences shows
that the two processes are equally fast.
As in Experiment 1, in this second experiment all types, viz.
affixed, pseudo-affixed, and non-affixed, will be compared with
each other.
The critical items will again be presented in a
context designed to avoid possible strategy effects, and in a
context designed to induce a decomposition strategy.
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6.2.1 Method

Subjects.
In t h i s experiment two groups ( I and I I ) , each of
14 s u b j e c t s , p a r t i c i p a t e d . Each group was a s s i g n e d t o one of two
context conditions.
TABLE 5.IV Mean length in letters and word frequency
(and sd) for each subset of agentives, pseudo-agentives
and their respective non-suffixed control words in
Experiment 2

type of
stimulus word

frequency

length

real agentive
pseudo-agentive

26.5 (25.15)
26.3 (24.26)

6.8 (1.45)
6.6 (1.35)

control for real
control for pseudo

26.9 (25.15)
27.6 (25.38)

6.5 (1.32)
6.6 (1.35)

Design and Material.
Two s e t s (S25 and S50) were c o n s t r u c t e d .
Each s e t c o n s i s t e d of 192 words (word-forms) and 192 pseudo-words
derived from the experimental words by changing one l e t t e r ,
preserving a f f i x e s .
In s e t S25 there were (1) 48 words (25%)
ending i n - e r , t h a t i s , 24 real a g e n t i v e s (BAKKER, c f .
baker)
and 24 i n d i v i d u a l l y matched (see Experiment 1)
pseudo-agentives
(SCHOUDER, c f .
shoulder),
(2) 48 n o n - s u f f i x e d words again
matched with t h e - e r words on length and frequency (TAFEL,
cf.
table),
and (3) 96 non-affixed f i l l e r words were a l s o i n c l u d e d ,
thus 25% of t h e items could p o t e n t i a l l y be decomposed.
Set S50 c o n s i s t e d of (1) the 48 - e r words and (2) t h e i r 48
matched n o n - s u f f i x e d words, and (3) 96 f i l l e r words of which 48
were n o n - a f f i x e d , 24 contained the diminutive s u f f i x -je (HUISJE,
cf.
birdie),
and 24 contained the s u f f i x -ing
(DREIGING,
cf.
helping).
Thus 50% of the items could p o t e n t i a l l y be decomposed.
Set S25 was presented t o s u b j e c t group I and s e t S50 t o
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subject group II. Thus, all subjects saw the 48 -er words and
their matched controls, though one group in a non-affixed context
and the other group in a 50% suffixed context. Frequency ranged
from 1 to 105 per 600,000 (Uit den Boogaart, 1975), length ranged
from 5 to 9 letters, and the number of syllables was either 2 or
3. The mean frequencies of all subgroups of the target words and
their controls are given in Table 5.IV.

5.2.2 R O M I R · and Discussion

As shown i n Table 5.V, t h e mean RTs 4 do n o t d i f f e r e n t i a t e
between t h e a g e n t i v e s , p s e u d o - a g e n t i v e s , and matched n o n - s u f f i x e d
nouns i n e i t h e r c o n t e x t .
TABLE 5.V Mean l e x i c a l d e c i s i o n time
(LDT)
in
msec
for
agentives,
pseudo-agentives, and t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e
non-suffixed
control
words
in
two
context
conditions
(SO*;
25%)
in
Experiment 2

LDT per
context
condition
type of
stimulus word

50%

25%

real agentive
pseudo-agentive

537
541

565
561

control for real
control for pseudo

541
549

550
567

These r e s u l t s a r e i n c o n t r a s t w i t h t h e p r e d i c t i o n s from T a f t ' s
o r i g i n a l m o d e l , b u t i n concordance w i t h t h e f i n d i n g s of
Manelis
and Tharp ( 1 9 7 7 ) .
I t may be n o t e d t h a t ,
i n a more r e c e n t
p u b l i c a t i o n , Taft (1985) p o i n t s o u t t h a t n o t a l l s u f f i x e s
are
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necessarily subject to pre-lexical decomposition. He claims that
suffix stripping is restricted to inflectional suffixes.
The
processing of pseudo-suffixed words is not slower than that of
truly suffixed words or non-suffixed ones. At first sight, these
results give little reason to believe that complex nouns, derived
by suffixation, are represented and/or processed in a way that is
different from simple words.
However, this conclusion may be premature. An alternative
explanation can be given for the lack of an interference effect
for pseudo-suffixed words while still maintaining a decomposition
model. Assuming that a root constitutes the core of a lexical
representation and assuming that word recognition involves a
left-to-right process (Hudson & Bergman, 1984, 1985;
Kay &
Marcel, 1981;
Marslen-Wilson, 1984;
Taft, 1979, 1985), it
remains uncertain whether a possible prefix is an actual one
until the root has been extracted. Potential suffixes, on the
other hand, will not causa any 'pseudo' effects. In the case of
real suffixes the root will have been located before the suffix
is encountered. In the case of pseudo-suffixes (e.g., timber)
the root includes the 'suffix', and processes looking for
suffixes need only come into operation after the root has been
identified.
This idea is akin to the computational morphological-parsing
model developed by Koskenniemi (Karttunen, 1983;
Koskenniemi,
1983).
In this model a word is analyzed from left to right, and
each surface character is mapped onto a lexical character by a
finite
state
automaton.
In that way, morphological and
phonological rules can be encoded. The lexicon is represented in
the form of a letter tree whose branches spell out morphemes.
Lexical entries are associated with the last character of each
morpheme in the tree.
Not only is there a root lexicon, but
affixes are located in separate lexicons. As soon as a root is
located, information becomes available as to which suffixes form
a legal continuation for that lexical entry, i.e., as to the
continuation classes of a morpheme (see Chapter 3).
Thus, processing a pseudo-suffixed word from left to right
will not have yielded a (root-) entry yet on encountering the
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pseudo-suffix (e.g., pudd-ing;
timb- г).
Even pseudo-suffixed
words which would yield an existing root on reaching the
pseudo-suffix (e.g., broth-er;
hamm-er) do not necessarily cause
problems, since the presumed suffix would not form a legal
continuation for the potential root.
Only words like, for
instance, tender may cause problems because they are ambiguous as
to whether they are suffixed or pseudo-suffixed. In that case
there are two correct parses, and the problem is ambiguity rather
than pseudo-suffixation, that is, both parses result in real
words, either of which would suffice for arriving at a positive
lexical decision.
In short, a model hypothesizing recognition via the root of a
word may be preserved if a left-to-right recognition process is
assumed. This being the case, a pseudo-prefix
effect is still to
be expected, as was indicated by the results of Experiment 1. In
contrast, (pseudo-)suffixation effects should be as large as
(pseudo-) préfixâtion ones if, especially with visual stimuli,
some degree of ends-in or parallel letter processing were to
operate (such as McClelland & Rummelhart, 1981).
Three
classes of model for the directionality of word
recognition processes might be distinguished. One has processing
going from left to right, as proposed here. This predicts the
presence of
pseudo-prefixing
effects
but
no
equivalent
pseudo-suffix
effects.
The
equivalent
(if
unlikely)
right-to-left model would predict the converse. This has never
been supported by any data. The third model is a parallel one,
in which all elements contribute toward the recognition of a
stimulus as a particular word at the same time. This class of
model can make two possible predictions, depending upon how one
wishes to define the relationship between the underlying elements
being processed (e.g., letters or
phonemes)
and
lexical
representations.
If there are no intermediate representations
(i.e., morphemes) then one would not expect to find either
pseudo-prefix or pseudo-suffix effects. If, on the other hand,
one allows intermediate representations below the full lexical
level, then pseudo-affixation penalties might well be expected,
but these would have to be found for both prefixes and suffixes.
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5.3 General Discussion Experiments 1 and 2

In this section that concludes Chapter 5, the main results of
the first two experiments will be recapitulated.
A
more
extensive discussion, however, will be postponed until Chapter 6.
The results indicate a contrast in the recognition of (pseudo-)
prefixed and (pseudo-) suffixed words. Pseudo-prefixed items
showed the expected effects, i.e., pseudo-prefixed words are
processed with relatively more difficulty than genuinely prefixed
and non-prefixed items.
Pseudo-suffixed words, on the other
hand, do not show such interference effects. Since there was no
effect of the proportion of simple and complex items, the results
obtained cannot be attributed to decompositional strategies.
As was suggested, the prefix-suffix paradox may be explained
by assuming that the recognition or parsing process proceeds from
left to right, delivering morphemes as they occur. Whereas it
cannot be decided whether a potential prefix is genuine or not
until the root is being processed, a pseudo-suffix will not be
perceived as such because there is no root entry available that
would suggest that the remainder might be a suffix. This point
will be elaborated in the general discussion of the first four
experiments at the end of Chapter 6.
It may be noted that the morphemes studied in these first two
experiments are all of Germanic origin. The conclusions that can
be drawn from them are consequently limited. In Dutch (and
English for that matter) a considerable number of words originate
from Romance languages.
The morphology of these words may be
quite different from Germanic lexemes.
For instance, Romance
complex words usually contain morpheme boundaries ('+ boundary'),
whereas Germanic complex words more often contain word boundaries
('# boundary'). Moreover, the morphemes contained in Romance or
Latinate words are, generally, no longer productively used to
form new words, that is they are moribund. Such characteristics
may have consequences for the processing of these items.
It is
feasible that the morphological structure of Romance complex
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words is no longer represented in the lexicon, or is not readily
accessible or available.
To gain a more complete insight in
morphological processing in general it would therefore be highly
informative to investigate items from both the Germanic and the
Romance language domain. This contrast will be a central topic
in Chapter 6.
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Some Linguistic Aspects of Morphemes:
Origin and Concurrency
Whereas Experiments 1 and 2 looked into effects related to
pseudo-affixing, Experiments 3 and 4 will study affixing per se
in closer detail.
Once more, some specific linguistic aspects
are considered. In this second set of two experiments, the
linguistic origin and the degree of current usage of morphemes
are under investigation.
The contrast between
significant
pseudo-prefix
effects
and
the
virtual
non-existence of
pseudo-suffix effects gave a first hint at the possibility of
left-to-right word parsing processes.
In the presentation of
Experiments 3 and 4 and in the more general discussion of all
four experiments at the end of this chapter, this issue will be
explored further.

6.1 Experiment 3: Linguistic Aspects of Prefixes

Experiments
3 and 4 examine the processes involved in
recognizing morphologically complex words in comparison with
simple words. More specifically, in a lexical decision task RTs
for prefixed (Experiment 3) and suffixed (Experiment 4) nouns are
compared with those for non-prefixed and non-suffixed nouns
respectively. If one assumes that decomposition has to take
place in order to recognize a complex word and that this process
takes time, complex words will yield longer RTs than simple ones.
Experiments 1 and 2, however, indicated that the processing of
affixed words is as efficient as the processing of non-affixed
words. The interference effect for pseudo-prefixes in Experiment
1, on the other hand, suggests that distinct processes are
involved.
Taft, Forster and Garrett (1974, in Taft & Forster,
1975) and Taft (1976) also found no difference in the recognition
times of prefixed and non-prefixed words. A Single-Unit model
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indeed predicts that there will not be any RT-differences which
could be attributed to morphological complexity, and that no
interference effect for pseudo-prefixes should be found.
Not only will the following two experiments be a partial
replication of Experiments 1 and 2, but, more importantly, in
these two experiments, two linguistically based distinctions
concerning the affixed words will be made.
First, Latinate
origin
is
distinguished
from
Germanic
origin.
The
Latinate-Germanic dichotomy is taken to be an operationalization
of the notion of productivity, in particular of affixes, where
Latinate affixes in general are not productive while Germanie
affixes are productive in Dutch. Secondly, a partition is made
both in Latinate and in Germanic words between moribund and
current bases and roots, where moribund bases or roots are base
forms which occur in only one or two words in contemporary Dutch,
while current bases or roots occur in several Dutch words. This
distinction is based on frequency of occurrence and on the
possibility of creating new words with a particular root or base
in compounds or derivations.
As such, this distinction is
another operationalization of productivity, in particular of
roots.
In summary, Latinate words, both current and moribund are
non-productive, whereas Germanic moribund words have productive
affixes but non-productive roots or bases, and Germanic current
words, finally, can be considered to consist wholly of productive
morphemes.
On the basis of these distinctions the following predictions
can be made. If decomposition is an actual process, one would
expect it to take place for all affixed words. In that case no
differentiation is to be expected between the four types of
prefixed words, nor between prefixed and non-prefixed words.
However, Latinate words, in particular those with moribund roots
and bases, might no longer be perceived or treated as complex.
These items could then be processed either as non-complex or
simple words, or as pseudocomplex. If (moribund) Latinate words
are treated as if they were non-affixed, they would yield similar
decision times as ordinary simple words. Alternatively, if they
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are perceived as pseudo-complex words, these items would
effects that are similar to those reported in Experiment 1.
is, Latinate words may result in longer decision times
Germanic items and non-affixed words.

show
That
than

6.1.1 Method
Subjects.
Twelve s u b j e c t s ,
s t u d e n t s of t h e U n i v e r s i t y of
Nijmegen, performed a L e x i c a l D e c i s i o n t a s k . They were paid
for
participation.
TABLE 6 . 1 Mean length in l e t t e r s and word frequency (and sd)
for each subset of prefixed and t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e non-prefixed
control words in Experiment 3

type of
stimulus word

latinate

frequency

length

moribund

13.3 (9.4)

6.8 (1.0)

current

13.4 (9.2)

7.0 (0.9)

moribund

27.3 (19.2)

6.7 (1.1)

current

26.2 (16.4)

6.7 (1.1)

moribund

13.1 (8.6)

6.7 (0.9)

current

13.0 (9.1)

6.7 (0.9)

moribund

26.7 (19.6)

6.7 (1.1)

current

25.7 (17.3)

6.7 (1.0)

prefixed
germanio

latinate
control for
germaniс

Design
and Material.
The stimulus s e t c o n s i s t e d of 192 words
(word-forms)
and 192 pseudo-words, preceded by 50 p r a c t i c e
trials.
The pseudo-words were d e r i v e d
from t h e experimental
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words by changing one letter and preserving the affixes (if
present).
The 192 words were divided into 48 prefixed, 48
individually matched (see Experiment 1) non-prefixed, and 96
non-prefixed filler words. Of the 48 prefixed words 24 were of
Latinate origin and 24 were of Germanic origin. Both groups of
Latinate and Germanic words were divided into two subgroups of 12
words with a current(-ly used) base (most of them roots, i.e.,
non-affixed) and 12 with a moribund base (most often roots),
(respectively! SUBJECT, cf. subject;
CONCERT, cf.
concert;
BEDRAG, cf. beffare;
VERDRIET, cf. beanUrch).
Frequency ranged
from 1 to 75 per 600,000 (Uit den Boogaart, 1975), length from 5
to 9 letters, and all items contained 2 or 3 syllables. Mean
frequencies of all subgroups of target words and their controls
are given in Table 6.1.

β. 1.2 Result· and Dtecueslon

A summary of the results is shown in Table 6.II. RTs for
complex words are significantly slower than for the matched
simple
words
(minf(1,79)=5.51, p<0.02).
Furthermore, for
subjects, there is a significant interaction between complexity
and origin (F(l,ll)-5.52, p<0.05).
Using a Studentized Range
test for planned comparisons, it is shown that Latinate complex
words (mean decision timet 607 msec) are accepted significantly
more slowly than their simple controls (571 msec) (£?(2,77)=5.48,
p<0.01), whereas Germanic complex words (575 msec) are as fast as
their controls (566) (0(2,77)»1.37, p>0.05). A closer look at
the data reveals that the effect of complexity is strongest for
the Latinate moribund group, for which very slow reactions were
obtained (see Table 6.II). Note, however, that these words are
still comparable to the others with respect to frequency and
length.
In a paper-and-pencil test (with 15 subjects) the
Latinate moribund words were not rated (on a five-point scale) as
being any less acceptable as Dutch words than the Germanic or the
control words.
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TABLE 6.II Mean lexical decision time
(LDT) in msec for each subset of prefixed
and their respective non-prefixed control
words in Experiment 3

type of
stimulus word

LDT

moribund

627

current

587

moribund

581

current

570

moribund

580

current

563

moribund

570

current

561

latinate
prefixed
germanic

latinate
control for
germanic

Comparing these results with the predictions derived from the
two models, Decomposition and Single-Unit, the RT differences
between complex and simple words observed in this experiment can
be taken as evidence in favour of a decomposition hypothesis.
However, the present results are not fully consistent with the
hypothesis based on Taft's Prefix Stripping model (Taft &
Forster, 1975), which suggests that lexical decisions on complex
words will be as fast as on simple items.
Furthermore, the
results seem to contradict those of Experiment 1 in which
prefixed words were recognized as rapidly as non-prefixed words.
Apart from the above it is not very attractive to assume
radically different processes (or representations) for Latinate
and Germanic complex words.
If, then, the representations and processes involved are the
same, the following explanation seems to be the most acceptable.
Ill
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Decomposition takes place by default on encountering a potential
prefix. This results in fast recognition for Germanic words, as
was shown in this experiment. The processing of Latinóte words,
on the other hand, is impaired. This divergence may be caused by
the relative low frequency of Latinate prefixes and roots in
combination with the fact that Latinate morphemes are no longer
productive in Dutch;
this implies that they could actually be
treated as pseudo-prefixes. At the same time, this explanation
resolves the contradiction between the results of this experiment
and those of Experiment 1, for in that experiment only productive
Germanic prefixes were used.

6.2 Experiment 4: Linguistic Aspects of Suffixes

In this fourth experiment, truly suffixed words are compared
with non-suffixed items. Decomposition may result in differences
in RT, assuming a left-to-right recognition process as described
in the discussion of Experiment 2.
Such differences, however,
are not to be expected in the present experiment, even if
suffixed words are decomposed into morphemes. The rationale for
this prediction is that it appears that the delay due to
pseudo-preflxing reflects a hiccup in processing, due to misled
expectations, rather than to extra time associated with an
increase in the number of morphemes making up a word.
As was
shown in Experiments 1 to 3, where no differences between simple
and complex words as such were found, the number of morphemes,
per se, seems to have no effect, other than possibly increasing
surface length.
Secondly, the present experiment will test the suggestion from
Experiment
3,
that
Latinate
affixes
are
treated
as
pseudo-affixes. If Latinate suffixes are seen as pseudo-affixes,
there will be no effect of this factor on RT. As was shown in
Experiment 2, pseudo-suffixed words are recognized as rapidly as
truly suffixed and non-suffixed words. If, however, the origin
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of a word plays a role in its own right, similar results should
be expected as in Experiment 3 where Latinate complex words were
found to be processed more slowly than their non-prefixed
counterparts. Germanic complex forms should, then, not show such
a delay.

6.2.1 Method
Subjects.
Twelve s u b j e c t s ,
students
of
t h e U n i v e r s i t y of
Nijmegen, performed a L e x i c a l D e c i s i o n t a s k .
They were paid
for
participation.
TABLE 6 . I l l Mean length in l e t t e r s and word frequency (and sd)
for each subset of suffixed and their respective non-suffixed
control words in Experiment 4

type of
stimulus word

frequency

length

moribund

17.1 (18.8)

7.0 (1.3)

current

19.9 (22.1)

7.0 (1.3)

moribund

33.2 (51.2)

6.5 (1.0)

current

30.2 (47.5)

6.4 (1.1)

moribund

16.2 (18.7)

6.8 (1.0)

current

17.9 (21.9)

6.9 (1.2)

moribund

27.9 (38.2)

6.4 (0.9)

current

26.8 (36.9)

6.4 (0.9)

latinate
suffixed
germanic

latinate
control for
germanic

Design

and

(word-forms)

Material.
and

192

The

s t i m u l u s s e t comprised 192 words

pseudo-words,

preceded

by

50

practice
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trials.
The pseudo-words were derived from the experimental
words by changing one letter and preserving the affixes (if
present).
The 192 words were divided into 48 suffixed, 48
individually matched (see Experiment 1) non-suffixed, and 96
non-suffixed filler words. Of the 48 suffixed words 24 were of
Latinate origin and 24 were of Germanic origin. Both groups of
Latinate and Germanic words were divided into two subgroups of 12
words with a current(ly used) base (most of them roots, i.e.,
non-affixed) and 12 with a moribund base (most often a root)
(respectively LECTOR, cf.
lecture;
MONUMENT, cf.
monument;
DEKSEL, cf. careless;
MEISJE, cf. recitiess). Frequency ranged
from 1 to 180 per 600,000 (Uit den Boogaart, 1975), length from 5
to 9 letters, and all items contained 2 or 3 syllables. Mean
frequencies of all subgroups of target words and their controls
are given in Table 6.III.

6.2.2 Resulta and Dlacuaalon

The results are suimnarized in Table 6.IV. In this experiment,
no main effect of complexity was found.
This result is in
agreement with Experiment 2, and again points towards the
possibility that decomposition effects may not be found, either
because (pseudo-) suffixed words are not decomposed at all, or
because of a left-to-right directionality in the recognition and
decomposition processes.
As in Experiment 3, there is an interaction between complexity
and origin (Latinate, Germanic) (*•(!,ll)-5.57, p<0.05)
for
subjects,
suggesting that only Latinate complex words are
processed more slowly than their monomorphemic controls.
Tested
with a Studentized Range test for planned comparisons, this
difference is marginally significant (0(2,77)=2.65, 0.10>p>0.05).
Decisions on Germanic Complex words, on the other hand, are as
fast as on their control words (0(2,77)«O.25, p>0.10).
Again,
these results are not in line with what Taft predicted and found.
Yet, the current data do not force us to reject a Decomposition
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hypothesis either.
TABLE 6. IV Mean lexical decision time
(LDT) in msec for each subset of suffixed
and their respective non-suffixed control
words in Experiment 4

type of
stimulus word

LDT

moribund

581

current

596

moribund

549

current

560

moribund

556

current

578

moribund

562

current

551

latinate
suffixed
germanic

latinate
control for
gennanic

Taking the RT data of Experiments 3 and 4 together suggests
the conclusion that Latinate and Germanic affixed nouns are
processed or represented differently.
The explanation that
moribund items as such are regarded as pseudocomplex words is not
a plausible explanation because in that case no difference should
have been found between Latinate moribund and Germanic moribund
items.
Further, the expected third level interaction (see
Experiment 3) between Complexity, Origin, and Currency is absent.
Moreover, pseudo-suffixed words do not result in longer decision
times compared to truly suffixed or to non-suffixed words, as was
shown in Experiment 2.
A plausible explanation may be that Origin is confounded with
some other factor. Such a factor would cause the Germanic words
to be decomposed with such ease that their representation can be
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accessed as rapidly as simple words (e.g., transparency of
morphological structure) and Latlnate words to be decomposed only
with difficulty. In this context it may be noted that Latlnate
morphemes, both roots and affixes, are no longer productive in
Dutch. Also, these morphemes are of a lower frequency of
occurrence than Germanic ones. The assumption that decomposition
is compulsory, which is suggested by the pseudo-prefix effect
(Experiment 1, and Taft, 1981), may explain the results obtained
in Experiments 3 and 4.
Even though the decomposition of
Latlnate
complex
words
may be hindered by the relative
infrequency of the composing morphemes or the opacity of the
structure, it will take place irrespective of the cost.

6.3 General Discussion Experiments 1 to 4

The four experiments reported thus far were concerned with the
effects on lexical decision times of several linguistic aspects
concerning morphological structure. This concluding section will
summarize the main results. Implications of these results for
Taft's model, and for the way complex words may be processed and
represented in terms of a left-to-right parsing model will be
discussed.
Resulte
with Prefixes.
For prefixed words, Taft's Prefix
Stripping effect was replicated.
In Experiment 1 words with
pseudo-prefixes resulted in longer decision times than words with
real prefixes. The error rates for pseudo-prefixed items were
also
significantly
higher.
This
effect
suggests
that
decomposition occurs irrespective of the ratio of prefixed and
non-prefixed words. The slow reaction times for pseudo-prefixed
words compared to non-prefixed words further strengthens the
conclusion that decomposition does take place. The comparison
between prefixed and non-prefixed words showed little effect of
complexity as such, suggesting that decomposition, if successful,
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is an efficient process, ensuring that complex words can usually
be recognized as rapidly as non-complex words.
Turning
now
to
effects of linguistic aspects on the
recognition process, semantic compositionality does not seem to
differentiate between prefixed derivations in Dutch. Further,
for pseudo-prefixed words, the legality of pseudo-bases did not
affect decision times. The final linguistic aspect examined in
Experiment 1, free versus bound bases or roots, did not result in
a significant difference either. These results indicate that the
decomposition process is automatic in the sense that variations
in linguistic factors neither help nor hinder this process.
Moreover, the results can be taken to provide circumstantial
evidence that decomposition is pre-semantic. They also show that
a strictly stepwise process as proposed by Taft (Taft, 1979;
Taft Ь Forster, 1975) is less plausible, since in that case
differences should occur depending upon which step in the process
fails or is mistaken.
A comparison between truly prefixed words and non-prefixed
words (Experiment 3) revealed that decisions on prefixed words
take longer than on non-prefixed ones. This difference is not to
be expected on the basis of Taft's Decomposition-First hypothesis
(Taft & Forster, 1975) and contradicts the results of Experiment
1. Further analysis, however, showed that the increase in
decision times for prefixed words should be attributed to the set
of words which originate from Romance languages.
That is,
Latinate complex words are processed less rapidly than their
non-prefixed counterparts. Germanic complex words, on the other
hand, are recognized equally rapidly as non-prefixed words. This
finding agrees with the results of Experiment 1 in which the
prefixes used were solely of Germanic origin.
The reason for this difference could be that Latinate complex
words consist of morphemes, both affixes and roots, that are less
productive and less frequent than Germanic morphemes. They seem
to show the same kind of delay as was found in the case of
pseudo-prefixes.
Ά decomposition process, taking place by
default, is confronted with morphemes or pseudomorphemes which
cannot
readily
be located in the mental lexicon.
Thus,
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recognition is slowed down. Although the effect for Latinate
prefixes
is
not
immediately
distinguishable
from
the
pseudo-prefix effect, the
experiments
with
suffixes
and
pseudo-suffixes indicate that the effects may be qualitatively
different.
In summary, it can be concluded that, of the linguistic
aspects under
examination,
compositionality,
legality
of
pseudo-base,
and
productivity
do
not affect recognition
processes. Secondly, Latinate words are decomposed with less
ease than Germanic words. Thirdly, pseudo-prefixed words cause
problems, and thus delay, for the recognition process.
Finally,
the effects found do not show any influence of the ratio of
decomposable words, a strategy explanation is thus
highly
unlikely. These findings fit a picture in which decomposition is
taken to be an automatic process.
During
the
accessing
procedures words are decomposed into potential morphemes.
Resulta
with Suffixes.
To turn now to words with derivational
suffixes, the results are quite clear.
Neither comparing real
suffixes
to
pseudo-suffixes (Experiment 2), nor comparing
suffixed words of Germanic
origin
to
non-suffixed
ones
(Experiments 2 and 4), provides any reliable differences in
decision times. This seems to suggest that derivations with
suffixes are not subject to a pre-access decomposition process
(in the Taftian sense of pre-access. However, as was proposed
when
discussing the results of Experiments 2 and 4, the
recognition process, in which words are parsed and morphemes are
delivered, may proceed from left to right. Thus the root of a
suffixed word would have been located before the suffix is
encountered.
As in Experiment 3, Latinate suffixed words (Experiment 4)
showed relatively slow recognition times. This can be explained
in a similar manner as for Latinate prefixes; these morphemes
are infrequent and unproductive, causing decomposition to proceed
with some difficulty.
The reader may note that this effect of
origin appears to rule out the possibility that Latinate complex
forms are processed as pseudocomplex words. If that were the
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case, no delay should have been found for Latinate suffixed
words, since pseudo-suffixes do not cause any problems for the
decomposition process as was shown in Experiment 2.
The delay,
therefore, should be attributed to the slower processing of the
root or base of Latinate forms.
Provisional Conclusions.
What may, for the present, be
concluded
about
the representation
and processing
of
morphologically complex words? The results so far are consistent
with the following picture. Words are represented, in the mental
lexicon, in terms of their morphemes. It seems plausible to
assume that the root or non-affixed base constitutes the semantic
core of the representation.
To arrive at the meaning of a
complex word this root would have to be extracted from these
words.
As such, the root would play a central role from a
semantic point of view. Syntactic processes, on the other hand,
may make use of qualitatively different information, such as
syntactic class, which can be read off suffixes.
Depending on
one's approach to complex words, different morphemes and the
information they carry are the primary object of interest.
Consequently, determining what type of morpheme constitutes the
core of a lexical representation, or which is most important, may
not be a relevant enterprise, because the answer could well be
dependent on the task or, for that matter, the investigator's
purpose.
The processes involved in visual word recognition operate from
left to right. Prefixes and pseudo-prefixes have to be dealt
with first, followed by root delivery. Yet, (pseudo-) suffixes
may not affect response measures, since root delivery only occurs
in the case of real suffixes and pseudo-suffixes are not detected
as
such.
Thus,
the
reported
differences
between
(pseudo-)prefixes and (pseudo-)suffixes can be explained.
Such
left-to-right
processes
produce
a 'left-context'
sensivity in the sense that suffix delivery will result by
default if a root is located in the mental lexicon. One way to
understand the difference between suffix stripping and suffix
delivery is between active search or matching of suffixes and the
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passive dispatch of suffixes as a result of the particular
interaction
of lexical representations and the recognition
process. Stripping, an active process, would involve the removal
of affixes in an attempt to identify the appropriate root.
Delivery, in contrast, would involve, first, finding the root
and, subsequently, allowing the remainder to be treated as the
relevant suffixes. Pseudo-suffixes will not be recognized, as
such, because they are an indissoluble part of the root and the
word representation.
A 'modal' model of the mental lexicon which has been proposed
is one in which roots are indeed the representations stored. The
results reported by Taft with stimuli like juvenate
(Taft, 1981;
Taft & Forster, 1975) support such a model. Nevertheless, to go
so far is not very attractive for two reasons, both emanating
from the data reported here. The first is that the failure to
find differential effects for bound and free roots and bases
would force us to admit bound roots as entries in the mental
lexicon in their own right, even though they are strictly
non-words. A second, more important, reason is that the failure
to find effects of semantic compositionality suggests that such a
factor does not play a role in the initial decomposition.
Yet,
it is desirable to have some way of representing the specific
conjunction of affixes and meanings in those cases
where
compositionality did not hold.
Taking these considerations together, a first attempt at a
model (at least for derivations) would imply that, apart from
morphemic representations, full forms of all words are separately
represented in the mental lexicon. Decomposition occurs as part
of the access process and leads to a parsed code pointing to the
full word.
This possible existence of two representational
formats, one semantic and one structural was first discussed in
Hudson and Bergman (1984, 1985). The architecture is similar to
two-stage models such as Forster's access files and master file,
and Morton's logogene and central representations of words.
In
all these cases a relatively full representation of lexical items
is necessary to perform the task of extraction, identification or
matching.
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The structural representational format may be a network such
as implemented by Koskenniemi (Karttunen, 1983;
Koskenniemi,
1983) which represents both the affixes and all the roots in a
language with their appropriate continuation classes (see Chapter
3).
This structural format is used to obtain the parsed code
pointing at a full (semantic) format. It is, nevertheless, much
smaller than a full lexicon (cf.
Allen, 1976) and needs to
perform only on the basis of perceptual information sufficient to
allow progress from left to right in the network. The results of
a process of suffix delivery could be made directly available to
syntactic processing as part of the output of lexical processing,
prior to full recognition.
This left-to-right processing is
analogous to the Cohort account of auditory word recognition
(Marslen-Wilson, 1984, 1987)
A superficial distinction between prefixes and suffixes, as
indicated by the empirical results seems reasonable, given the
different
linguistic
functions
these
affixes carry out.
Suffixes, unlike prefixes (at least in Dutch and English), often
carry syntactically relevant information. They denote syntactic
category or inflectional information which would be of direct
interest during sentence processing.
Prefixes, on the other
hand, may restrict the syntactic categories to which the word
belongs, but does usually not uniquely specify the category. A
left-to-right process delivering a root and yielding syntactic
information from the suffix directly, would be useful. The cost,
however, is that to arrive at the root of prefixed words requires
processing of the prefix first. Though the results suggest that
decomposition is fast, it backfires with pseudo-prefixes.
This
seems to be a relatively small price to pay for a system that
deals with the linguistically informative affixes in an efficient
way.
To recapitulate the evidence for a model which takes left-toright processing and left-context sensitivity as a starting
point, the following points can be made:
The experimental
evidence for processing prefixes
(Taft,
1981)
has
been
replicated. The potential effects of strategies do not appear to
make a difference, when controlled as they were here.
The
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delayed lexical decisions to Latinate moribund complex words
carry some weight in creating evidence for a general complexity
effect.
The model proposed enables us to explain the paradox
that while prefix effects are quite general, only some paradigms
show any effect of suffixes.
The model proposed here is, in some ways, quite similar to
that of Taft (1985).
The experiments reported here may be
regarded as supporting his position. Nevertheless, there are a
number of differences of emphasis which are worth discussing.
Taft'8 (1985) model is fixed firmly within the tradition of
lexical access and recognition theorizing and makes only passing
reference to the nature and function of affixes. As a result he
proposes a model in which all affixes appear to be simply
discarded.
Specific examples he cites are the words bullock and
crumble, apparently related to the roots bui2 and crumb.
The
problem appears to be that the only explanation for such
combinations of both moribund roots and extinct or non-existent
affixes such as -ock and -і lies in reference to the history of
the language. Certainly these words are not comparable to the
moribund stimuli which have active and current affixes attached
to them. More to the point is the claim made here that affix
delivery (or stripping) is more than just a way to get at the
root, for the sole purpose of access to a central lexicon.
The
nature of this information and the way in which a left-to-right
parsing process can deliver it for both root recognition and
sentence structure processes, suggests that the nature of the
affixes themselves is important.
If processing proceeds from left to right, as is proposed
here, suffix effects on recognition will not always be easy to
detect because the standard paradigms (such as lexical decision)
will not show any differentiation in reaction times (e.g.,
between pseudo- and real suffixes).
In order to gain more
insight, we may move to different paradigms, however.
In
particular, the effects of repetition (Fowler et al., 1985;
Kempley & Horton, 1982; Stanners et al., 1979a, 1979b) seem to
be capable of providing evidence for some form of suffix
stripping. Repetition effects may be sensitive to suffixing
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because the results of decomposition will most likely affect
later recognition of similar words.
Such repetition effects
would suggest that the left-to-right processing proposed in
combination with morpheme delivery is at least a promising
hypothesis.
This
hypothesis will be further examined in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Morpheme Repetition and Lexical Representations:
A Potential Artefact

Having focused on some aspects of morphological processing in
the previous chapters, the present chapter
discusses
two
repetition experiments.
The repetition paradigm may be used to
study the representational format of morphologically related
words.
In the introduction I will contrast this specific
paradigm with the priming paradigm. Several aspects concerning
the interpretation of repetition experiments will be discussed.
The two experiments show that, although reliable repetition
effects can be found for morphologically related words, these
effects are most probably due to form overlap between 'prime' and
'target'.
Consequently, any results with this specific paradigm
may not be interpreted as a
result
of
common
lexical
representations, but may be an episodic artefact.

7.1 Introduction

It has been proposed that one way of assessing the role of
morphological structure in word recognition and representation is
by studying repetition effects (e.g., Forster & Davis, 1984;
Fowler 6 Feldman, 1986; Fowler et al., 1985;
Honseil, 1985;
Stanners et al.
1979 а,Ь). A number of studies claim to have
found effects of morphemic priming or repetition. Typically, the
earlier
presentation
of a morpheme facilitates the later
processing of items containing that same morpheme.
The notions
of 'repetition', 'priming', and 'facilitation' require some
closer inspection here.
There
are
a number of formal differences between the
repetition and the priming paradigm, although the two are often
conflated in the literature. Traditionally, repetition refers to
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the repeated and separate presentation of a stimulus which Is the
same word or lexeme (see Chapter 2 for a discussion of the notion
'word'). Recently, the paradigm has also been used to study
morphologically or formally related words, and other relations
may be investigated this way as well. As effects have been found
not only for words that are identical but also for those that are
morphologically related (e.g., tender
tenderness),
the
repetition effect has been proposed as a technique specifically
sensitive to morphological issues.
In the priming paradigm, two items may be related in one or
more ways. The first item that is presented is called the prime,
the second item is the target. These same terms are used in the
repetition paradigm, but, whereas in repetition prime and target
are presented in separate trials, in priming experiments subjects
are usually confronted with the prime and the target in a single
dual-presentation
or
trial.
Apart
from
this technical
distinction between the paradigms, obvious inherent distinctions
can be pointed out between repetition and priming as well. What
is involved in semantic priming is the facilitation of one word
by another, distinct word which is only related by meaning or
association (e.g., doctor - nurse) (e.g., Meyer, Schvaneveldt, &
Ruddy, 1974; De Groot, 1983). In syntactic priming the relation
is of a syntagmatic nature (e.g., the - house;
to - work) (e.g.,
Gurjanov,
Lukatela,
Moskovljevié,
Savii, & Turvey, 1985;
Lukatela, Rostió, Feldman, & Turvey, 1983).
Such semantic and
syntactic priming effects are mostly short lived (Dannenbring &
Briand, 1982; Davelaar & Coltheart, 1975;
Gough, Alford, &
Holley-Wilcox, 1981;
Meyer, et al. 1974). Nevertheless Foss
(1982) suggests that, depending on the
duration
of
the
presentation, the prime may be rehearsed overtly and thus have
longer lasting effects.
Another
important difference between the repetition and
priming paradigms is the inter-stimulus interval or lag.
This
difference
can
be
independent of the issue whether the
presentation of 'prime' and 'target' takes place within a single
trial or in two (or more) separate presentations. In priming,
the number of items between the prime and the target is
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relatively small.
The target may follow the prime immediately,
or there may be one, perhaps two, items intervening between the
two.
In repetition experiments, the interval may involve the
presentation of a number of stimuli which may range from one to
well over a hundred. Further, the time interval between first
and second presentation is usually longer for repetition (from
seconds to days) than for priming (from a few to several hundreds
of milliseconds, since both occur in one single presentation)
(see e.g., Forbach, Stanners, & Hochhaus, 1974; Kirsner Б Smith,
1974; Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977).
The priming paradigm and the repetition paradigm are, however,
also similar in a number of respects. In general, priming and
repetition can best be characterized as follows: (1) there is a
priming encounter, followed by (2) a probe encounter, and the
performance on the latter is usually compared with (3) control
items which are not primed or repeated, providing a baseline (see
e.g.. De Groot, Thomassen, & Hudson, 1982). The tasks frequently
employed in such experiments involve reaction time measurement
(lexical decision or naming), or measurement of response accuracy
in the case of degraded stimuli.
Both in repetition and in priming experiments some item, the
prime, is presented prior to some other item, the target.
Usually, both stimuli are words in the critical experimental
condition. In priming, the relation between prime and target can
be semantic (e.g., doctor - nurse),
syntactic (e.g., the - horse)
or phonological, e.g., rhyming (house
- mouse),
etc.
In
repetition, the prime and the target are most often identical
(e.g., iamp - lamp), but they also may be morphologically related
(e.g.,
green
greenish),
or
graphemically,
i.e.,
orthographically related (e.g., hint - hunt).
There is much discussion on the interpretation of repetition
effects. At issue is whether repetition effects have their locus
in the lexicon or whether they ought to be attributed mainly to
episodic memory traces. One possible interpretation is that the
effects are a result of lexical access being easier for a
specific duration. Such facilitated accessibility of lexical
entries was originally suggested by the loqoqen model of lexical
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representation (Morton, 1969, 1970, 1980). The activation on the
logogen is assumed to be increased by the presentation of the
prime, and to remain high for a while.
As a result, later
recognition of the target is facilitated. This is an attractive
account because, consequently, the repetition paradigm may be
used "as a powerful diagnostic tool for analyzing the structure
of the mental lexicon and the mechanisms of access" (Forster &
Davis, 1984, p.680).
Yet the logogen account meets with some serious problems which
seem to require ad hoc adaptations of the model (but see Forster
6 Davis for criticism and comments). Logogens, as lexical units,
are attributed three rather specific properties (Monsell, 1985).
These
features
are
considered
to
be
critical to the
interpretation of repetition effects as was claimed by Morton
(1969, 1970).
The first characteristic is that logogens are
multimodal devices. Secondly, long lasting repetition effects
are attributed to a change of state in the permanent lexical
structures. The third claim Morton makes is that repetition,
priming, and frequency effects are all manifestations of the same
basic phenomenon. The logogen shows residual activation which
decays in an exponential fashion.
The first problem encountered by the logogen model is the
modality specificity result.
That is,
the
existence
of
repetition effects within one modality, but no or much smaller
effects between modalities. Such contrasting effects (Winnick &
Daniel,
1970) led Morton to redesign the logogen system,
including input and output logogens for visual and auditory
domains
independently
(Morton,
1979).
Since
then
the
differentiation between cross-modality and
within
modality
priming has been well established (Clarke & Morton, 1983;
Kirsner, Milech, & Standen, 1983; McCusker, 1979;
Jacoby &
Dallas, 1981). However, within a specific modality, the effects
seem largely task-independent.
Using different tasks in the
probe and the test phase does not seem to impair facilitation
(Clarke & Morton , 1983; Jacoby, 19вЗЬ; Jacoby & Dallas, 1981;
Kempley & Morton, 1982).
Another
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frequency, and semantic priming effects are all exponents of the
same basic trait.
This Is to say, that they are explained by
residual activation of the lexical entries themselves.
This
activation is assumed to undergo exponential decay. However,
such exponential-decay-functions fall off either too fast to
result
in
a reliable frequency effect or too slowly to
accommodate repetition effects. Frequency effects are explained
by a gradual increase in the activation level over time by small
amounts at a time because of repeated presentation of an item.
Repetition effects are similarly explained, but in this case the
increase is large and occurs only once (a frequency boost
effect).
Consequently, frequency effects should be long lasting
and reliable while repetition effect are, in the end, temporary;
they decay far more rapidly. Moreover, attenuation of frequency
effects (as reported by Scarborough et al., 1977), i.e., when
repetition effects are stronger for low frequency than for high
frequency items, also casts some doubt on this strictly lexical
interpretation as proposed by Morton.
An experiment by Houtmans (1980) investigated the effect of
long lags systematically. The interval between the first and
second presentation of the same word was varied between 40 and
360 trials. Variations in the proportion of repeated words
(between 2 and 7%) had no effect. The repetition effect was
considerable (60 msec), but completely unaffected by lag.
The
logogen account should have predicted some decay over increasing
intervals if an exponential decay function were an adequate
explanation for repetition effects. This result renders it less
likely that the same underlying explanation can be maintained for
frequency effects.
In view of these problems with the logogen explanation of
repetition effects, the question is raised whether the effects
can truly be attributed to changes in one or more components of
lexical representations (Allport & Funneil, 1961; Morton, 1969,
1970) and, if so, which components. Allport and Funnell (1981),
in an alternative interpretation, claim that repetition effects
are located in the representation of sublexical constituents
prior to the word-specific components of the pathway.
Thus the
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effects
are
associated with the word-specific mapping of
sublexical descriptions onto a lexical unit. That is, it is part
of the lexical access process, but independent of the state of
the lexical entry itself.
Another alternative explanation is that the effect represents
some more episode-specific form of learning (Feustel, Shiffrin &
Salasoo, 1983; Jacoby, 1983a,b; Jacoby & Dallas, 1981; Jacoby
Ь Witherspoon, 1982). This episodic account proposes that such
repetition effects are located in the episodic memory system.
Presentation of the prime results in a memory trace which is
contacted again when the target is presented. This way, only the
general and non-lexical part of the
(visual)
recognition
trajectory would be involved in repetition effects. There would
be no need to assume any changes within the lexicon and the
lexical
representations.
Thus,
the
lack of cross-modal
repetition effects becomes straightforward.
Furthermore, the
'frequency attenuation' effect is no longer problematic because
repetition effects would not require a lexical interpretation.
Finally, repetition effects for non-words would be adequately
predicted and would no longer be surprising or confusing, because
they emanate from sheer context effects which are not sensitive
to lexical characteristics of the items.
Monsell (1985) claims that repetition effects occur at three
levels of the recognition process: (1) sublexical, (2) lexical,
and (3) supralexical.
At the sublexical level effects of
grapheme repetition and rhyme priming are located. Such effects
are very short-lived. At the supralexical level we find effects
of semantically related items and priming across languages in
bilingualism.
The effects associated with the lexical level,
however, are far more persistent than (and may
thus
be
distinguished from) those associated with sub- or supralexical
levels. Monsell argues that "though there are components of
repetition priming associated with each level of representation,
one component, isolable by virtue of its long persistence, can
(usually) be attributed to, and hence used to probe, a lexical
level of representation" (1985, p.148).
Assuming
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with lexical representations per se, Moneell suggests that these
effects may be exploited as tools for exploring the organization
of and access to such lexical structures. In particular, where
morphological structure is concerned, the use of repetition may
be informative. Still, a number of confounding factors should be
considered
when
interpreting
experiments on morphological
repetition or priming. Results may indicate that consecutive
presentation
of
morphologically
related
words
leads to
facilitation of the recognition of the target item.
Such results could be attributed to an overlap in semantic
features between the items. This explanation cannot be ruled out
in the case of the priming paradigm. It seems, however, to be a
highly unlikely one where repetition experiments are concerned.
As was described earlier, several studies have pointed out that
any semantic effects fade away rapidly and cannot account for
effects with longer lags (Dannenbring & Briand, 19Θ2; Davelaar &
Coltheart, 1975;
Gough et al., Meyer et al., 1974).
In
particular the direct comparison between semantic and morphemic
repetition, as studied by Henderson et al.
(1984), indicates
that a morphemic interpretation is to be preferred over a
semantic one.
A second potentially confounding factor, which has been
studied far less systematically, is visual form overlap. In the
case of form overlap items share among each other the majority of
letters they contain (e.g., warm - worm).
Morphologically
related words are, by default, form related as well (e.g.,
publish
- publisher).
An experiment by Murrell and Morton (1974)
suggests that this formal relation cannot account for repetition
effects.
They presented
subjects
with
identical
(car),
morphologically (cars) and formally (card) related words to be
learned before a tachistoscopic recognition task involving target
words like car.
Having learned the formally related probe (card)
did not facilitate later recognition of the target (car).
Both
the learning of identical and of morphologically related words,
however, resulted in better tachistoscopic recognition of the
target.
Kempley and Morton (1982) report no facilitation of later
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recognition after presentation of morphologically, but
not
formally related words using irregular inflections (go went).
Stanners et al. (1979b), on the other hand, found a partial
repetition
effect as a result of earlier presentation of
irregularly affixed or strong forms.
Experiments conducted by
Fowler et al., (1985), finally, showed repetition effects among
related words sharing spelling and pronunciation, sharing either
of these aspects, or even neither of them. A possible problem
with irregular or strong forms is that they appear not to be
morphologically related at all. Irregularly inflected forms like
go show suppletion, i.e., the filling of paradigmatic forms with
phonologically unrelated forms (e.g., went).
Strictly speaking
these forms belong to the same inflectional paradigm and are thus
morphologically related.
Nevertheless, on the surface they do
not contain the same morphemes.
The two experiments reported in this chapter are aimed at
locating the source of 'morphemic' repetition effects.
Using
relatively long lags will rule out semantics as the source of a
repetition effect. An iconic or early, prelexical explanation
may be refuted by a lack of effect for non-words. The first
experiment (Experiment 5) will focus on morphemic overlap in
words.
In contrast to experiments such as those by Stanners et
al.
(1979a,b) the effects of complex on simple words and vice
versa
will be studied in a single experiment.
The second
experiment includes controls for the effects of form overlap, a
factor often ignored in repetition and priming designs. If an
effect of form overlap were to be found this would weaken
morphological and even lexical interpretation of any positive
morpheme repetition results.

7.2 Experiment 5: Morphemic Repetition

The first experiment studies some specific effects of morpheme
repetition. Repetition experiments by e.g., Stanners et al.
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(1979a,b) showed an effect of 'priming' a (non-affixed) base or
root by a morphologically related word (e.g., housing
- house
as
well as facilitation by 'priming' a complex word with its base or
root (e.g., house - housing).
However, both effects appeared
to
be less strong than identical repetition (e.g., house house).
They interpreted these differential repetition
effects
as
evidence against root representation in the lexicon.
The
experiment
to be reported here will also
compare
morphological and identical
repetition,
using
repetitions
following longer intervals (both in number of items as in time)
than employed
in the priming
paradigm.
Thus,
potential
confounding with semantic overlap may be ruled out. Furthermore,
repetition will take place 'in all directions', using
identical
repetition, and morphemic repetition involving root and bases,
and prefixed or suffixed words both as probe and as target.
A
more complete design like this will give a better hold on the
intricate aspects of the repetition phenomenon and the role that
morphological structure plays in it.

7.2.1 Method
Subjects.
Two groups of 15 subjects each performed a Lexical
Decision task. They were paid for participation.
Design
and
Material.
Two sets of 288 items, 144 Dutch words
(word-forms) and 144 non-words, were constructed. The non-words
were derived from the experimental words by changing one letter
(consonants for consonants and vowels for vowels, e.g., wolf
wolp;
curtain
cortain).
The two sets of experimental words
each contain 72 target items and 72 fillers.
Each series was
preceded by a sequence of 30 practice trials.
The 72 target items in each set form 9 types of repetition
pairs with the 72 critical items of the other set:
(1) 8 pairs in which identical free bases
(most of them
non-affixed, i.e., roots) were repeated (w-w) (e.g., HUIS - HUIS,
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cf. house - house);
(2) 8 pairs in which identical prefixed words were repeated
(pw-pw) (e.g., BEDRIJF - BEDRIJF, cf. илііісе unlike);
(3) 8 pairs in which identical suffixed words were repeated
(ew-sw) (e.g., BOERIN - BOERIN, cf. fanner - farmer);
(4) 8 pairs in which a base or root was presented prior to a
prefixed word containing that same base or root (w-pw) (e.g.,
ORDE - WANORDE, cf. tie - untie);
(5) 8 pairs in which a prefixed word was presented prior to a
non-affixed word with the same base or root (pw-w) (e.g., ONHEIL
- HEIL, cf. place misplace);
(6) 8 pairs in which a base or root was presented prior to a
suffixed word with the sane base or root (w-sw) (e.g., GRAAF
GRAAFSCHAP, cf. count county);
(7) 8 pairs in which a suffixed word was presented prior to its
base or root (sw-w) (e.g., VISSER - VIS, cf. hunter - hunt);
(8) 8 pairs in which a prefixed word was presented prior to a
suffixed word with the same base or root (pw-sw) (e.g., GEBAK BAKKER, cf. remix - mixer);
(9) 8 pairs in which a suffixed word was presented prior to a
prefixed word containing the same base or root (sw-pw) (e.g.,
ZINLOOS - ONZIN;
insane
- sanity).
The types of 'repetition
pairs' can be summarized in a diagram like in Table 7.1.
The members of these pairs were presented in the two series
(in combination with the filler words and the non-words) so that
one set was presented to subject group A in the first round and
to group В in the second half of the experiment (and the other
set vice versa).
The minimal interval between 'prime' and
'target' was 30 items (the size of the practice set); the
maximum interval amounted to 604 intervening trials. For general
information on method, e.g., duration of stimulus presentation
etc., see General Method.
To summarize, the following 'repetition relations' can be
discerned: base eg. root on base eg.
root; base on prefixed;
base on suffixed;
prefixed on base;
prefixed on prefixed;
prefixed on suffixed; suffixed on base; suffixed on prefixed;
suffixed on suffixed. In analyzing this experiment some of these
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smaller subgroups w i l l be combined into s e t s that discern more
abstract r e l a t i o n s : identical vs. morphemic; any on base/root;
any on prefixed; any on suffixed; base/root on any;
prefixed
on any; suffixed on any.
TABLE
7.1
Prime-target
relations
(repetition)
for
morphologically related words
in Experiment 5

relat ion
'prime'
'target'

free base

free base
prefixed
suffixed

prefixed

free base
prefixed
suffixed

suffixed

free base
prefixed
suffixed

7.2.2 RMURS end Discussion

The mean decision times on words over both subject groups for
each of the nine repetition relations for the first and the
second session are given in Table 7.II In the statistical
analyses, however, these data were grouped into larger sets which
give better insight in the effects of the different 'primes' and
'targets'.
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TABLE 7.II Mean lexical decision time (LDT) in msec
per session and repetition effects as measured from
the difference between first and second session for
each subset of repeated words in Experiment 5

LDT per session
repetition
relation

1st

2nd

diff.

base

base
prefixed
suffixed

529
557
528

509
540
519

20
17
9

prefixed

base
prefixed
suffixed

602
565
582

556
534
563

46
31
19

suffixed

base
prefixed
suffixed

566
582
557

543
542
526

23
40
31

First of all it is necessary to show that the effects found
are not the result of general practice. Therefore, the mean RT
for all filler words in the first round was compared with that of
all filler items in the second round. This difference was found
to be virtually non-existentt 556 vs. 558 msec. The overall
repetition effect, however, amounts to 26 msec (563 vs.
537
msec), which is highly significant (mini"(1,61)=17.35, p<0.01).
This overall effect can be broken down in several ways.
First,
it is interesting to know whether any type of 'prime' has a
stronger effect on the target words than any other type. This is
found not to be the case (see Table 7.III). The interaction
between session (lst-2nd) and 'prime' type (w-pw- sw), indicative
of the reliability of any differentiation between these prime
types, is not significant (By subjects:
F(2,56)=2.59, p>0.05;
By items« ?(2,126)<1).
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TABLE 7.Ill Mean lexical decision time
(LUT) in msec per session and repetition
effects as measured from the difference
between first and second session for each
type of prime irrespective of target in
Experiment 5

LDT per session
prime type

1st

2nd

diff.

base
prefixed
suffixed

565
568
556

536
539
536

29
29
20

A second interesting aspect is the distinction between target
types. Are prefixed words as easily 'primed' as suffixed words?
How do they compare with roots or base forms? The data do show a
differential priming effect for the target types:
roots and
bases hardly benefit from prior presentation of a morphologically
related word, whereas affixed words show a much stronger effect,
as can be seen in Table 7.IV. The interaction between sessions
(lst-2nd) and target types (w-pw- sw) is significant over
subjects
(F(2,56)=5.45,
p<0.05),
but
not
for
items
(F(2,126)=2.20, p>0.10).
Although the reliability
of
any
differentiation can be questioned in this case, it seems that
roots and bases benefit less from prior presentation of a
morphologically related word than affixed targets do.
A note of caution must be made here. The base or root targets
may show less benefit not as a result of being 'primed' less
effectively, but as a result of a ceiling effect. That is, since
the base or root targets are the shortest words and are thus
accepted faster already, it is feasible that they cannot be
reacted to much faster anyway. The pattern found, namely that
the interaction between sessions and types is reliable for
subjects, but not significant for items, is consistent with such
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an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .
TABLE 7.IV Mean l e x i c a l d e c i s i o n time (LDT)
in msec per session and r e p e t i t i o n e f f e c t s
as measured from t h e d i f f e r e n c e between
f i r s t and second s e s s i o n for each type of
t a r g e t i r r e s p e c t i v e of prime in Experiment
5

LDT per session
target type

1st

2nd

diff.

base
prefixed
suffixed

538
583
568

523
551
537

15
32
31

Yet another way of
looking a t t h e data i s t o d i s t i n g u i s h
between i d e n t i c a l
and morpheme r e p e t i t i o n .
Where t h e
set
'morphemic pw' c o n t a i n s
the p a i r s pw-w, w-pw, and pw-sw, and
'morphemic sw' c o n t a i n s sw-w, w-sw, and sw-pw p a i r s .
As can be
seen i n Table 7.V morphemic r e p e t i t i o n a f f e c t s d e c i s i o n s on
t a r g e t s a s much a s r e p e t i t i o n of the i d e n t i c a l word.
TABLE 7.V Mean l e x i c a l d e c i s i o n time (LDT) in
msec per session and r e p e t i t i o n e f f e c t s as
measured from the d i f f e r e n c e between f i r s t and
second s e s s i o n for t h r e e types of r e p e t i t i o n
relation
involving
identical,
prefixed
and
suffixed primes, and t a r g e t s r e s p e c t i v e l y in
Experiment 5

LDT per session
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repetition
relation

1st

2nd

identical
involving prefix
involving suffix

550
575
564

523
547
541

diff.

27
28
23
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Finally, excluding the base or root targets, three 'prime'
types can be distinguished for the affixed targets:
(1)
identical (pw-pw and sw-sw); (2) base or root (w-pw and w-sw);
(3) affixed (pw-sw and sw-pw). This distinction does not result
in any reliable differentiation in repetition effects either (see
Table 7.VI).
TABLE 7.VI Mean lexical decision time (LDT)
in msec per session and repetition effects as
measured from the difference between first
and second session for three types of prime
for affixed targets excluding base targets in
Experiment 5

LDT per session
'prime' type

identical
base
affixed

1st

2nd

diff.

561
584
582

530
550
552

31
34
30

Summarizing these results it may be concluded that strong
facilitation of recognition can be induced by repetition of
morphemes. The traditional differential priming effect (Stanners
et al., 1979a,b) was not replicated.
Identical and morphemic
repetition result in equally strong facilitation of decisions on
the target words. A differential effect found for target types,
i.e., bases or roots versus affixed words, can be interpreted as
an artefact produced by confounding with length.
On the basis of these results it seems plausible to assume
that
morphological
relatedness
is
captured
in
lexical
representations.
Even the existence of unitary entries for
morphologically related words seems reasonable.
The second
experiment will examine these ideas more closely. In particular,
a potential confounding of morphological relatedness with form
overlap will be considered.
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7.Э Experiment 6: Morphemic Repetition with Control for Form Overlap

Lexical decision experiments investigating word processing and
representation usually concentrate on words. Yet, to make the
task a decision task, non-words will have to be included in the
stimuli sets as well. The types of non-words used vary widely.
A number of studies have looked at the effects of types of
non-words on word recognition.
Specific characteristics of
non-words in relation to lexical processing are also discussed in
detail in Hudson and Bergman (1985). For instance, it was shown
that the occurrence of length effects in a lexical decision task
depends on whether the non-words used are (1) pseudo-words, i.e.,
orthographically legal and derived from existing words (e.g.,
borgemeester),
(2) orthographically
legal,
but unwordlike
non-words (e.g., plibikalt),
or (3) illegal non-words (e.g.,
rbetmseoreeg).
Repeating
orthographically
and
phonologically word-like
non-words is suggested by Monsell (1985) as a strong test for a
lexical
explanation of repetition effects.
Such non-words
possess sublexical constituents
and
are at
that
level
indistinguishable from words. Yet, they do not have any lexical
or semantic representation. Non-words or pseudo-words, usually
exhibit repetition effects only over short lags (Forbach et al.,
1974; Monsell, 1985).
However, small effects are sometimes
reported
(Besner
&
Swan, 1982; Kirsner & Smith, 1974;
Scarborough et al., 1977).
It is also suggested by Monsell
(1985) that some repetition effects for non-words may be caused
by learning if the time interval between stimuli is long enough.
Research on morphemic priming has to date controlled for form
overlap by using control primes which show resemblence to the
targets at a sublexical level, but have no morphological relation
with those targets. In general, such controls did not result in
facilitation over longer lags (e.g., Henderson, 1985; Monsell,
1985). Orthographically and phonologically word-like non-words,
however, are a better test of the 'lexicality' claim. They do
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share some sub-lexical aspects with real words, but do not
possess lexical or semantic representations. If such non-words
would also show repetition effects, a sublexical account of
repetition
effects
should
be
favoured
over
a lexical
interpretation. Even an episodic explanation (Feustel et al.,
1983;
Jacoby, 19B3a,b;
Jacoby & Dallas, 1981;
Jacoby &
Witherspoon, 1982) would become plausible.
Ал
episodic
interpretation of repetition effects would
attribute the effects for both words and non-words to non-lexical
facilitation.
The first presentation of an item, the 'prime'
would establish an episodic memory trace. The second encounter
with the item, the 'target', results in facilitated recognition
because that same memory trace is contacted again. Consequently,
repetition effects could be explained without assuming any
lexical involvement, i.e., the lexical representations would not
be altered in any way. This interpretation should be considered
if repetition effects are found for plibikalt
non-words.
Such
repetition effects would then be caused by a purely episodic
context effect.
If, on the other hand, one wants to maintain that the locus of
the repetition effect is in the lexicon, some changes in current
models are required to deal with potential plibikalt
non-word
effects. The adaptation of this type of model which will be
tested
here, is, in some respects, similar to the first
alternative explanation advanced by Allport and Funnell (1981).
They suggested that repetition effects are located at the level
of sub-lexical constituents, which is prior to the word-specific
part of the lexical pathway. Their second alternative stated
that such effects may be a result of the mapping process between
these two levels (sub-lexical units and lexical entries), thus
involving a word specific, yet pre-lexical, stage of
the
recognition process.
The adapted lexical model can be described as follows! Words
and legal non-words or pseudo-words (see Hudson & Bergman, 1985)
follow a common pathway of lexical access up to a certain point
in the access process. Repetition effects would be located right
there in the common pathway. When, in lexical decision, ordinary
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non-words (i.e., pseudo-words, derived from words by changing one
(or a few) letters) are included in the experiment, there is a
positive effect as a result of general access facilitation.
However, there is also a negative effect caused by word-likeness.
This word-likeness causes a post-access spelling check, i.e., a
letter-by-letter check of whether the stimulus matches the
candidate lexical item which has been accessed.
Consequently,
the rejection times will be delayed.
However, such a check is not necessary and thus not performed
in the case of orthographically illegal non-words, which are
rejected almost as rapidly as words are accepted in a lexical
decision task. In the case of non-words of the plibikalt
type,
finally, there is no overlap with existing words. Hence, the
decision to reject the item as a word is not delayed because the
optional post-access spelling check down the shortlist is only
performed if the non-words are sufficiently wordlike (Hudson &
Bergman, 1985).
Consequently, plibikalt
non-words may show
repetition effects because decisions are helped by
access
facilitation
located in the common pathway for words and
non-words.
In addition, these non-word decisions are
not
hindered by word-likeness and a post-access spelling check.
Apart from introducing repetition of legal non-words as a
critical factor in this second experiment, form overlap in words
will be contrasted with morphemic and identical repetition. The
issue of form overlap was also studied by Fowler et al., (1985),
They showed significant effects of repeating words sharing both
spelling and
pronunciation,
sharing
either
spelling
or
pronunciation, or sharing neither of these aspects. However, in
the current experiment form overlap will be controlled by
presenting item pairs that share the majority of their letters,
but are not morphologically related (e.g., ENG.:
foot fool;
DU.: tuin - tuig).
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7.3.1 Method

Subjects.
A total of 60 subjects participated in the
experiment performing a lexical decision task.
Thirty subjects
took part in each of the two subseries (randomly assigned to 3
subgroups of 10 subjects each). They were all students of the
University of Nijmegen and were paid for participation.
Apparatus
and procedure.
This experiment consists of two
sub-experiments.
In the first experiment the targets
are
non-affixed, in the second series they are suffixed. Since the
general structure of the stimulus sets is the same for both
subexperiments, I will describe them both at the same time.
TABLE 7.VII General design for Experiments 6a and 6b,
discerning subgroups of target words, sessions, and
types of prime; cells indicating subject groups

session 2

session 1

target
word nr.

identical

prefix

form

no prime

1-11
12-22
23-33

A
В
С

В
С
A

С
A
В

A
В
С

А; В; С = subject
subjects per group)

group А,

В,

С respectively

(10

Both subexperiments (6a and 6b) contain six subsets forming
three paired subseries of 198 trials: Each of these three paired
subseries contains a 'priming' set and a 'target' set. The
targets (non-suffixed in 6a and suffixed in set 6b) have one of
three relations (each involving 11 stimulus pairs) with the
'priming' stimuli presented in the first round:
(a) identical
(set 6a:
LOPEN - LOPEN, cf. walk - walk', set 6b: DALING DALING, cf. climbing
- climbing),
(b) morphemic, i.e., the prime
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is prefixed and the target is either a root or base form, or a
suffixed form (set 6a: OPLOPEN - LOPEN, cf. reset - set;
set
6b:
AFDALEN - DALING, cf. reset - setting), and (c) formal,
i.e., the base (most often a root) of the prime and the base
(most often a root) of the target differ in one letter (set 6a:
OPHOPEN - LOPEN, cf. insane - safe; set 6b: AFDWALEN - DALING,
cf.
insane
- safety).
There were 33 pairs of each type of
repetition relation which were distributed over three sets of 11
pairs, each assigned to one of the three paired subseries, to be
presented to each of the three subject groups.
A fourth
condition is (d) the non-repeated one, i.e., the 'identical'
subset of the first round.
Each of the six 'priming' and target subsets consisted of 198
items preceded by 42 practice trials.
The experimental sets
contained 99 words (word-forms) and 99 non-words, made from
scratch but with legal phonological and orthographic structure
(cf.
plibikalt).
Of these non-words, 33 items per subset also
showed 'morphemic' (e.g., replibikalt
- plibikalt)
or 'formal'
(e.g., plibifalt
- plibikalt)
overlap within pairs, just like the
words. The sets of words consist of 33 critical items, i.e., 11
pairs of each particular repetition relation, and 66 fillers.
Thus all possible 'prime'-target relations were presented to each
subject.
The repetition design for the critical items can best
be illustrated in a schematic way (see Table 7.VII): The minimal
interval between 'prime' and 'target' was 42 items (the size of
the practice set); the maximum interval amounted to
378
intervening trials (2 χ practice set + 2 χ (experimental set 1)). For general information on method, e.g., duration of
stimulus presentation etc., see General Method of Experiments 1
to 8.
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7.3.2 Results and Discussion

TABLE 7.VIII Mean l e x i c a l d e c i s i o n time (LDT) in
msec per s e s s i o n and p r a c t i c e e f f e c t s as measured
from t h e d i f f e r e n c e between f i r s t and second
session for each subset of non-repeated words,
discerning a l l
items, words, and non-words
r e s p e c t i v e l y in Experiment 6a

LDT per session
type of
stimulus

1st

2nd

diff.

all non-repeated
words
non-words

582
569
594

583
566
599

-1
3
-5

First, one should establish that the effects found are not a
result of general practice. This i s not the case as can be seen
in Tables 7.VIII and 7.IX.
TABLE 7.IX Mean l e x i c a l decision time (LDT) in
msec per s e s s i o n and p r a c t i c e e f f e c t s as measured
from t h e d i f f e r e n c e between f i r s t and second
s e s s i o n for each subset of non-repeated words,
discerning a l l
items, words, and non-words
r e s p e c t i v e l y in Experiment 6b

LDT per session
type of
stimulus

1st

2nd

diff.

all non-repeated
words
non-words

585
566
603

588
561
616

-3
h
-12
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The
overall
repetition
significant (minf(3,193)=3.06f
msec ( s e e Table 7 . X ) .

effects
for experiment
6a a r e
p < 0 . 0 5 ) , and amount t o a b o u t
15

TABLE 7.X Mean l e x i c a l d e c i s i o n time (LET) in msec
s e s s i o n and r e p e t i t i o n e f f e c t s as measured from
d i f f e r e n c e between f i r s t and second s e s s i o n for each
of prime, and for a l l t a r g e t items, word t a r g e t s ,
non-word targets r e s p e c t i v e l y , in Experiment 6a

per
the
type
and

LOT per type of target
type of prime
identical
prefixed
form
none ('baseline)

w-nw

w

569 (16)
570 (15)
573 (12)
585

The d i f f e r e n c e s with b a s e l i n e
given in between b r a c k e t s .

517 (19)
524 (12)
527 ( 9)
536

(non-repeated

nw
621 (13)
616 (18)
619 (15)
634
items)

are

No i n t e r a c t i o n
b e t w e e n word and n o n - w o r d i t e m s i s f o u n d .
This
r e s u l t c a s t s some d o u b t on t h e i d e a t h a t t h e e f f e c t i s l o c a t e d i n
t h e morphemic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f w o r d s .
The r e s u l t s
o f e x p e r i m e n t 6b ( s e e T a b l e 7 . X I ) show a s i m i l a r
overall pattern:
the repetition effect i s
as strong
for
form
related
items
as
for
morphologically
related
items
(mini"(3,224)=5.52, p<0.01).
Again, t h i s r e s u l t holds
for
both
w o r d s and n o n - w o r d s ,
suggesting
that
t h e 'morphemic p r i m i n g '
e f f e c t i s d u e t o f o r m a l r e l a t i o n s more t h a n t o a n y t h i n g e l s e .
As
a m a t t e r o f f a c t i n e x p e r i m e n t 6 b , d i s t i n g u i s h i n g b e t w e e n words
and n o n - w o r d s shows a r e d u c e d r e p e t i t i o n e f f e c t f o r t h e morphemic
and form r e l a t i o n s w h e r e words a r e c o n c e r n e d .
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TABLE 7.XI Mean lexical decision time (LDT) in msec per
session and repetition effects as measured from the
difference between first and second session for each type
of prime, and for all target items, word targets, and
non-word targets respectively, in Experiment 6b

LDT per type of target
type of prime
identical
prefixed
form
none («baseline)

w-nw
572 (20)
57B (14)
574 (18)
592

w
514 (24)
533 ( 5)
532 ( 6)
538

nw
630 (16)
624 (22)
616 (30)
646

The differences with baseline (non-repeated items) are
given in betveen brackets.

7.4 General Conclusions for Experiments 5 and 6

In the repetition design used in the two experiments reported
here, form repetition seems to work as effectively as morpheme
repetition.
Therefore, repetition experiments may not be as
reliable as means of studying the role of morphological structure
as was previously assumed.
The second issue that should be
considered here is the strong repetition effects for non-words in
Experiment 6. This result was not to be expected on the basis of
earlier research (see Honsell, 1985). Lexical approaches do not
predict such strong repetition effects for non-words and when
they do, a countereffect of lexical interference is usually
suggested to prevent actual facilitation in response measures.
Under some circumstances, however, more persistent effects for
non-words can be obtained in lexical decision.
These effects
seem to depend crucially on the interval between the presentation
of any two items. Honsell (1985) showed that with an inter-trial
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interval of 0.5 sec. no effect of repetition could be obtained,
whereas an interval of 1.0 sec. did result in repetition effects
for non-words presented later in the experiment. These data
suggest that there may be a learning process taking place for
non-words at longer inter-stimulus intervals, while a lexical
interpretation of repetition effects can still be maintained.
Yet, Experiment 6, exploiting plibikalt
non-words to test the
lexical account of repetition shows that there is reasonable
doubt that the effects are indeed of a lexical nature. Such
orthographically and phonologically word-like non-words, share
some sub-lexical aspects with real words, but do not possess
lexical or semantic representations. Given that such non-words
show repetition effects, a sublexlcal interpretation as proposed
by Allport and Funnell (1981), or even an episodic account of
repetition effects (Feustel et al., 1983;
Jacoby, 1983a,b;
Jacoby & Dallas, 1981;
Jacoby Б Witherspoon, 1982) seems
plausible in this light.
The
strong
repetition effects found for the
plibikalt
non-words used in this experiment might be explained by a purely
episodic
context
effect
without any lexical involvement.
However, there is an effect for identical repetition of words
whereas
such
repetition
effects
are
less
strong
for
morphologically or form related
words.
If
an
episodic
interpretation
were
to
account for the non-word effect,
comparable facilitation is expected for form related words.
To
be able to give a consistent explanation for non-words and word
results, therefore, a lexical model as proposed here seems the
more attractive one.
At this point it seems useful to recapitulate and refine the
lexical model for repetition effects as sketched in Section 7.3.
In accordance with Monsell (1985), three loci of repetition
effects will be discerned: (1) pre-access, (2) access, and (3)
post-access. When traditional pseudo-words (e.g., wolp) are used
in repetition experiments involving a lexical decision task,
these loci contribute to the effects in the following ways:
First, there is always a positive effect of prior presentation,
both for words and for pseudo-words.
This would arise from
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previous exposure along pre-lexical pathways, prior to actual
access. This positive effect will essentially apply to all types
of repetition viz.,
identical, morphemic, form, and pseudo-word
repetition.
Moreover, the further this pre-lexical pathway is
passed through, the stronger the resulting repetition effect will
be.
That is, identical repetition yields the largest benefit,
morphological and form repetition
are
second
best,
and
pseudo-words are least facilitated.
The second locus, the access stage, will contribute to the
effects for identical and morphemic repetition only, since at
this level the abstract lexeme (that part of morphologically
related words that is shared among them) is involved.
Identical
repetition may well show larger effects — as is reported in the
literature (Stanners et al., 1979 a,b), but not confirmed in
Experiment 5 —
because in that case the whole-word entry is
accessed twice, whereas in morphemic repetition only common,
morpheme (sub-) entries will get activated.
Finally, the third locus comes into play. In this post-access
stage the facilitatory effect for pseudo-words arising from the
pre-lexical pathway will be cancelled out.
The pre-lexical
effect would increase the probability of a false positive, thus
slowing
down
correct
'no' responses because of response
competition. The locus of the delay in response latency would
thus be located at the post-access level (short-list or spelling
check, see Hudson & Bergman, 1985), while the locus of the
facilitation would be the pre-access phase of the recognition
process. For identical word repetition this post-access check
enhances the facilitatory effects of the pre-access and the
access stage even more.
Morphological
repetition,
again
involving the abstract lexeme, will also benefit at this stage.
Form related words, however, may suffer from their similarity in
the same way pseudo-words do. The episodic trace would militate
against immediate acceptance on second presentation because the
stimulus presented in the first round will be a competitor in the
short-list for the present item, thus increasing the probability
of a false negative.
The facilitatory and inhibitory effects
involved when pseudo-words are used, may be summarized in a
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schematic wayt
type of
repetition

locus of effect
pre-access
access

identical
morphemic
form
pseudo-word

++
+
+
+

++
+
-

post-access
+
+
-

Hudson & Bergman (1985) showed that exploiting
plibikalt
non-words is sufficient to remove the poet-access processing for
lexical decision tasks. This manipulation, then, may well serve
as a way of removing or reducing the component which leads to
inhibitory effects for repeated pseudo-words. In the case of
plibikalt
non-words, facilitation for words is still to be
expected, while now facilitation for non-words may also occur.
This idea was supported by the results of Experiment
6.
Exploiting plibikalt
non-words affects the loci of repetition
effects as followst
The pre-access and access levels are unaffected. Pre-access
facilitation will be obtained for identical, morphemic, form, and
non-word repetition. At the access locus, effects for identical
and morpheme repetition will be strong, while for form and
non-word repetition no facilitation will emanate from this level.
It is turning off the post-accesa stage that causes a
differentiation in repetition effects for
pseudo-words
in
contrast to plibikalt
non-words. Since no post-access check or
short-list is involved, there is no
negative
effect
or
competition when non-words are repeated. Therefore,
plibikalt
nonwords do result in a significant repetition effect as was
found in Experiment 6.
This effect, then, originates from
traversing a pre-lexical pathway.
The size of the effect,
however, is not readily explainable, this may have to do with an
extra effect of 'distinctiveness' due to the fact that
plibikalt
non-words are rather striking.
Form
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analogous fashion. Just like for non-words, there is no negative
or
response
competition
effect
in a post-access stage.
Consequently,
form
repetition
yields
facilitation.
Morphologically related items, however, show an attenuated effect
because the post-access facilitation, which results in strong
facilitation when pseudo-words are involved, is cancelled. The
facilitatory and inhibitory effects of repetition using
plibikalt
non-words, can, again, be summarized in a schematic way:
type of
repetition
identical
morphemic
form
plibikalt

locus of effect
pre-access
access
++
+
+
++

++
+
_

post-access
0
0
0
0

Repetition effects are thus shown to be the result of a
complex set of contributing factors. The role of morphology in
this complex structure is not easily pinned down. The effects
found may be mainly a result of form-overlap which is effective
at a prelexical level, and not of morphemic overlap per
se.
Moreover, it is not very likely
that
the
effects
for
morphologically related words are specifically located at the
access level of recognition. Therefore, results of repetition
experiments should not by default be interpreted as evidence for
or against morphological representations in the lexicon.
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Lett-to-Rlght Parsing of Suffixed Words

This chapter further explores the claim that suffixes are
processed during word recognition and that the underlying process
operates from left to right.
There is a lack of positive
evidence in the form of RT differences between suffixed and
pseudo-suffixed words or for any differentiation between suffixed
and non-suffixed words. Nevertheless, any model which assumes
that parsing and the recognition of words proceeds from left to
right as, for instance, the KIMMO word-parsing model, will
predict separate and sequential processing of roots and suffixes.
To study this claim, this chapter will focus on the question of
how and when the syntactic category of a word is determined and
may become available for processes other than word recognition
per se. Given the importance attached to suffixes in Chapter 2,
and models such as described in Chapter 3 it is essential to
collect evidence on the use of suffix information.

8.1 Experiment 7: Syntactic Category Decision on Double-suffixed Words:
A Left-to-Rlght Interpretation

There appears to be a contradiction between the earlier
non-results for suffixed words and the expectation formed on the
basis of a word parser resembling a KIMMO-like parser (which may
well explain these non-results, but see Chapter 6). Such a model
proposes that words are parsed in a left-to-right fashion.
Reaction times for suffixed items, however, do not give any
indication for decomposition during recognition.
Given the
importance attached to suffixes, the question of what is going on
with them becomes rather urgent. What do suffixes convey? How
is the information encoded by them actually used?
Suffixes
signal
syntactic information.
Inflectional suffixes convey
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number/ case, etc.
Derivational suffixes tell us to which
syntactic category a word belongs.
This latter aspect is
important in the X-bar theory of word syntax and is also captured
in the claim that such suffixes function as heads of words (see
Chapter 2).
These characteristics and claims concerning suffixes lead to
the hypothesis that, even if they are not stripped off in the
Taftian sense, i.e., prior to and solely for the purpose of
lexical access, these suffixes will be used to yield the
information they contain.
This information may be obtained
during word recognition processes.
The claim made in this
chapter will be that words, being processed from left to right
and being decomposed in the sense of a KIMMO-like parsing model,
will yield a root entry with its continuation classes.
These
continuation classes specify a restricted set of
suffixes which may follow a root or base. Such restrictions are,
in a way, predictive of what is to come; they resemble the
notion of 'subcategorization frame'. The entries contained in a
continuation class provide, amongst others, information on the
syntactic category of the entry (i.e., the suffix) and thereby of
the syntactic category of the whole word in the case of
word-final suffixes.
It is important to note that such determination of category
can take place in parallel with other, particularly semantic,
processes. Thus, the semantic and syntactic analysis of the word
parts may occur simultaneously. As a result of such parallelism,
it is conceivable to know the syntactic category of the whole
word (which is identical to the category of the head or the final
suffix) even before knowing, and certainly independent of, the
meaning of the whole word (which is some function of the meaning
of the parts).
Further, the syntactic ambiguity of words is
considerably reduced by the addition of derivational suffixes.
This theoretical background leads to the following predictions
concerning processes involving the recognition of suffixed words.
Decisions on the category of words with multiple suffixes will be
faster for words which contain a sequence of suffixes that all
signal the same syntactic class or category consistently (e.g.,
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ab-sent-ее-ism
(prefix-root-N-N);
ар-prent-ice-ship
(prefix-root-A-A)); faith-less-ly
(root/baae-A-A)). Determining
the syntactic class of words that contain incongruent
or
contradictory
suffixes
(e.g.,
nat-ion-ai-ist (root-N-A-N);
spac-ious-ness
(root-A-N);
in-flat-ion-ary
(prefix-root-N-A))
will be impaired in comparison to the former.
For clarity's sake, prefixes will not be considered here.
Under the assumption that words are parsed from left to right,
these predictions become quite obvious. Starting at the left end
(or beginning) of the suffixed word, the first entry that will be
located is the root entry. At this point of locating the root
entry, legal continuations become known, and therefore the
possible categories of suffixes are restricted. This syntactic
category of the suffix becomes available as soon as
the
representation of that suffix is entered. Since the syntactic
category of the whole word is identical to that of the word final
suffix, the category of the word can be determined when the final
morpheme entry is located.
This category determination could
thus, in principle, take place before the constituents of the
word are 'reassembled' and the whole word as such is recognized.
At the same time, any suffixes preceding the final one yield
their own syntactic class. If a decision has to be made with
respect to which syntactic class or category a word belongs, the
information obtained earlier in the parsing process may conflict
with the final category determination.
For instance, while
parsing the word inflationary,
the first suffix encountered (in a
left-right
system) is the nominal -ion.
This information
suggests that the whole word may be a noun.
However, further
analysis is required since the word is not completed at this
point, and the second suffix which occurs is an adjectival one,
-ary.
This final suffix determines the category of the whole
word, so the earlier suggestion that it might be a noun appears
not to be valid. Thus, the contradictary information obtained
when suffixes belong to different categories causes a hiccup in
the recognition process.
This leads to the prediction that
conflicting suffix information
will
impair
the
category
determination process.
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The prediction that category determination will be influenced
by congruent or conflicting suffix information will be tested in
the first experiment.
Here a task will be used that was
especially designed to study the hypothesis. Subjects are asked
to decide whether the word presented is a noun or not. A pilot
study showed that subjects (at least where
students
are
concerned) can make such decisions without any problem within a
reasonable time limit (about 675 m s e c ) . Further, Monsell (1985)
reports to have employed this same task in two experiments with
reliable and consistent results.
In the experiment described
here, the items used will be nouns and adjectives having zero,
one or two suffixes. For the nouns these last items can have
either congruent suffixes (i.e., two nominal suffixes), or
incongruent suffixes (one adjectival and one nominal).
The
hypothesis is that for incongruent items the category decision
time will be significantly slower than for congruently suffixed
nouns.
Alternatively, if a word is processed and represented as a
whole, i.e., a single unit, the information contained in the
first, or word internal suffix will not affect decisions of
syntactic class. The syntactic category of the word will be
available when the word as a whole is retrieved. Hence, the
syntactic categories of the morphemes of which that word is
composed will remain unknown.
It might be traced by means of
some post-access decompositional process, but it would not play
any role in the actual recognition and syntactic category
decision.
A second alternative is that only the final suffix is
considered in deciding to which syntactic category an item
belongs.
In that case, the word internal suffix again will not
affect decision time. What is more, if only final suffixes are
examined, it is likely that such decisions are under strategic
control. Consequently, if this alternative is true, it may be
predicted that nouns and adjectives will be reacted to equally
fast, and that non-final morphemes will not affect decision time.
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8.1.1 Method
Apparatus

and

Procedure.

The general procedure and apparatus

used are the same as for Experiments 1 to 6.
a

syntactic

category

decide whether a

decision

specific

task,

item,

which

Subjects

performed

i.e., they were asked to
was

always

an

actual

word-form, was a noun or not.

No feedback on speed or errors was

given.

was

items

Stimulus presentation
remained

on

the

screen

not
until

under
the

any

time

subject

limit:

had made a

decision by either pressing the yes- or the no-button.
Subjects.

Twelve students of Nijmegen University took part in

this experiment and were paid for their participation.
Design

and Material.

A total number of 216 items, all words,

was presented to the subjects.

Of these, 108

and 108 words were adjectives.

The experimental set was preceded

words

were

nouns

by 48 practice trials representative of the critical material.
The

targets

were 36 double-suffixed nouns of which 18 have a

root (a couple of these actually are prefixed bases) followed by,
first,

an

(e.g.,

HEILIGDOM,

adjectival

sensibleness),

suffix and, second, a nominal suffix (AN)
consistency

cf.

;

SIERLIJKHEID,

cf,

and 18 have a root (a couple of these actually are

prefixed bases) followed by
motoristi

DIENARES, cf.

two

nominal

suffixes

BLOEMISTERIJ, cf.

(NN)

absenteeism).

(e.g.,
These

two item groups are matched on average length and lemma frequency
(Uit den Boogaart, 1975).
Fillers

which

also

required

a

positive

response

derivations with one single nominal suffix (IN) (e.g.,
wisdom)
The

and 54 non-suffixed nouns (ON) (e.g., DUIF, dove).
fillers

which

required a negative response, i.e., which

were not nouns, but nonetheless real words,
which

(a)

18

LIEFDELOOS, cf.
(1A)

were 18
WIJSHEID,

(e.g.,

ended

in

two

ioveiy) ;

VOLGZAAM,

were

adjectives

(b) 36 ended in one adjectival

cf.

of

derivational suffixes (2A) (e.g.,

painless);

suffix

and (c) 54 were simple,

non-suffixed adjectives (0A) (e.g., KALM, calm).
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β. 1.2 Results and Discussion

The overall effect of suffixation type is highly significant
(mini"(6,175)°7.22, p<0.01). The means for the seven suffixation
types are given in Table 8.1. It should be noted, however, that
this effect might be the result of a confounding with length
since length necessarily increases with the number of suffixes.
TABLE 8.1 Mean syntactic category decision
time
(CDT)
in msec
for
each
type
of
suffixation in Experiment 7

nr. of
suffixes

suffixation
type

CDT

2
2

adjectival-nominal
nominal-nominal

708
641

1
0

nominal
noun

674
642

2
1
0

adjectival-adjectival
adjectival
adjective

767
779
704

Yet, the important difference is that between double-suffixed
words with an adjectival followed by a nominal suffix (AN) and
words
with a nominal followed by a nominal suffix (NN),
respectively. In a second ANOVA this effect was also shown to be
highly significant (mini"(1,29)=9.71, p<0.01). The results are a
strong indication that the syntactic class or category of the
whole word is read off the suffixes, whilst processing takes
place from left to right.
The word-internal suffix clearly
affects category decision time. If the words were recognized as
a whole, or if syntactic class were read off from the final
suffix, such a differentiation between AN and NN items would not
have occurred. The evidence can be considered to be conclusive
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since
and

the

critical

double-suffixed

words a r e matched on l e n g t h

frequency.

TABLE 8 . I I Mean s y n t a c t i c category decision time (CDT) in msec for nouns
with two suffixes and with one suffix, distinguishing between three types
of base in Experiment 7

CDT per category of stem
nr. of
suffixes

category
of suffix

2

nominal

verbal

adjectiv.

bound

adjectivalnominal

691 (5)

714 (8)

7O0 (1)

721 (4)

2

nomina1nominal

6A3 (4)

644 (11)

1

nominal

664 (6)

674 (5)

624 (3)
689 (5)

664 (2)

The number of items contributing to each mean i s given in between brackets
following that mean.
A p o s t - h o c look a t t h e e f f e c t of t h e c a t e g o r y of t h e r o o t o r
base ( s e e Table 8 . I I ) shows t h a t t h i s a s p e c t does n o t seem t o
affect
t h e c a t e g o r y d e c i s i o n s f o r d o u b l e - s u f f i x e d i t e m s whereas
i t does a f f e c t nouns with o n l y one s u f f i x ( i t may be noted t h a t
t h e number of items c o n t r i b u t i n g t o t h e mean of each subgroup a r e
too
small t o t e s t
these differences
statistically).
The
difference
between i t e m s ending i n two nominal s u f f i x e s w i t h
e i t h e r a nominal or v e r b a l r o o t eg. base i s near z e r o .
Nouns
ending i n a nominal s u f f i x preceded by an a d j e c t i v a l s u f f i x do
s u g g e s t a d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n according t o t h e c a t e g o r y of t h e r o o t ,
but t h e c r i t i c a l comparison in t h i s s u b s e t i s between i t e m s w i t h
a nominal and i t e m s w i t h an a d j e c t i v a l
r o o t or b a s e .
This
difference
i s o n l y 9 msec. In t h e c a s e of items w i t h o n l y one
s u f f i x , words w i t h a nominal r o o t e g . b a s e and a nominal
suffix
are a c c e p t e d a s nouns 25 msec.
f a s t e r than words w i t h an
a d j e c t i v a l r o o t o r b a s e and a nominal s u f f i x .
A d i f f e r e n c e which
i s c o n s i d e r a b l y l a r g e r than t h a t found f o r d o u b l e - s u f f i x e d i t e m s .
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It is of some importance to consider this aspect in slightly
greater detail. What could be the reason for this lack of effect
of root or base category?
One possibility is that syntactic class is not encoded in the
root entry at all. This option is not very attractive unless one
wants to claim a special status for the root representation in
contrast with those of affixes.
This may be an incomplete
addressing representation (cf. Forster's access bins) in which
no semantic or syntactic information is contained.
This would
imply that there is another representational level in which root
and possibly even morphologically complex words have a full
entry.
However, it remains questionable why affixes would yield
syntactic information at the level of representation where that
same information is inaccessible where roots are concerned.
Another explanation, which is more plausible, is that the
(syntactic) information contained in an entry or encoded by a
morpheme is only available 'temporarily', as if the system had a
'window' of width two. Given that the i-th element of a string
of morphemes belongs to a specific syntactic category, this
information will be accessible while the i+lth element is
processed. However, as soon as the i+2th morpheme comes in to be
processed, only the information on the category of the i+lth is
available.
The syntactic category of the i-th morpheme is no
longer 'visible' in the window.
This interpretation is in accordance with linguistic theories
on the 'inheritance' of features from the head by a specific
morpheme (see Chapter 2). Williams (1961) proposed a way to
limit the number and structural distance of elements that would
have to be inspected when an affix is being inserted into a word
structure (the Atom Condition). Byrd (1983) claims, on the basis
of this Atom Condition, that the features of the base, stem or
root are irrelevant for inserting a second affix after a first
affix.
The history of the word structure and the linguistic
features of elements that are more than one step away (treestructure, nodes etc.) are Opaque' to the affix at hand.
Further linguistic support for such an interpretation comes from
Level-oredered
Morphology
(Kiparsky,
1982).
This theory
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explicitly claims that morphological processes which take place
at more than one level before the present one, are opaque to the
present level.
The
similarity
between
the
processing and linguistic
explanations is obvious. The syntactic category information is
only available during a limited number of processing 'steps'.
After that it becomes obsolete and no longer plays a role in the
decision process. As a result, the root category will not affect
syntactic category decisions since it lies too far back in the
history of the recognition process and will have been overwritten
by the category information of the first suffix when the decision
is made.
One more issue deserves further attention here. The results
that were obtained might not be indicative for lexical access
processes, but rather for post-access phenomena after the word as
a whole has been recognized. Such an interpretation, however, is
not very attractive since the critical word parts involved are
word-internal suffixes. It is unlikely that a post-access source
of the effect would result in the differentiation that was found
here. The word-internal structure, i.e., the embedded suffix,
would then be of no concern to the actual access and recognition
of the word. The syntactic class or category of the whole word
should become available only as soon as these recognition
processes have been completed. A syntactic category decision at
this stage may not be impaired by the category information of a
non-final suffix, since the word-internal structure would then be
processed after full recognition on the basis of which a category
decision could be made.
The second experiment is aimed at providing corroboration for
the left-to-right theory of word parsing, this time studying
non-word decisions in a traditional Lexical Decision task.
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β.2 Experiment 8: Double-suffixed Non-words: Further Evidence for
Left-to-Rlght Parsing

Even though Experiment 7 in its own right suggests that the
left-to-right parsing hypothesis is plausible, the following
experiment
should
provide
corroboration.
The
preceding
experiment used a rather novel task which subjects seem to be
able to perform without problems. Yet, employing such a task may
raise questions as to the the interpretation of the results.
Therefore, the present experiment uses a Lexical Decision task
which is a paradigm of which the implications are better
understood.
The items of interest in this experiment are the non-words.
The general idea is the following! Parsing the presented items
from left to right, implies that illegalities, deviations from
existing words, and the like should also be detected in a
left-right fashion. That is, the earlier the illegality occurs,
the faster a non-word is recognized as such, and the later the
deviation, the longer it takes to reject an item as being a word.
Apart from the KIMMO framework, this idea finds its roots, in the
Cohort Theory for auditory word recognition (Marslen-Wilson,
1984, 1967) . Earlier experiments by Hudson and Bergman (1964,
1985) suggest that a Cohort approach may indeed be appropriate
for visual word recognition.
Several types of non-words or pseudo-words have been studied
in the past. This experiment focuses on a specific type of
pseudo-word, namely one composed of existing morphemes which are
combined in an illegal way. These pseudo-words start with an
existing root or base (e.g., red) followed by two suffixes.
Three types of illegality can be discerned: (1) The first suffix
forms a legal combination with the earlier part of the item,
i.e., the root or base (e.g., red-ness),
but the second suffix
forms a illegal combination with the first (e.g.,
red-ness-dom).
(2) The first suffix forms an illegal combination with the root
or base (e.g., town-ly),
but the second suffix forms a legal
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combination with the first (e.g., town-Jy-ness). (3) The first
suffix forms an illegal combination with the root eg. base and
the second suffix forms an illegal combination with the first
(e.g., giri-ness-ly).
It should be noted that the legality of
the combination of the root cq.
base and the second suffix (if
the first suffix would be discarded) is not considered here.
Although this is a potentially interesting candidate for closer
inspection, for the present purpose the construction of materials
would become extremely tedious and would restrict the number of
stimuli unacceptably.
If there is a parsing process proceeding from left to right,
it may be hypothesized that the earlier the illegality occurs,
the sooner rejection can take place. The interesting additional
information that the experiment intends to provide, concerns the
morphemic representation of words.
Since the critical items
consist of existing parts of words, decisions can only be made on
the basis of morphemic information. It is the illegality of the
combinations that makes these items into pseudo-words.
This
would imply that the 'combineability' of morphemes is, in a
sense, represented in the lexicon.
The framework of a model resembling the KIMMO parser provides
a good alternative for current models of word recognition which
assume whole-word recognition or attach equal importance to the
beginning and ending of words (ends-in). Under the assumption of
morphemic representation and the notion of continuation class
(not to be confused with syntactic class or category), the
decision on 'word-hood' may be based on the continuation class
information. Therefore, it can be predicted that an illegal
continuation earlier in the word is used as soon as it occurs and
results in faster rejection tines. Later illegalities result in
slower decisions.
The Cohort Theory would predict no further
differentiation between types (2) i.e., illegal-legal and (3)
i.e., illegal-illegal since the first deviation point is what is
crucial for rejecting the item as a word. What comes after this
deviation point is presumably not considered.
A morphemic
parsing theory, however, might well expect and explain such
differences
because
the
item
would
be
processed from
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left-to-right, but this processing may still be exhaustive in the
sense that all affixes are considered.

8.2.1 Method
Apparatus

and

procedure.

were the same as the

ones

The apparatus and basic procedure
used

in

Experiments

1

to

4,

and

Experiment 7.
Subjects.

Fourteen subjects, distributed over two groups of 7

subjects each, performed
students

at

the

a

lexical

Nijmegen

decision

University

and

task.
were

All
paid

were
for

participation.
Design
and
Material.
A total of 720 items, divided in two
sets of 360 was presented to each of the two subject groups.
That is, both subject groups saw all items, group A received Set
I in the first session and Set II in the second, group В was
presented with Set II in round one, and Set I in the second
session. This was done for reasons of sheer number. A pause of
about
10
minutes in between the two sub-experiments was
considered necessary to overcome effects of fatigue.
Although this experiment involves a standard lexical decision
task it must be stressed once more that the items of
interest
here
are
orthographically legal pseudo-words
(non-existing
word-forms) consisting of
existing
morphemes
in
illegal
combinations.
The critical items consist of three groups of 30
pseudo-word items and are of three types: (1) The first suffix
combines legally with the root (a couple of these actually are
prefixed bases), but the second suffix is
not
a
legal
continuation for the first suffix (+-) (e.g., VOEDZAAMSCHAP, cf.
greenishhood),
(2) The first suffix is not a legal continuation
for the root (or base), whereas the second suffix may follow the
first (-+) (e.g., RAAFBAARHEID, cf. workishness),
and
(3) The
first suffix is not allowed to follow the root (or base), nor is
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the second a legal continuation for the first (—)
(e.g.,
KOORTSBAARLOOS, cf.
painishhood).
The thirty items for each
type were divided into two sets of 15 items per type for each of
the two stimulus sets.
A few notes on the structural distribution of the target items
are in order here. First, the internal suffixes were equally
distributed over all 3 target groups (+-; -+; — ) and the
corresponding words with two suffixes (++). Further, roots and
bases cannot be used more than once, because of uncontrollable
repetition effects.
Third, final suffixes cannot be fully
controlled for because some combinations are always legal.
The filler pseudo-words were distributed over the two subsets
as follows: each of the two stimulus sets contained a) 45 items
with
one suffix (e.g., ZUILHEID, cf.
chairnees),
and 90
pseudo-words with no suffix (e.g., BLAGEL, cf.
дітЫе) .
The
filler words were again distributed over the two sets: a) 45
words with two suffixes (e.g., WAAKZAAMHEID, cf. boyishness),
b)
45 items with one suffix (e.g., MENGSEL, mixture), and 90 with no
suffixes (e.g., PAGINA, cf., radio),
again for each of the two
sets.

8.2.2 Results and Discussion

The predictions that were specified and the analyses resulting
from these predictons all concern rejection times.
Therefore,
ANOVA's were conducted for subjects and items over the critical
pseudo-words only. The means for all subsets of critical items
are given in Table 8.III. The effect for type of illegality is
significant (minf(2,71)=16.19, p<0.01).
The only other effect that is significant at the mini" level
is that of 'session', the first series being slower than the
second (758 vs. 702 msec) (mini" (1,20)»21.33, p<0.01). This may
be a result of general practice. Finally, for items there is an
interaction between 'session' and 'set' (F(l,28)=91.72, p<0.01).
This interaction, although significant, need not be interpreted.
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It might be a general practice effect which may be more effective
for one set than for the other (even though there is no
differentiation between the two sets per se: mean RT for Set I =
732 msec, for Set II = 729 msec).
TABLE 8.111 Mean lexical decision
time (LDT) in msec for each subset
of critical nonwords containing a
base and two suffixes, and two
morpheme transitions in Experiment 8

legality of
morpheme transition

LDT

legal-illegal
(+-)
illegal-legal
(-+)
illegal-illegal (-)

779
730
681

The general effect that was predicted is found. There is a
differentiation between non-words according to the location where
the non-word deviates from existing words. This illegality is
based only on the transition between morphemes. As such, these
results, though comparable to experiments conducted to test the
Cohort
Theory
for
auditory
word
recognition
(e.g.,
Marslen-Wilson, 1984), also deviate from them. In the Cohort
model the main focus is on deviation and uniqueness points in
stems and non-affixed bases. Originally this model did not take
suffixed words into account. In the experiment reported here the
deviation point (in the sense of the Cohort Theory) of the
non-words lies at a morphemic border, a case originally not
considered in the Cohort Theory.
Tyler and Marslen-Wilson (1986), however, do report effects of
inflectional morphological structure in sentential contexts.
They found that a semantic context affects the recognition of
stems, whereas syntactic constraints only influence processing of
(inflectional) suffixes.
An important implication of these
results is that spoken word recognition is not a unitary process
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in which the only aspect involved is a word recognition decision
on the basis of the uniqueness point. Tyler and Marslen-Wilson
suggest that the word-initial cohort does include all affixed
base forms that start with the same segments. The reduction of
the cohort (until one candidate remains) takes place on the basis
of three mechanisms:
First, sensory input will filter out
candidates which do not match the input on a left to right basis
(see also Marslen-Wilson, 1984).
Second, semantic constraints
filter out semantically non-fitting base forms. Third, syntactic
constraints filter out syntactically unacceptable inflected (or
derived) full forms.
The experiment reported here shows that the location of the
illegality or deviation point is highly predictive of rejection
times.
This result suggests that, even in the visual domain,
words are processed from left to right, because the earlier one
encounters an illegality the faster the item is rejected.
Furthermore, it is plausible that this processing respects
morphological units.
Therefore, I believe that a morphological
parsing mechanism can be assumed to
be
the
fundamental
recognition process at work here.
There remains, however, one puzzling aspect in these results.
On the basis of a left to right parsing mechanism it is not
straightforwardly
interpretable that the number of illegal
transitions should influence rejection times.
Yet, non-words
with an illegal transition both between the base or root and the
first suffix, and between the first and second suffix resulted in
faster non-word decisions than items which have their first and
only illegal transition between the root (or base) and first
suffix.
The first illegal transition should be sufficient to
reject the item as a word. Illegal transitions following this
first deviation point should, in principle, not affect rejection
times.
Since,
however, the number of illegal transitions does
influence ease of rejection the following tentative explanation,
that was already suggested above, can be formulated.
The
morphological parsing process during word recognition does indeed
take
place
from left to right.
Furthermore, parsing is
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exhaustive for both words and non-words. That is, the processing
does not stop as soon as an illegal transition is encountered on
the basis of which a non-word decision could be made.
The
morphological 'decomposition' will proceed until the end of the
word or non-word has been reached.
For the non-words that contain two illegal transitions this
means that the 'non-word evidence' from the first deviation point
is
confirmed
by
the second transition.
This additional
information may facilitate the eventual non-word
decision.
However, another explanation is also feasible. This involves the
non-words that contain only one illegal transition between the
root (or base) and the first suffix. Again it is assumed that
the morphological parsing and word recognition process
is
exhaustive.
When the first illegal transition is encountered
this information is used to decide that the item is a non-word.
However, the second morpheme transition, between the first and
the second suffix, is a legal one.
Therefore, this second
transition yields contradictory information and may impair the
non-word decision for these items. However, the data cannot be
differentiated with respect to this hypothesis.

8.3 General Conclusions for Experiments 7 and 8

The overall results of Experiments 7 and 8 reported in this
chapter indicate that assuming a left-to-right morphemic parsing
process is plausible. Both syntactic category decisions and the
rejection of non-words composed of illegally combined morphemes
are affected by internal word structure. For syntactic category
decisions an effect was found of the embedded suffix for words
containing
two derivational suffixes.
Items in which the
syntactic category of the first suffix differed from that of the
second one yield slower decisions than items in which the two
suffixes provided confirmative evidence on syntactic category.
The
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lexical decision task.
First and foremost, rejection times
varied according to the location of the illegal transition
between two morphemes, as well as according to the number of
illegal transitions.
Pseudo-words consisting of a base or a
root, a first suffix that forms a legal combination with that
root and a second suffix that forms an illegal combination with
the first, show longer rejection times than pseudo-words in which
the illegal transition occurs earlier, i.e., between the root eg.
base and the first suffix.
This differentiation on the basis of the location of illegal
transitions fits well in a left- to-right morphological parsing
model.
A word is recognized morpheme by morpheme. The legality
of morpheme transitions can be checked as soon as a euch a
transition occurs. This can be considered as evidence in favour
of the notion of continuation classes as suggested in the KIMMO
parser.
Upon location of a specific morpheme in the lexicon,
legal continuations are given immediately.
This way,
the
illegality point can affect rejection times.
In addition,
pseudo-words that contain two illegal transitions are rejected
even faster than items which have an illegal transition between
the first and second morpheme. This indicates that the parsing
process not only takes place from left to right, but that it is
also exhaustive in the sense that all morphemes are processed and
that negative evidence may accumulate.
At this point, it would seem desirable to consider some
alternative interpretations of these data. One option would be
that there is no morphemic parsing and representation involved,
but that words are represented and recognized as a whole.
In
this Single Unit view any differentiation between double-suffixed
items on the basis of word internal suffixes is hard to explain.
If a word is recognized without any form of decomposition the
syntactic category would have to be represented in the whole-word
unit.
Consequently, a decision on syntactic category would be
made upon full recognition, and word-internal information should
not have any impact on that decision. Such embedded information
would simply be unavailable at this point in the recognition
process.
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The lexical decision experiment reported here cannot really
distinguish a whole-word from a parsing account, since it only
examined non-word decisions. Yet, if decisions were made on the
basis of the word items as a whole, it seems unlikely that the
internal structure of the non-word items would influence these
decisions.
It is unlikely that the results can be ascribed to some sort
of parsing process that
takes
place
post-access,
after
recognition of the whole word. Again, the syntactic category of
the whole word will become available upon
access,
later
information on the category of a word-internal suffix should come
too late to affect the category decision. Since the results show
that embedded suffixes are taken into account in such decisions,
this weakens any post-access interpretation.
The results with non-words in Experiment 8, however, do
suggest that some post-access processes may be involved in making
lexical
decisions.
The accumulation of negative evidence
indicates that there is more to the decision process than a
strict left-to-right parsing of words. In a strict left-to-right
process the non-words with an illegal transition between the root
eg.
base and the first suffix should have been rejected equally
rapidly, irrespective of the status of the transition between the
first and the second suffix. Even though this result on its own
may be considered as evidence in
favour
of
post-access
decomposition, such an interpretation is not plausible in the
light of the differentiation among items with illegal transitions
between root (or base) and first suffix, and between first and
second suffix. If there were a post-access process at work here,
the location of the illegality should not affect the decision.
Only the amount of illegality would be taken into account.
Finally, a plausible model which implies that syntactic
category is read off the final suffix, which would be a perfectly
adequate strategy in this experiment, cannot explain the data
either. In that case, category decision would have been equally
fast for items containing two congruent suffixes (NN) as for
items containing two divergent suffixes (AN), for the only
information used would be the syntactic class or category of the
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final suffix, which is a nominal one in either case.
Any 'ends-in' interpretation that would suggest that the
initial and final parts of an item are processed first, would run
into trouble with the results of Experiment 8. In the 'ends-in'
interpretation the location of the illegal transition should not
affect rejection times in the way it does. The transition
between the root cq.
base and the first suffix would contribute
to the same degree to a negative response as the transition
between the first and the second suffix.
Consequently, no
differentiation
between non-words with an early illegality
(between the root (or base) and the first suffix (-+)) and a late
illegality (between the first and the second suffix (+-)) would
have occurred.
Finally, a recognition process proceeding from right to left
can also not explain the non-word data.
Such a model would
predict that an illegal transition between the first and the
second suffix should result in faster rejection times than an
illegal transition between the root (or base) and the first
suffix. The results of Experiment 8 obviously contradict this
prediction.
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Summary and Concluding Remarks

This final chapter recapitulates the theoretical and empirical
themes of the dissertation, casting another look at the central
questions.
A number of implications of the data for existing
theories as well as a possible alternative will be discussed in
some detail.
Studying morphological aspects in visual word recognition is
only one way to approach the mental lexicon. Morphology focuses
on the structure of words, considering the smallest units which
have syntactic and semantic value or function.
In
this
dissertation only a subset of elements is taken into account: it
concentrates on derivational morphology, leaving out inflections
and compounding.
Inflection is a rather restricted process in English and
Dutch. The main reason for not considering this aspect of
morphology is that one cannot add inflections recursively.
Selecting inflections for research would have made some of the
experiments
reported
here impossible and thus would have
considerably impaired the collection of
specific
evidence
concerning
the
left-to-right
model
of
lexical parsing.
Compounding, though interesting in its own right, is excluded
because the semantic aspects of this process appear rather
dominant, they would have surpassed the role of syntactic
structural information, which is a central theme here.

9.1 S o m e Issues and Empirical Results from the Literature

Taking morphological structure as an informative starting
point we are confronted with a number of questions and issues
that are important to general models of word recognition and
lexical representation. If morphological structure can be shown
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to play a role in (visual) word recognition, it may also be
important in lexical representation.
One option is that the
mental lexicon contains representations of stems, roots or
non-affixed base forms. This representational format may require
morphologically structured word-forms to be decomposed so as to
deliver their root.
The other option is that morphological
structure does not play any role, neither in representations, nor
in the processing of complex words.
Given, on the basis of the empirical evidence, that some form
of decomposition takes place, the next question is "At what stage
does it occur?".
Does morphological decomposition take place
pre-access, or during actual recognition, on-line, or is it a
post-access phenomenon?
Such issues concerning the process of
lexical access and the structure of lexical representation are
obviously general themes.
The literature yields a bountiful
collection of studies linking together general models
and
specific morphological experiments.
Basically, there are two
points of view with respect to representation of morphological
structure and word recognition.
The first type of model proposes root representation with an
obligatory decomposition of words into morphemes taking place
prior to the actual access of the master lexicon (Taft & Forster,
1975). The second general model assumes representation of whole
words (and word-forms) which are recognized directly without
intervening decomposition (Manelis & Tharp, 1977; Rubin et al.,
1979).
One
variant
of
this second model implies that
morphological structure is represented in the lexicon, but that
there is no need for decomposition because this structure is part
of the whole-word representation (see e.g., Butterworth, 1983).
Finally, there is a mixed model (or compromise) which assumes
'double representation' including both whole-word representations
and root entries (Taft, 1979; Stanners et al., 1979).
The empirical evidence (Chapter 4), as a whole, suggests that
morphological structure is indeed represented in the lexicon.
Less unequivocal are the data on whether the lexicon contains
root entries as such, and whether morphological decomposition is
an obligatory process preceding access to a root lexicon. Yet,
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some form of access to a affix list must take place to be able to
mark affix-like substrings.
Consequently, strict pre-access
decomposition seems to be a contradictio
in
terminis.
Further,
It seems plausible to claim that If lexical access does not take
place via the root of a word, pre-lexlcal decomposition Is not
necessary either. The reverse can also be assumed: If there Is
no evidence in favour of decomposition then there are no root
entries. Yet, it requires some careful thought before one should
link up the two aspects of decompositional processes and lexical
representation.
Does the processing aspect necessarily carry
specific implications for the representational aspect, and vice
versa?
This would indeed seem to be the case. The processes
involved in word recognition
should
be
geared
to
the
representational format of the mental lexicon. Only then can
those processes function adequately to allow lexical access to
take place.
On the other hand, the representational format
should, in principle, be 'processable'.
If
physical
and
technical features restrict processing (as is likely in the case
of auditory word recognition, where the physical signal strictly
proceeds from left to right in time), the representations will
have to be in a form that can be analyzed so as to recognize that
word.
This issue becomes particulary urgent in view of the quality
of the empirical evidence.
It is commonly accepted
that
differentiation in processing should result in differences in
reaction or recognition time (but see Berwick and Weinberg, 1983
for arguments against this assumption). From there it is just a
small step to expect
that
morphological
complexity
and
decompositional processes should result in (or correlate with)
variation in processing time according to such
structural
complexity.
The problem that occurs is that the evidence where
derivations are concerned is not consistenti
Decision time is
found to increase when the decompositional process is led astray
by, for instance,
pseudo-prefixes.
Pseudo-suffixing,
and
suffixing in general, on the other hand, does not lead to slowed
or impaired processing.
This paradox is even more striking when the function of
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affixes is considered. Suffixes, at least in the Dutch and
English language domain, but also in many more languages, are of
particular
importance.
They
encode
specific
syntactic
information;
e.g., information on tense and number is given by
means of inflections, information concerning syntactic category
is provided by derivational suffixes. Prefixes, however, are
generally less informative.
Furthermore, suffixing is
the
derivational and inflectional process which is preferred by far
both in Subject-Verb-Object and Subject-Object-Verb languages,
even though in the former one would expect prefixing to prevail
(Cutler et al., 1986).
The suffixing-prefixing paradox can be solved by assuming a
decompositional process proceeding from left to right, in which
the morphological structure unwinds by default. In this case,
'pre-access' decomposition is not necessary, neither are root
representations. Yet, the morphological structure is represented
either in lexical entries as static units or in the access
processes as a procedure.
Such a model is supported by the
results of the experiments reported in this dissertation.

9.2 Summary of Experimental Results

The first four experiments focused on differentiation in
processing time caused by morphological structure. Experiment 1
replicated the expected pseudo-prefix effect. Words (word-forms)
with pseudo-prefixes are accepted less rapidly and with more
errors than either truly prefixed or non-prefixed words. This
effect cannot be attributed to some form of strategy (as was
suggested by Rubin et al., 1979), since the same result was
obtained in three conditions varying the ratio of 'decomposable'
words from 100 to 25 percent. However, there was no effect of
other morphological or linguistic factors such as semantic
compositionality and whether base eg. roots are bound or free,
nor did manipulations of the pseudo-bases of the pseudo-prefixed
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items affect decision times. A second experiment with prefixes,
Experiment 3, failed to show an increase in processing time per
se as a result of increasing morphological complexity. For
suffixes
and
pseudo-suffixes,
finally,
no
effects
of
morphological structure on decision times were found (Experiments
2 and 4 ) .
In short, the contrasting effects for prefixes and suffixes
reported in the literature are systematically replicated here.
As mentioned before, the lack of effect for suffixes can be
explained by assuming a decompositional process that proceeds
from left to right. Before describing the procedural part of the
model, however, let us turn to the representational aspects.
As has been claimed by Monsell (1985) and others (e.g.,
Morton, 1969, 1970), at least some repetition effects should be
localized in the mental lexicon. On the basis of that assumption
the repetition paradigm can
be
used
to
study
lexical
representation.
In
particular, the role of morphological
structure can be investigated
this
way.
If
one
uses
morphologically related words as primes and probes, an effect of
overlap in the root or base constituent can be taken to be an
indication for root representation, or for a central role of
roots in 'related' representations (see e.g., Lukatela et al.,
1984).
The first experiment on repetition, Experiment 5, replicated
the general morpheme repetition effects as reported by Stanners
et al.
(1979a,b).
Yet, no differentiation was found between
repeating identical words and repeating words that overlap only
in the base or root morpheme. These results seemed to firmly
establish the role of the root in lexical representations.
A
second repetition experiment, Experiment 6, however, controlled
stringently for effects of form overlap, which is naturally
confounded with overlap in morphemes. This experiment tested the
hypothesis that the access and post-access components in the
repetition
effect would cancel each other out.
Both for
non-words and for words which only overlapped in form and not in
morphemes, massive repetition effects were found. This result
casts strong doubt on the idea that lexical repetition effects
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are involved here. Consequently, one should not rely too much on
results obtained with the repetition paradigm. One can no longer
interpret such results straightforwardly as evidence for or
against some specific form of lexical representation.
Given the results of the lexical decision experiments and the
repetition experiments, the main issues at this point can be
recapitulated in the light of the data: There is a decomposition
effect for prefixes, but the same effect is lacking for suffixes.
Yet, suffixes are, linguistically seen, the more informative
affixes. The question that arises is, what might be the use of
decomposition or sensitivity to morphological structure? Is it
used to gain access to root entries?
Does such decomposition
take place before actual lexical access to such a root or master
lexicon? The repetition experiments cast some doubt on the
evidence for root representation and therefore on the need for a
pre-lexical decomposition process
as
a
prerequisite
for
recognition.
The alternative is that the recognition procedures take place
from left to right.
It is proposed that the morphological
structure is thus parsed. The basis for such a parsing model can
be found in computational linguistics, in particular parsing
models
of
the
type
of
Koskenniemi'β (Karttunen, 1983;
Koskenniemi, 1983) (see Chapter 3). These models also stress the
importance of suffixes in accordance with linguistic notions like
headedneas and the suffixing preference across languages.
The model described here claims that the recognition and
accessing process proceeds from left to right. The morphological
structure unwinds itself during this process. Each morpheme
(prefix, suffix, or root) is marked. As soon as a morphological
unit is traversed or recognized, information on possible (legal)
continuations becomes available. In the case of suffixes, such
bit-by-bit recognition is advantageous because the syntactic
category information given with a suffix is provided before the
whole word is 'recompiled' and the meaning of that whole word is
analyzed or understood.
This type of model explains why there is no effect of
pseudo-suffixes on decision time whereas pseudo-prefixes do
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result in delayed reaction times. Proceeding from left to right,
the recognition process meets a root entry for words with real
suffixes (e.g., ENG.:
bak-er;
DU.ι bakker) which indicates
what type of suffix may follow. As a result, the rest of the
word is 'naturally' processed as if it were a suffix. In the
case of pseudo-suffixes (e.g., ENG.: father;
DU.:
zuster) a
root entry has not yet been located at the point where the
pseudo-suffix begins.
Consequently, the processing continues
until a root entry is found which will include the pseudo-suffix.
The fact that there is a pseudo-suffix is irrelevant;
the
process does not stop at the point where the pseudo-suffix begins
and that part will thus not be interpreted as a possible suffix.
Further, the model can explain the empirical pseudo-prefix
effect and, moreover, do so without invoking further ad hoc
processes for the parsing of prefixed words if a depth-first
approach is assumed. Given that the parsing process is aimed at
locating morphemic units and that this process proceeds from left
to right the picture develops as follows. A depth-first approach
will go for a single interpretation of a string at a time.
Alternative parses are considered sequentially.
Moreover, an
interpretation in terms of morphemes, i.e., prefixes, roots, and
suffixes, is the preferred one. In the case of prefixes (e.g.,
ENG.: bi-cycle;
DU.: herstel)
and pseudo-prefixes (e.g., ENG.:
bi-son;
DU.:
hertog),
then, a potential prefix is tagged
regardless of whether it actually is a prefix or not. Legal
continuations are given with the prefix entry, but it is not
clear whether any of these legal continuations do follow the
supposed prefix until that continuation is actually
being
processed.
For pseudo-prefixes this will result in backtracking
when it can be decided that the supposed prefix does not combine
with the supposed root. A second reason to assume depth-first
processing, which is independent of the empirical results, is
that such an approach would be favourable in a tree-like
representational format. A breadth-first approach would imply
that, ultimately, all branches of the letter tree would have to
be considered in parallel. This would no doubt result in severe
processing overload.
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Some theoretical questions, however, remain unanswered at this
point. Does morphological parsing imply the existence of (only)
morphemic entries?
What is the function of the root, does it
play a central role in a lexical representation or, for that
matter, in the lexicon?
Further, a left-to-right parsing of
morphological structure produces some empirical questions as
well:
(1) does syntactic category become available as the suffix is
recognized or marked, i.e., before full recognition of the word?
(2) can one acquire .specific evidence in favour of the left-right
sensitivity claim?
These
two
issues
were investigated in the final two
experiments. The first of these two. Experiment 7, employed a
syntactic category decision task. It was predicted, on the basis
of the left-to-right parsing model, that internal suffixes in
multi-suffixed
words
should
influence
syntactic category
decisions. Parsing a word from left to right gives information
on each morpheme. The first suffix that is delivered will yield
its syntactic class or category. The second (and in this case
final) suffix also provides information on its category. If one
is to decide whether a word is a noun or an adjective, the first,
internal, suffix may suggest one specific syntactic category
while the final suffix may provide contradicting information.
The data did indeed show an effect of word-internal suffix
information, in that items containing an adjectival suffix
preceding a nominal suffix were classified as nouns more slowly
than items containing two nominal suffixes.
The final experiment, Experiment 8, studied the issue of
left-to-right sensitivity in a different way.
Here the more
traditional lexical decision task was used, and the structure of
non-worda was manipulated. The non-words consisted of existing
bases eg.
roots and suffixes which were, however, combined in
illegal ways. The results indicate sensitivity to the location
of an illegal transition.
Such an illegal transition could
either occur between the base or root and the first suffix or
between the first and the second suffix, or at both transitions
simultaneously. The rejections were slower when the illegality
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occurred later, suggesting that the procese does proceed from
left to right. Further, illegality at both transitions resulted
in even faster rejections. This indicates that the whole item is
processed and that all (negative) evidence is collected and, in a
sense, simmed before a decision is made.

9.3 Towards a Lett-to-Rlght Model of Visual Morphological Processing

The model developed on the basis of the experimental results
reported in this dissertation focuses on visual word recognition
as a function of derivational morphology. Although this approach
may initially limit its scope, the potential implications of this
model reach further than recognition, derivation, and vision.
Issues which are touched upon include the representational
format, morphological structure and recognition processes in
general, irrespective of modality.
At this point it seems useful to recapitulate the main points
of the left-to-right morphological parsing model.
One of its
central characteristics is that it takes a left-to-right approach
to the word recognition process. Although this view is readily
accepted for spoken word recognition it is not often assumed to
be necessary or even possible in the visual domain. Yet a number
of visual word recognition theories implicitly or explicitly
assume some form of sequential left-to-right processing (e.g.,
Taft, 1979, 1985;
Hudson & Bergman, 1985; Hudson, Bergman,
Houtmans, & Nas, 1984).
In direct relation to the left-to-right parsing processes
proposed here, claims are made concerning
representational
format.
The lexicon has a three-tier structure: (i) a letter
tier, (ii) a morphemic tier, and (iii) a word or lexeme tier.
The representational format is a tree-like structure in which
letter-nodes spell out morphemes (cf.
Hudson et al., 1984;
Karttunen, 1983;
Koskenniemi, 1983).
The structure can be
passed through from left to right.
Morphemic sub-entries are
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a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e l a s t c h a r a c t e r of each morpheme In t h e t r e e
and morphemes are thus marked.
This way not o n l y r o o t s are
r e p r e s e n t e d , but t h e r e are a l s o s e p a r a t e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s for
affixes.
With each morphemic sub-entry
morpheme
specific
information,
e . g . , t h e s y n t a c t i c c a t e g o r y of a s u f f i x ,
is
encoded, and l e g a l c o n t i n u a t i o n s a r e g i v e n i n a c o n t i n u a t i o n
class.
Finally,
t h e r e i s the word-representation l e v e l , which
c o n t a i n s e n t r i e s f o r whole words, which encode word s p e c i f i c ,
e.g.,
semantic,
information.
A p i c t u r e may c l a r i f y
the
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n a l a s p e c t s of t h i s model ( s e e Figure 9 . 1 ) .

Figure 9.1 A network representation of the lexicon. In which morpheme
(sub-) entries are marked, and legal continuations are Indicated.
(— le a network link; 0 is a letter node; С ) i s a morpheme node;
- i s an entry marker; ~~2. Is a continuation symbol)
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The recognition process is aimed at locating lexical entries
and, eventually, gaining access to them. It has to be tuned to
the representational format.
Proceeding from left to right,
letter by letter, the recognition process can map the surface
characters onto lexical characters, thus traversing a path
through the lexical tree until an entry is found.
The mapping of surface characters onto lexical characters
could well be achieved by finite state automata.
In that way,
morphological and phonological rules are to be given with each
automaton without actually requiring a representation as such.
As was suggested by Steels (1975), however, Finite State Automata
may not suffice to process morphological structures. Because of
the recursiveness of some morphological processes, it may be
necessary to retreat to a 'higher' level transition network
(Тур -2), e.g.. Recursive Transition Networks, to process and
describe word structure adequately.
The representational format is not necessarily a static,
tree-like structure. Recent developments in Parallel Computation
indicate that lexical representations may be conceived of as
dynamic processes (Stanfill & Waltz, 1986), which generate and
analyze words and word structure. Such a view of representation
is, however, not compatible with most current models of lexical
representation and processing.
Future research will have to
indicate in which direction models of potentially
dynamic
representations can be developed.
To return now to the current state of the left-to-right
parsing model, the processing of words can be described as
follows.
Different kinds of derivation (and actually all words)
are processed in the same manner. In the case of prefixed words,
first a prefix 'entry' is located. As a result, continuation
classes (legal continuations for that prefix not to be confused
with syntactic class or category) become available since these
continuation classes are part of the lexical representation.
Proceeding from left to right, the rest of the word is analyzed.
This remaining part will generally be the root, though more
intricate structures may occur. Processing suffixed words takes
place in a similar fashion, only here a root will usually be
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accessed first. The root entry (like any other entry) yields the
continuation classes that apply to that root. These continuation
classes indicate the suffixes that would form legal combinations
with the root. Subsequently, the suffix is processed, again from
left to right, and its entry is accessed. The process should, at
least in the case of suffixes, be recursive. Other suffixes may
follow a first one, and these are again indicated by continuation
classes. This left-to-right analysis of morphological structure
will
proceed
until
all morphemes are 'recognized'.
The
recognition process is portrayed in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2 A left-to-right recognition process tailored to a network
representation of a lexicon in which morpheme (sub-) entries are
marked.
The l e f t - t o - r i g h t
approach has a number of advantages over
e a r l i e r word r e c o g n i t i o n models, i n p a r t i c u l a r t h o s e i n v o l v i n g
whole-word r e c o g n i t i o n and r e p r e s e n t a t i o n .
These advantages w i l l
be d i s c u s s e d h e r e . For i n s t a n c e ,
i t explains
t h e paradox of
p r e f i x - and s u f f i x - e f f e c t s , and the lack of e f f e c t for complexity
per se.
In t h i s model, t h e p r o c e s s e s i n v o l v e d in v i s u a l word
r e c o g n i t i o n o p e r a t e from l e f t t o r i g h t , and t h e approach taken i s
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a depth-first one.
First, prefix entries will be located.
Following
access of a prefix representation, the root is
delivered.
Finally, suffixes are processed.
This approach
results in a left- context sensitivity, that is, the options
which are available for each morpheme are determined by what is
to the left of that morpheme. The continuation class of any
morpheme indicates which morphemes may follow to its right.
The processes involved do not perform active stripping (see
Taft, 1975, 1981), but result in a passive morpheme delivery as a
default result of the left-to-right recognition. In the case of
suffixes, this involves an initial delivery of a root, allowing
the remaining string to be treated as the relevant suffix(es).
Pseudo-suffixes, on the other hand, will not be recognized as
such because they are an indissoluble part of the root and the
word representation. Thus, a pseudo-suffix effect is unlikely to
occur.
Pseudo-prefixes, on the other hand, will cause problems.
Since in a depth-first approach, where morphemes prevail, the
first part of the word will be considered to be a prefix if the
initial substring matches a prefix-entry, pseudo-prefixes will be
interpreted
as
real prefixes until the evidence suggests
otherwise. Only when the root is processed, can such evidence
against a prefix interpretation arise. The prefix-entry suggests
legal continuations and the root will have to be checked against
these options.
If the actual input is in conflict with the
permissable continuations, backtracking will have to take place.
A left-to-right process delivering morphemes will, in the case
of suffixed words, provide a root and yield information on the
suffix directly. That is, preliminary information on the suffix
(e.g., which syntactic categories it may adopt) will result from
the continuation class.
Precise information concerning the
actual syntactic category and semantic features of the suffix
becomes available upon accessing the suffix entry. If such
information were delivered at an early stage, in particular
before full recognition of the whole word (by recompiling the
word from the morphemes), this would be highly advantageous.
Indeed, suffixes often (at least in English and Dutch) carry
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information that is syntactically relevant. Such information on
syntactic category or inflectional information may be of direct
relevance during sentence processing.
A drawback of this way of parsing words is that extracting the
root from prefixed words requires processing of the prefix first.
However, prefixing happens to be a less preferred morphological
process in a large number of languages (Cutler et al., 1986).
Moreover, only in the case of pseudo-prefixes would the parsing
process run into trouble. This seems to be a relatively small
obstacle considering the efficiency with which linguistically
informative affixes are dealt with.
An interesting aspect of this type of left-to-right model
related to the morpheme delivery described above, is that
starting at the left end, or more correctly, at the beginning of
a word, the root of that word is delivered first (at least in
predominantly suffixing languages).
The most obvious meaning
specifying element is thus located instantaneously. This may be
advantageous where semantic processing of words and sentences is
concerned. A number of theories do assign, for this reason, a
priviliged status to the root morpheme.
Yet for syntactic
processing, affixes, in particular suffixes, are of
great
importance as well. Therefore, the current model claims that all
morphemes are equally important, even if functionally different,
and
that
neither affixes nor roots have a more central
representation.
The morphemic representation as proposed here is efficient in
several respects.
First, duplication of representations is
avoided.
Consequently, long term memory load is minimalized.
Moreover, regularities in word structure are captured
and
represented in an elegant way. Although the problem of memory
capacity is predominantly bound to computers, while human memory
seems virtually unlimited, it would not be unwelcome if it were
to be used in a parsimonious way.
Even if humans do have a potentially unlimited long term
memory, they are still restricted in their processing capacity.
The model suggests an efficient way for processing words.
Although representation of full, unstructured forms would reduce
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the processing load to almost nil, a left-to-right parsing
process delivers morphological structure at low cost as described
above.
What is more, languages with an extremely productive
inflectional and derivational morphology like
Finnish
and
Turkish, suggest that possible words are no longer enumerable and
listing them would be close to impossible.
Moreover, accessing
such vast, unstructured memory stores may be a problem in itself.
In summary, the experimental results and the left-to-right
morphological parsing model lead to the following claims:
(1) Morphological decomposition does take place, but it is not
necessarily a pre-access process. The model suggests an on-line
process that takes place during recognition.
(2) This parsing process during recognition is performed by
default and the morphological structure unwinds itself naturally
while this recognition process goes on.
(3) The parsing process proceeds from left to right on a depthfirst basis, with a preference for morphemic interpretations.
(4) Morphemes are represented at some level, presumably within
lexical entries or procedures (cf. transition networks).
(5) Stem entries are not necessarily the only representations in
the lexicon.
(6) Suffixes are particulary interesting because they can yield
syntactic information before the semantic interpretation of the
whole word has been completed or even begun.
(7) This syntactic information can be passed on to sentence
parsing mechanisms.
As stated under (1) above, in the current model it is assumed
that the left-to-right parsing process operates during access.
That is, no pre-access decomposition is required (as in Taft's
model, 1975, 1981). Morphemic structure will unwind itself on
the fly.
The issue of a possible post-access explanation and
other alternative models will be discussed in the following
section.
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9.4 Alternative Models

Traditionally, psycholinguistics distinguishes two basic types
of lexical representation (see e.g.. Chapter 4): whole-word
entries, and representation of parts of words (morphemes, initial
syllable or BOSS, (Taft, 1979b), etc.). For reasons of semantic
interpretation, whole-word representation is often preferred
(Schreuder, 1987). Still, empirical evidence reported in the
literature and confirmed in this dissertation indicates that
information on morphological structure is represented in some
way, and can become available at some stage of linguistic
processing. This does not necessarily imply that the lexicon
contains morpheme entries;
the word-internal structure may be
given in a whole-word representation (cf. bracket notation).
Even more interesting than the question - affirmed in this
dissertation - of whether morphological structure is represented
at all, are the following two issues: (1) how can words be
processed in such a way that morphological information is
obtained and the supposed process can be seen to fit the
empirical data?
and (2) at which stage
does
structural
information first become available?
The first alternative to be considered is that words are
represented and recognized as a whole. As was pointed out in
Chapter
8,
the
results
of Experiment 7, which show a
differentiation between doubly suffixed items on the basis of
word-internal suffixes, are hard to explain.
If a word is
processed as a whole, a decision on syntactic category would be
made upon full recognition, and word-internal information should
not have any impact on that decision.
The word-internal or
embedded structure would not be available at this point in the
recognition process, and would have to be analyzed post-access.
Furthermore, Experiment 1, involving pseudo-prefixes, indicates
that morphological structure does affect lexical decisions.
If
words are recognized as a whole, such pseudo-prefixes should not
impair the recognition process.
1Θ8
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A second alternative is that visual recognition involves an
ends-in process, due, at least in part, to the consequences of
lateral masking (but see Bouma, 1973). In that case the reported
pseudo-prefix effect is to be expected and is easily explained.
In
addition,
ends-in
processing
would
also
predict a
pseudo-suffix effect.
This effect, however, was not found
(Experiment 2). The results of Experiment 8 yield further
evidence against the ends-in hypothesis. This experiment showed
an effect of the location of the illegal transition between
morphemes. For an ends-in model to hold the transition between
root and first suffix should affect a negative response as much
as the transition between the first and the second suffix.
Finally,
one could opt for a model which works on a
right-to-left basis.
This model would
predict
a
strong
pseudo-suffix effect, and no effect of pseudo-prefixes. The
results of Experiments 1 and 2 force us to reject
this
hypothesis.
Secondly, it would be predicted that syntactic
category (Experiment 7) can be read off the final suffix
directly.
There should, then, not be any effect of the category
of suffixes preceding the final one in a syntactic category
decision task. This hypothesis is also contradicted by the data.
Experiment β, finally, could
not
be
interpreted
in
a
right-to-left view either.
The illegal transition between the
first and the second suffix should result in faster rejection
times than an illegal transition between the root and the first
suffix. The results of Experiment 8 are in direct opposition to
this hypothesis.
There remains, however, one alternative that has to be
considered here. The complete set of experiments reported in the
preceding chapters, points in the direction of a left-to-right
processing of visually presented word-forms. The model developed
in this dissertation claims that this processing takes place
on-line, during word recognition. Still, it could be possible
that although a left-to-right parsing process is involved, this
process applies after access has taken place. This possiblity is
discussed in the next section.
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9.5 The Post-Access Account

Two
basic
assumptions
underlie
this discussion of a
post-access interpretation of the experimental results.
First,
it is clear that information on morphological structure is
represented and can be obtained at some stage of word recognition
(see e.g., Butterworth, 1983; Cutler, 1963; Schreuder, 1987).
Second, it seems reasonable to maintain that the morphological
pareing process proceeds from left to right. Still, even under
these assumptions one could argue that these processes take place
post-access, and not pre-access or during access. To provide
arguments to opt for an on-line intepretation rather than a
post-access one, the data will be reviewed once more. Do they
yield conclusive evidence for or
against
either
option?
Secondly, are there other, theoretical grounds which make the one
more plausible than the other?
Experiments reported in the literature (Manelis & Tharp, 1977;
Taft, 1981) and in this dissertation (Experiment 1;
Experiment
2) show effects of pseudo-prefixing, but not of pseudo-suffixing.
In principle, this differentiation is equally well explainable in
a post-access story. However, it is rather strange that such an
effect should influence lexical decisions if
it
were
a
post-access,
strategic
phenomenon,
especially
given
the
proportion manipulation in Experimente 1 and 2.
There were no effects found of diverse linguistic features.
Semantic compositionality, free vs. bound bases or roots etc.
do not seem to affect the ease of decomposition (Experiments 1,
3, and 4). Only etymology, or some derived factor, plays a role.
If morphological parsing were a post-access phenomenon, one would
expect it to be
sensitive
to
semantic
characteristics,
meta-linguistic
aspects,
etc.,
as
this
is
a
general
characteristic of post-access phenomena. The lack of effect due
to semantic compositionality and other linguistic characteristics
is therefore hard to exlain if decomposition were post-access.
Any
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(Experiments 1, and 2). Thus a decomposition strategy may be
ruled out. A post-access interpretation would, again, be a less
likely candidate for explaining the lack of strategy effects
reported
here,
since
strategy effects are a post-access
phenomenon par
excellence.
There
are no indications that the actual morphological
complexity per ae influences ease of recognition (Experiments 1
to 4 ) . This finding, that complexity by itself does not affect
decision times, is readily explained by both a post-access
approach and by an access model.
There may be whole-word
entries, and morphological complexity would not play a role in
accessing these entries. Alternatively, the parsing process may
be efficient and consequently not cause processing delays for
complex words. However, given that the data up to this point are
better explained by a viewpoint which favours parsing during
access, a post-access interpretation would not be consistent
here.
Experiments 5 and 6 focused on the effects of morpheme
repetition. No differential repetition effects were found, in
contrast to the literature (Stanners et al., 1979a,b), where
identical repetition was found to result in larger facilitation
of recognition than morphemic repetition.
Furthermore, the
repetition effects obtained for words may well be based on form
overlap and have nothing to do with morphology, as is suggested
by the data for the plibikalt
non-words.
Moreover, even for
these non-words strong repetition effects were found. This
experimental manipulation does appear to provide a sensitive
measure
for a post-access process, in which morphological
structure as such does not seem to have any part.
This suimnary of repetition effects invites the following
points. Since the locus of any repetition effect is an unsolved
issue, either interpretation, during or post-access, may run into
trouble here. At first, it seems there is a strong effect of
morphemic repetition, but the second experiment casts some doubt
on that. Probably the effects should be attributed entirely to
form overlap.
If the latter is the case, repetition effects in
general should most likely be attributed to a common stage before
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actual lexical access, maybe even to a non-lexical route.
The repetition effects for non-words which were obtained as
well, only strengthen this idea.
Furthermore, the lack of a
differential repetition effect for free bases or roots and
affixed items, gives even more reason
for
discarding
a
post-access interpretation. If there are separate, full entries,
then a differential repetition effect (on the basis of partial
spreading of activation from one entry to another and not of a
second, full activation of the same representation) is expected
and should have occurred for a post-access account to hold.
The strongest indications against a post-access account arise
from the final two experiments in this dissertation.
Using a
syntactic category decision task. Experiment 7 showed a strong
effect of the internal morphemic structure on decision times.
This result would cause real problems for a post-access model.
If word parsing does not occur until after lexical access, the
whole word has already been identified. Full recognition should
provide the syntactic category as well as other (semantic)
information.
Why then should any internal structure be able to
influence such syntactic category decisions? Such information on
the category of a word-internal suffix would most likely be
delivered too late to affect the category decision.
The structure of non-words consisting of existing morphemes in
illegal combinations, and the specific locus of illegality
studied in Experiment θ has a significant influence on rejection
times. If the illegal transition is encountered early, on a
left-to-right basis (i.e., between the base cq.
root and the
first suffix), the non-word decision is made faster than when the
illegality occurs between the first and second suffix (i.e.,
further to the right). This effect of the locus of illegal
transitions seems to form a solid basis for left-to-right
explanations. However, for a post-access account it would be
inherently unlikely that it might take place from left to right.
Finally,
the
results
with
non-words in Experiment θ
additionally suggest that some post-access processes may be
involved in making lexical decisions.
There seems to be an
accumulation of negative evidence, which is used to arrive at a
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rejection if a non-word is presented. Non-words with two illegal
transitions are rejected faster than items with only one illegal
transition.
Assuming a strict left-to-right parsing process
taking place during access, the non-words with an illegal
transition between the base or root and the first suffix should
have been rejected equally fast irrespective of the status of the
transition between the first and the second suffix. Yet, a
post-access interpretation is not very plausible if one considers
the
differentiation between items with illegal transitions
between root and first suffix, and between first and second
suffix.
For a solely post-access explanation to hold, the
location of the illegality should not affect the decision.
Only
the amount of illegality would be taken into account in that
case.
To conclude this discussion on a post-access approach I would
like to make the following points. The data summarized above may
be inconclusive when looked at independently.
Still, taken
together they jointly point to one particular interpretation:
the left-to-right parsing of words is a process that takes place
during access, it is not a post-access phenomenon.
First, the
strongest point in favour of an access account are the results of
Experiment 7. The internal structure of the stimulus need not
affect category decisions if the process occurs post-access. In
that case the whole word is known, full access has taken place,
and consequently the category of the item is given. Why, then,
should the process be bothered by an internal suffix?
It seems
highly
unlikely that this could influence any post-access
decision.
Secondly, most evidence originates from
lexical
decision which is traditionally described as a task tapping
on-line processing and therefore does not invite a post-access
explanation.
Thirdly, strategic effects do not seem to be
involved in morphological parsing, as was shown by varying the
proportion of decomposable words.
Fourthly, it is not very
plausible that post-access processes would take place from left
to right, since the whole word is readily available for (metalinguistic) inspection.
Finally, even if the data can be
explained equally well on the basis of a post-access model, one
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seems to have to call on a different explanation for each of
effects. This is rather ad hoc and not very parsimonious.

the

9.6 S o m e Issues and Thoughts Concerning Further Research

In this section a couple of issues will be indicated which may
be of interest for future research and for
the
further
development of models of lexical representation and processing.
A first point concerns the actual representational format one may
choose. Computational linguistics, e.g., the KIMMO parser, often
describes the lexicon as a tree-like structure on which Finite
State
Automata, or higher level automata, e.g.. Recursive
Transition Networks, can operate to analyze word structure.
Such tree-like structures are efficient in several ways (as
was discussed in Chapter 3 and earlier in this chapter).
For
instance, they are, computationally, a parsimonious way of
storing lexical information in which duplication of characters
and substrings is avoided. Furthermore, this format is efficient
where processing is
concerned.
It
favours
an
on-line
left-to-right mechanism which will not be confused by entries
that do not exist
(Kartunnen,
1983)
and
will
deliver
morphological structure on the fly.
This kind of tree-like
structure which spells out morphemes may also have psychological
validity (Hudson et al., 1984; this dissertation).
Still, it is feasible that 'in reality' no such static
representations exist.
Lexical
representations
could
be
conceived of as dynamic processes, not concrete physical units.
In this case, representation and processing would be even more
closely coupled than is assumed in current psycholinguistic
theories. Representations would be present in the form of
processes, which may be described as rules (though the notion
Word Formation Rule
would
be
confusing
here).
Recent
developments in the field of parallel computing (Dell, 1986;
Sternberger, 1985) may shed some light on the possibilities of
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such dynamic representations, and may provide an instigation for
new and radically different conceptions of the lexicon and
lexical processes.
My second point concerns the potentially fruitful influences
of linguistics on psychology. The knowledge provided by formal
linguistics is not always made good use of by psycholinguists
(see also Meijs, 1986).
Psycholinguistic models are, as a
consequence,
often
rather
imprecise with respect to the
linguistic variables involved in word structure, morphemes, and
recognition
processes.
The
theorizing is often ad hoc,
explanations concentrate on those few characteristics that did
get due attention. A more complete picture should evolve if more
(if not all) of the descriptive aspects provided by linguistics
were considered.
It can, for instance, hardly be considered
adeguate to discuss productivity as a factor affecting processing
of morphologically structured words if one completely forgets
about the possible effects of transparency, compositionality,
etc., and the potential interactions between them.
More traditional psycholinguistic issues e.g., the locus of
freguency effects and employing different tasks such as naming
also deserve considerable attention. The model proposed here is
currently not concerned with frequency effects and their role in
lexical processing and representation.
It seems plausible,
though, to assume that different types of freguency apply to
different levels of representation. The freguency of morphemes,
then, would have its effect at the morphemic tier, and the
freguency of words would be operational at the word level. Using
different tasks would, theoretically, be of no consequence to the
basic predictions of the current model. Employing a naming task,
however, may be problematic because of practical complications.
It would have to be decided what time measure should be used.
For instance, naming duration or error percentages may be more
appropriate measures than naming onset time. Future research may
shed some light on these issues.
The final issue to be considered here is that of modularity as
discussed by Fodor (1983). The general guestions raised by Fodor
can also be applied to language specific domains. Do we have
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'faculties of the mind'?
Are these faculties or components
modular? That is, is there information encapsulated in the sense
that certain modules are opaque to other modules? If this is the
case, what information is encapsulated or unavailable to other
modules, and which information is output by specific modules and
can be used by other modules?
These questions are interesting in their own right, but even
more pressing is the question what modules we actually do have.
Is
there one big diffuse language module?
Or are there
(eub-)modulee within the language faculty? Traditionally, three
Subsystems are discerned within the language component: syntax,
semantics and lexicon. A lengthy discussion can be held on the
issue of what subdivisions are plausible and, if we agree on
those, whether they are modular (see, e.g., Tanenhaus, Carlson, 6
Seidenberg, 1985).
The wealth of general questions raised by this specific view
of language and language processes may instigate a number of
empirical
studies.
To
conclude
this
chapter and this
dissertation, I will indicate a line along which further research
might be developed.
A highly interesting topic is the way in
which language systems may interact.
Apart from the need to
understand in still more detail how word parsing proceeds and
what types of representation are involved, the information
delivered by such parsing processes may be transmitted to
specific further parts of the system.
Specific information
obtained by one sub-system could be put through to another
system. Morphological information, e.g., on syntactic category
encoded by suffixes, may be used in sentence parsing processes.
On the other hand, sentence structure may affect
lexical
processing (see, e.g.. Marslen-Wilson 6 Tyler, 1980; Tyler 6
Marslen-Wilson, 1986).
Research involving these aspects may
eventually enable us to decide whether the interaction between
the lexical and syntactic systems is one of a tight or a loose
coupling.
A recently funded research projects (Hudson, 1987) will
develop the research reported in this dissertation by studying
this specific interaction. The issues involved are: (1) whether
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sentence syntactic constraints affect word recognition processes
and, if so, whether this involves lexical access or lexical
selection, and (2)
whether
access
processes,
delivering
morphemes, in particular suffixes, can provide early syntactic
information to the sentence parser. It is proposed to explore
these questions using morphological (word-internal) structure
which carries specific syntactic information which is given with
suffixes.
One hypothesis is that, in sentence contexts, complex words
with derivational suffixes will be processed with more ease than
non-suffixed words.
A second hypothesis is that a sentence,
containing syntactically fitting suffixes, will be parsed with
more ease than a sentence that does not contain such' suffixed
words. A line of research as proposed in this research project
would increase our knowledge of the interaction between lexical,
morphological and syntactic processing. The questions concerning
modularity of natural language systems could thus be tackled. A
problem which is central and currently in focus like this
specific issue is worth further study.
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Footnotes

(1)

The experiments reported in Chapter 5 are also published in
Bergman, Hudson, & Eling (1988).

(2)

Some of the prefixes used in Experiment 1, in particular the
prefix д -, are also used in inflectional morphology:
ge
ls often encountered in the past participle of verbs (e.g.,
ge-kookt,
transi, cooked). In this experiment, however,
these prefixes were used as derivational affixes to form
derivative nouns from bases or bound roots.

(3)

All ANOVAs reported in this dissertation are based on the
means of correct positive responses substituting false
negatives and RTs exceeding 2sd above or below the mean by
the mean of the subject or item respectively.

(4)

Error percentages do not differentiate between the target
sets and are well within normal limits (<6%) for Experiments
2 to 8. Consequently, these percentages are not reported or
further discussed in this dissertation.

(5)

The experiments reported in Chapter б are also published in
Bergman, Hudson, & Eling (1988).

Appendix

Target Items

This appendix contains all target items for Experiments 1 to
8.
The items are ordered according to experiment and to
experimental
condition.
Filler
items
and
non-words or
pseudo-words are not included here, except for those non-words
that were taken into the statistical analyses (Experiments 6a and
6b) or that were employed as critical items (Experiment 8).

APPENDIXt

TARGET ITEMS

Experiment 1: Pseudo-preflxlng

real prefix;

compositional

onwil
misslag

onheil
herexamen

rea2 prefix;

non-compoeitional

gemis
mispunt

bevel
bepaling

real prefix;

bound root

bedrog
gewricht

beklag
bemoeienis

pseudo-prefix;
beton
beschuit

pseudo-prefix;
bezem
herbivoor
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real

free

base

gezang
onvrede

free

wanhoop
bewoning

verhuur
bestrijder

base

genoot
geluier

verraad
bekeuring

bewind
bestelling

verzuim
gerucht

misbruik
berisping

gezant
misnoegen

verbaal
wandeling

vermout
vermiljoen

mistral
hermelijn

heraut
verfroller

word pseudo-base

gelei
herbarium

pseudo-word
genie
geranium

begijn
wandrek

pseudo-base
hertog
veranda

APPENDIX«

pseudo-prefix;
bende
versvoet

control

gember
wandkaart

for real

kassa
borstel

control

non-word

prefix;

merrie
pepermolen

for

ketel
vulkaan

control for
moeras
schilfer

real

prefix;

appel
oefening

real

prefix;

fakkel
droefenis

control for pseudo-prefix;
baron
zwachtel

magie
harmonium

controi for pseudo-prefix;
harem
stukadoor

linie
aquarium

TARGET ITEMS

pseudo-base
bekken
benzine

compositional
tapijt
brigade

non-compositional
marmot
jenever

bound

free

base

drempel
leniging

free

fontein
spelleider

base

matroos
huivering

piloot
toezegging

schimmel
reiniging

kameel
bijkeuken

root

magneet
spiegel

real

gekheid
hernhutter

bedding
gentiaan

word

konijn
valhelm

pseudo-word
katoen
rotonde

pseudo-base
sandaal
vordering

stengel
garnizoen

pseudo-base
greppel
manderijn

buidel
stofzuiger
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control

for pseudo-prefix;

horde
І вЬгіІ
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TARGET ITEMS

polder
roestvlek

non-word pseudo-base
varken
kantine

leuning
baviaan

luiheid
talkpoeder

APPENDIX:

TARGET ITEMS

Experiment 2: Pseudo-sufllxlng

rea 1 a gen tl ves
lezer
speler
dader
spreker
jager
staker

meter
schrijver
kijker
schilder
roker
strijder

kiezer
arbeider
bakker
uitgever
filmer
inbreker

leider
werknemer
drager
waarnemer
kapper
regeerder

suiker
oktober
koffer
theater
poeder
kabouter

cijfer
september
karper
huiskamer
ladder
komkommer

vijand
zaterdag
wortel
avontuur
konijn
harmonie

koning
industrie
piloot
therapie
banaan
spektakel

pse udo- a gen tl ves
kader
nununer
beker
honger
akker
zolder

солСгоі f o r real
haven
studie
kogel
spiegel
pupil
matras

dokter
schouder
oever
priester
peper
blunder

agentives
vogel
schaduw
chaos
gordijn
baron
pensioen
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control
regen
natuur
tabak
sleutel
ritme
varken
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for

TARGET ITEMS

pseudo-agentives
tafel
bisschop
ikoon
klimaat
kabel
schimmel

handel
principe
heuvel
kampioen
korrel
ledikant

keuken
maatregel
tomaat
historie
katoen
korporaal
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TARGET ITEMS

Experiment 3: Origin and Concurrency of Prefixed Nouns

moribund, latinate
adres
comfort
illusie

accent
concert
impasse

current, i a t i n a i e
effect
concept
reserve

current,
gebed
beleid
verblijf

impuls
respons
recherche

recept
subject
injectie

export
respect
sympathie

betoog
verlies
genoegen

bedrog
verkeer
begeerte

beslag
ontslag
bepaling

bereik
besluit
bediende

origin

gelaat
gevaar
beginsel

germanic

expert
decreet
ensemble

origin

object
project
attentie

moribund, germanic
besef
geweld
verdriet

origin

origin

gehoor
bedrag
bezoeker
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non-prefixed
roman
fatsoen
apostel

non-prefixed
massa
citroen
horloge

non-prefixed
engel
cijfer
klooster

non-prefixed
nagel
keuken
priester
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controls

for latinate

arbeid
vleugel
benzine

controla

controle

cadeau
pamflet
harmonie

current

altaar
spiegel
celibaat

domein
kostuum
magazijn

for germanio moribund

vonnis
koffie
generaal

controls

balans
kasteel
pantalon

for latinate

orkest
pistool
cabaret

moribund

mantel
gordijn
avontuur

for germanic

lawaai
natuur
apparaat

monnik
oordeel
ledikant

current

insekt
ochtend
alcohol

konijn
plezier
karabijn

APPENDIX:

TARGET ITEMS

Experiment 4: Origin and Concurrency of Suffixed Nouns

moribund, latinate
agent
factor
favoriet

senaat
signaal
monument

current, latinate
motor
muziek
activist

current,
maker
leraar
redding

rector
rubriek
spektakel

paniek
fabriek
korporaal

citaat
portaal
fundament

jurist
centrum
passagier

ridder
moeite
kwartier

ruiter
meisje
schutter

denker
ruimte
scholier

kapper
wijze
stichter

origin
lector
mystiek
sensatie

moribund, germanio
reder
toneel
ketting

origin

origin

herder
letsel
sprookje

germanio

origin

drager
deksel
broertje
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поп-suffixed
thema
bureau
medaille

non-suffixed
tempo
succes
ledikant

non-suffixed
japon
winkel
matroos

non-suffixed
zenuw
keuken
kostuum
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controls

for latinate

balkon
citroen
magazijn

controls

controls

9chema
ochtend
paradijs

current

tarief
chirurg
pantalon

piloot
plezier
paviljoen

for germanxc moribund

duivel
konijn
schimmel

controls

tomaat
fontein
harmonie

for latinate

biljet
magneet
karabijn

moribund

meloen
koffie
priester

beugel
minuut
schedel

for germanio current

monnik
terras
pensioen

tapijt
natuur
klooster

korrel
oorlog
schotel
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TARGET ITEMS

Experiment 5: Morpheme Repetition

(1) base target

and base prime (identical

SET 1 & 2:
pak
oor

(2) prefixed

steen
kroon

target

SET 1 S 2:
wanhoop
behulp

(3) suffixed

loon
schaaf

and prefixed

prime (identical

vertrek
misdrijf

gehoor
onthaal

target

repetition)

and suffixed

prime (identical

plicht
plooi

repetition)

onzin
gelid

repetition)

SET 1 & 2 :

schaaltje
strijder

(4) base targets

kleding
brouwerij

metselaar
vriendin

filmer
regeling

for prefixed

primes (see stimulus

subgroup

SET li
slag
val

roep
greep

schrift
kruid

wil
daad

SET 2:
tal
bond

rouw
oogst

koop
dwang

schuld
klank

(5))
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(5) prefixed

TARGET ITEMS

targets

(see

(4))

SET 1:
getal
verbond

berouw
misoogst

verkoop
bedwang

onschuld
wanklank

SET 2 i
ontslag
verval

beroep
misgreep

geschrift
onkruid

onwil
wandaad

( 6 ) base targets

for suffixed

primes

(see

( 7) )

SET li
huur
rook

dal
boer

straal
graaf

moord
poort

SET 21
lot
zang

keur
fles

kruis
slaaf

vis
nmbt

(7) suffixed
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for base primes

targets

for base primes

(see

(6))

SET I:
loterij
zanger

keuring
flesje

kruising
slavin

visser
ambtenaar

SET 2:
huurder
roker

daling
boerderij

straling
gravin

moordenaar
poortje

APPENDIX:

(8) prefixed

targets

for suffixed

primes

(see

TARGET ITEMS

(9))

SET 1:
geschenk
vervolg

verloop
bezit

herdruk
gedicht

onmens
gewin

SET 2:
gewelf
gebak

gevecht
beraad

wanorde
onrecht

gesticht
verlet

(9) suffixed

targets

for prefixed

primes

(see

(в))

SET 1:
welving
bakker

vechter
raadsel

ordening
rechter

stichting
letsel

SET 2:
schenking
volgeling

loper
zitting

drukkerij
dichter

mensheid
winnaar
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TARGET ITEMS

Experiment 6a: Repetition with Form Control, Base Targets

base form target

words (= identical

primes)

lopen
merken
jagen

snel
breken
bekennen

lezen
tekenen
rijk

sluiten
moord

zorg
raad
aanpassen

zitten
warm
recht

zoeken
aanwi j zen
licht

kiezen
vullen

schoon
vangen
dalen

man
sturen
voeden

schrijven
beloven
kappen

werpen
beleven

morphologically

related

oplopen
bemerken
verjagen

versnelling
verbreken
ontkennen

uitlezen
vertekenen
verri jken

besluiten
vermoorden

verzorgen
beraden
oppassen

verzitten
verwannen
gerecht

verzoeken
toewijzing
verlichten

verkiezen
vervullen

verschonen
vervangen
afdalen

bemannen
versturen
opvoeden

beschrijven
verloven
afkappen

verwerpen
opleven
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primes (=

prefixed)

APPENDIX:

form related

TARGET ITEMS

primes

ophopen
beperken
verlagen

vertelling
verbreden
ontwennen

uitlenen
verrekenen
verrijden

besluipen
verwoorden

verborgen
beladen
oppakken

verhitten
verarmen
gevecht

verzoenen
toewi jding
verrichten

verliezen
vervuilen

verscholen
verlangen
afdwalen

beminnen
verstoren
opvoeren

beschijnen
verloten
aftappen

verwerven
opgeven

base form target

non-words (= identical

primes)

lapen
karten
jogen

snet
droken
belunne

luzen
tapenen
bijk

spuinen
moork

torg
gaad
aannossen

wotten
wirm
becht

vouken
aandijven
picht

wiepen
vunnen

Bchoem
wongen
dulen

gan
stamen
doeven

schreiken
bemozen
1oppen

varpen
bebuven
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morphologically

related

oplapen
bekerten
verjogen

versnetling
verdroken
ontlunnen

uitluzen
vertapenen
verbijken

bespuinen
vermoorken

vertorgen
begaden
opnossen

verwotten
verwinnen
gebecht

vervouken
toedijping
verpichten

verwiepen
vervunnen

verschoemen
verwongen
afdulen

begannen
verstamen
opdoeven

beschreiken
vermozen
afloppen

vervarpen
opbuven

form related

primes (=

prefixed)

primes

ophapen
bederten
verlugen

verdetling
verdrozen
ontburmen

uitlunen
vervapenen
vervijden

bespuiven
verwoorken

verdorgen
behaden
opnikken

vemotten
verinnen
genecht

vervounen
toehijping
verbichten

vergiepen
vervungen

verschoeven
verbongen
afdwulen

bedinnen
verstumen
oproeven

bescheipen
vermoden
afgoppen

vervarsen
optuven
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TARGET ITEMS

Experiment 6b: Morpheme Repetition with Form Control, Suffixed Targets

suffixed

target

words

(= Identical

primes)

loper
merkbaar
jager

snelheid
breekbaar
bekentenis

lezer
tekening
rijkdom

sluiting
moordenaar

zorgelijk
raadzaam
aanpassing

zitting
warmte
rechter

zoeker
aanwijzing
lichting

kiezer
vulling

schoonheid
vangst
daling

mannelijk
stuurloos
voeding

schrijver
belofte
kapsel

werper
belevenis

morphologically

related

oplopen
bemerken
verjagen

versnelling
verbreken
ontkennen

uitlezen
vertekenen
verrijken

besluiten
vermoorden

verzorgen
beraden
oppassen

verzitten
verwarmen
gerecht

verzoeken
toewijzing
verlichten

verkiezen
vervullen

verschonen
vervangen
afdalen

bemannen
versturen
opvoeden

beschrijven
verloven
afkappen

verwerpen
opleven

primes

(=

prefixed)
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form related

TARGET ITEMS

primes

ophopen
beperken
verlagen

vertelling
verbreden
ontwennen

uitlenen
verrekenen
verrijden

besluipen
verwoorden

verborgen
beladen
oppakken

verhitten
verarmen
gevecht

verzoenen
toewijding
verrichten

verliezen
vervuilen

verscholen
verlangen
afdwalen

beminnen
verstoren
opvoeren

beschijnen
verloten
aftappen

verwerven
opgeven

suffixed

non-words (= identical

target

primes)

laper
kertbaar
joger

snetheid
drookbaar
beluntenis

luzer
tapening
bijkdom

spuining
moorkenaar

torgelijk
gaadzaam
aannossing

wotting
wirmte
hechter

vouker
aandijping
pichting

wieper
vunning

schoemheid
wongst
duling

gannelijk
staamloos
doeving

schreiker
bemooste
lopsel

varper
bebuvenis
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morphologically

related

oplapen
bekerten
verjogen

versnetling
verdroken
ontlunnen

uitluzen
vertapenen
verbijken

bespuinen
vermoorken

vertorgen
begaden
opnoesen

verwotten
verwirmen
gebecht

vervouken
toedi jping
verpichten

verwiepen
vervunnen

verschoemen
verwongen
afdulen

begannen
verstenen
opdoeven

beschreiken
vermozen
afloppen

vervarpen
opbuven

form related

primes

primes

ophapen
bederten
verlugen

verdetling
verdrozen
ontbunnen

uitlunen
vervapenen
vervijden

bespuiven
verwoorken

verdorgen
behaden
opnikken

vernotten
verinnen
genecht

vervounen
toehiJping
verbichten

vergiepen
vervungen

verschoeven
verbongen
afdwulen

bedinnen
vers tuinen
oproeven

bescheipen
vermoden
afgoppen

verversen
optuven
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Experiment 7: Syntactic Category Decision on Double-suffixed Words

nouns with two suffixes,
heiligdom
schadelijkheid
zwijgzaamheid
slapeloosheid
idealisme

AN

jeugdigheid
erfelijkheid
waakzaamheid
machteloosheid
dominantie

nouns with two suffixes,

waardigheid
deugdzaamheid
smeerbaarheid
activisme

martelares
danseres
maatschappij
leraarschap

dienares
lezeres
bedelarij
leiderschap

wekker
fluitist
lafaard
stiksel

fietser
heidendom
juistheid
notatie

UN

drogisterij
tekenares
makelaardij
huichelarij
gouverneurschap

bloemisterij
zangeres
heerschappij
kunstenaarschap
directeurschap

nouns with one

suffix

miljonair
magnetisme
violist
ijdelheid
mengsel

zeiler
buurtschap
wi j sdom
droogte
variatie
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geldigheid
sierlijkheid
dankbaarheid
nationalisme

APPENDIX:

nouns with no

adjectives

vocaal
secundair
volgzaam
rekbaar
demonisch

adjectives
bang
grof
rijp
slank
vroom

liefdeloos
artistiekerig
pacifistisch
fantastisch
luchtigjes

with one

bont
lamp
schaar
tuin

schaamteloos
sensorisch
solistisch
angstiglijk

sprookjesachtig
motorisch
optimistisch
heviglijk

digitaal
agressief
grenzeloos
neurotisch

solidair
zoutloos
bodemloos
idyllisch

flauw
krom
scheef
stroef

glad
nors
schor
vaal

suffix

geniaal
fictief
bosrijk
melodisch
ziekelijk

with no

beer
kaars
riet
tent

suffixes

with two

dienstig
studentachtig
methodistisch
toeristisch
zuinigjes

adjectives

suffix
baard
gips
plein
stier
zeep

arts
duif
mouw
schoen
vork

TARGET ITEMS

suffix

braaf
kalm
ruig
slim
wrang
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Experiment 8: Illegal Morpheme Transitions

first

transition

legal,

second transition

Illegal

SET 1 :

violietent
feillooelijk
rijkelijkbaar
kronkeligeur

voedzaamschap
kneedbaarschap
dierlijkloos
smokkelaarent

SET 2:
publicistier
zorgzaamdom
waardelooslijk merkbaarzaam
wereldli jkloos nachtelijkzaam
harigent
spoedigloos

first

transition

illegal,

spaarzaamdom
smeerbaardom
manschapbaar
metselaarsel

moedeloosdom
spelingbaar
eigenschapbaar

raadzaamloos
tijdlozenis
voelbaarlooe
keringzaam
bli jdschapzaam vijandschapping
hengelaarzaam

second transition

legal

SET It
signatisterij
brouwloosheid
dienlijkheid
knippigheid

viszaamheid
etokbaarheid
gunlijkheid
blauwaarschap

liefzaamheid
egelbaarheid
mufschappelijk
dikkaarschap

SET 21
kandidisterij
sterfloosheid
komlijkheid
schakeligheid

melkzaamheid
leusbaarheid
winlijkheid
brekigheid

bordzaamheid
zwakloosheid
raafbaarheid
romingloos
laagschappelijk strooischappelijk
warmaarschap
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kalmloosheid
gladdingloos
regelschappelijk

APPENDIX:

both transitions

TARGET ITEMS

illegal

SET li
donatistent
driakloosdom
vuillijkbaar
knagigeur

plankzaamloos
steenbaarschap
bindlijkloos
paaraaarent

glaszaamschap
engelbaardom
hoogschapbaar
dunnaarsel

groflozenis
oudingbaar
wandelschapbaar

SET 21
reglijkier
schendloosdom
kunlijkloos
epokinglooe

angstzaamschap
knolbaarzaam
vanglijkzaam
huwigent

penzaamdom
koortsbaarloos
mildschapbaar
koudaarzaam

blindlooslijk
kwadingzaam
gietschapping
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In deze dissertatie wordt ingegaan op de rol die morfologische
structuur speelt in woordrepresentatie en woordherkenning.
In
het bijzonder wordt de invloed van derlvationele complexiteit op
de verwerking van individuele woorden in het visuele domein
bestudeerd.
Deze
invloed
is
onderzocht
in een aantal
beslissingsexperimenten, waarin verschillende typen morfologisch
complexe woorden onderling zijn vergeleken en met niet-complexe
en pseudocomplexe woorden.
Het totaalbeeld dat uit deze experimenten naar voren komt
geeft aan dat woorden van linke naar rechts gaande (d.w.z.
beginnende bij de eerste letter de letterreeks doorlopend)
herkend en verwerkt worden.
Hierbij ontrolt de morfologische
structuur
van
het
woord
zich
a.h.w.
vanzelf.
De
representationele vorm die goed aansluit bij een dergelijke van
links naar rechts verlopende herkenning heeft een boomachtige
structuur. De takken van deze boom geven de gerepresenteerde
woorden weer. Deze woordtakken omvatten bovendien morfemische en
letterrepresentaties. Elke letter in een woord heeft zijn eigen
representatie in de vorm van een zgn. letterknoop. Elk morfeem
in een woord wordt uitgespeld door deze
letterknopen
en
morfemische representaties worden gemarkeerd met de laatste
letterknoop van een reeks letters die een mogelijk morfeem vormt.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een eerste overzicht van de thema's die in
dit proefschrift aan de orde zijn. De theoretische basis voor
het onderzoek kan gevonden worden in zowel de linguïstiek als de
psycholinguïstiek. Taalkundige aspecten dragen een aantal vragen
aan
m.b.t.
representatie en verwerking van morfologische
structuur die experimenteel onderzocht kunnen worden.
In de
psycholinguïstiek vormt de discussie over het werk van Taft (1975
e.v.) een rijke bron voor nader onderzoek. Deze linguïstische en
psycholingulstische
ankerpunten
worden
in
volgende
drie
hoofdstukken verder uitgewerkt.
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt het taalkundig fundament voor het
gerapporteerde onderzoek gelegd. De nadruk in dit hoofdstuk ligt
op het representationele aspect. Nadat een aantal taalkundige
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begrippen gedefinieerd en afgeperkt zijn, wordt ingegaan op het
belang van morfologische informatie. Een aantal linguïstische
theorieën onderstreept de rol van morfologische structuur in het
lexicon.
Met name in de X-bar theorie (o.a. Selkirk, 1982)
wordt erop gewezen dat affixen, in het bijzonder suffixen,
belangrijke syntactische informatie bevatten.
Zij geven o.a.
aan tot welke syntactische categorie
een
woord
behoort.
Dergelijke informatie kan in latere taalverwerkingsprocessen
gebruikt
worden,
bijvoorbeeld
bij
het
analyseren
van
zinestructuren.
Als
dus
dergelijke
informatie
in
de
woordrepresentatie gegeven is zal hiervan nuttig gebruik kunnen
worden gemaakt.
Hoe
woordherkenningsprocessen afgestemd kunnen worden op
representationele kenmerken wordt behandeld in Hoofdstuk 3.
In
dit hoofdstuk wordt uitgelegd op welke wijze een van links naar
rechte verlopend proces de morfologische structuur van woorden
kan analyseren.
Dit gebeurt aan de hand van een specifiek
computationeel linguïstisch model, de KIMMO pareer (Koskenniemi,
1983).
Ook in dit type model ligt de nadruk op de syntactische
informatie die aanwezig is in suffixen. Het verloop van links
naar rechts van het parserings of morfologisch analyseproces
maakt het bovendien mogelijk om deze informatie zonder extra
inspanning te verkrijgen tijdens de woordherkenning.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de relevante
psycholinguistische literatuur. Tezamen vormen de Hoofdstukken 2
tot en met 4 een basis voor de hypothesen en predicties die in
het tweede deel van dit proefschrift empirisch getoetst worden.
In
de taalpsychologische literatuur staan de twee thema's
centraal die ook in de linguïstiek aan de orde zijn. Het eerste
is de vraag naar de invloed van morfologische structuur op
woordherkenning.
Het tweede thema behelst de
kwestie
of
morfologische
structuur
in
het
mentale
lexicon
is
gerepresenteerd. Beide vragen lijken nauw aan elkaar gerelateerd
te zijn.
Als er immers invloed van structurele aspecten op
herkenning kan worden aangetoond, ligt het voor de hand aan te
nemen dat een dergelijke structuur dan ook gerepresenteerd is.
Daarnaast zou men
mogen
verwachten
dat
verschillen
in
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representatie
zullen lelden tot verschillen in verwerking.
Echter, een dergelijk verband is niet zo rechtevenredig als het
in eerste instantie lijkt. Representationele verschillen hoeven
niet noodzakelijkerwijs te
leiden
tot
differentiatie
in
reactieti jden.
Dergelijke vragen en overwegingen hebben geleid tot een
drietal basistheorieën en hypothesen.
De eerste theorie, de
Decompositie Hypothese, stelt dat het mentale lexicon morfemische
representaties bevat en dat daarom woorden ontleed moeten worden
alvorens
zij
herkend
kunnen worden.
De theorie van de
Single-Units daarentegen stelt dat in het lexicon alleen hele
woorden, dus geen morfemen, gerepresenteerd zijn en dat er ten
gevolge hiervan ook geen verschillen in verwerking
kunnen
optreden.
Een variant van deze tweede theorie neemt aan dat
weliswaar de morfologische structuur van woorden in het lexicon
gerepresenteerd is, maar dat deze gegeven is met de representatie
van het hele woord.
Analyse van deze structuur is
geen
voorwaarde
voor
woordherkenning
en kan desnoods achteraf
(post-access) plaats vinden. Verschillen in herkenningstijd op
grond van verschillen in morfologische complexiteit hoeven daarom
niet op te treden. Het derde model, tenslotte, is een mengvorm
van de eerdere twee. In deze theorie wordt er vanuit gegaan dat
er zowel representaties zijn van hele woorden als van morfemen.
Deze dubbele representaties leiden tot de voorspelling dat er
geen verschillen in herkenningsgemak hoeven op te treden, terwijl
toch de morfologische structuur direct beschikbaar is.
De
empirische
evidentie
vanuit
de psycholingulstische
literatuur suggereert dat de morfologische structuur inderdaad in
het lexicon is gerepresenteerd. Deze evidentie is echter niet
eenduidig waar het de representationele vorm betreft. Er blijft
twijfel mogelijk of de eenheid van representatie nu het hele
woord is of het zgn. stairanorfeem. Ook is niet duidelijk of een
woord in morfemen ontleed dient te worden voorafgaande aan
herkenning.
Morfologische
ontleding
gedurende
het
herkenningsproces lijkt bevestigd te worden door de resultaten
met geprefigeerde woorden. Woorden met een pseudoprefix (nertog)
vertonen een vertraging in herkenningstijd t.o.v. woorden met
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een echt prefix (AersteJ) (o.a. Taft, 1981). Dit duid erop dat
een vorm van ontleding plaats vindt, die echter spaak loopt voor
woorden met een pseudoprefix.
Eenzelfde
resultaat
blijft
daarentegen uit voor geeuffigeerde woorden. Deze inconsistentie
lijkt
problematisch.
Juist
suffixen
vervullen
vanuit
linguïstisch oogpunt een belangrijke functie. Zij zijn met name
syntactisch gezien informatief.
Suffixen kunnen o.a.
getal,
naamval en syntactische categorie aangeven, terwijl prefixen in
dat opzicht veel minder informatie opleveren.
De prefix-suffix paradox kan opgelost worden als aangenomen
wordt dat de herkenning van links naar rechts verloopt.
In dat
geval hoeven voor suffixen geen ontledingseffecten op te treden.
De morfologische structuur ontrolt zich als vanzelf tijdens de
herkenning.
Een
zgn.
βtamrepresentatie,
noch ontleding
voorafgaande aan herkenning lijken in zo'η model noodzakelijk.
Wel zal de morfologische structuur gerepresenteerd zijn ofwel in
de statische lexicale eenheden ofwel in de procedures van de
toegangeprocessen.
Dit type model blijkt te worden ondersteund
door de resultaten van de experimenten die in het empirische deel
van dit proefschrift worden beschreven.
Hoofdstuk 5 levert een eerste inzicht op in de invloed van
morfologische structuur op visuele woordherkenning
in
het
Nederlands.
De twee experimenten die hier beschreven worden
maken gebruik
van
het
fenomeen
van
de
pseudoaffixen.
Fseudoaffixen zijn letterreeksen die mogelijk een prefix of
suffix zijn (b.v. her- en -er), maar die in een specifiek woord
niet als zodanig functioneren (b.v. hertog en vader).
Het eerste experiment (Experiment 1) vergelijkt lexicale
beslissingstijden voor woorden met een echt prefix (herstel)
met
woorden zonder prefix (appei) en woorden met een pseudoprefix
(hertog).
Het
zgn.
pseudoprefix
effect
zoals
o.a.
gerapporteerd door Taft (1979) is in dit experiment gerepliceerd.
Woorden met een pseudoprefix leiden tot vertraagde reacties en
hogere foutenpercentages in vergelijking met zowel woorden met
een echt prefix als woorden zonder prefix. Geprefigeerde woorden
worden echter even snel geaccepteerd als woorden zonder prefix.
Bovendien kan gesteld worden dat het gevonden effect geen gevolg
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is van een ontledingsstrategie, daar de vertraging optreedt in
een context die uitnodigt tot woordontleding (100% van de items
heeft een (pseudo-) prefix), maar ook in situaties die daartoe
minder uitnodigen (50% of 25% van de items heeft een (pseudo-)
prefix).
Linguïstische aspecten zoals die in dit experiment
gevarieerd zijn, nl. semantische compositionaliteit en het feit
of de stam van het woord een vrij dan wel een gebonden morfeem
is, blijken geen invloed te hebben op beslissingstijden.
In het tweede experiment (Experiment 2) zijn echte agentieven
{bakker)
vergeleken met pseudoagentieven (vader) en woorden
zonder suffix (schaduw). Ook hier is gecontroleerd op mogelijke
strategie-effecten door de kritische items aan te bieden in een
set waarin geen andere woorden met suffixen voorkomen, en in een
set waarin 50% van de stimuli mogelijk in morfemen ontleed kan
worden.
In
dit tweede experiment is in geen van beide
contextcondities een effect van morfologische complexiteit of van
pseudocomplexiteit aangetoond.
Deze
beide
experimenten
wijzen erop dat morfologische
complexiteit
als
zodanig
geen
invloed
heeft
op
de
verwerkingssnelheid van woorden.
Hel is het resultaat met
pseudoprefixen aanleiding om aan te nemen dat er een analyse van
morfologische
structuur tijdens woordherkenning plaatsvindt,
hoewel de resultaten met suffixen als paradoxaal gezien kunnen
worden.
Deze
evidentie
komt
overeen
met
die uit de
psycholingulstische literatuur.
Omtrent de representatie van
morfologische structuur in het lexicon kan op grond van beide
experimenten echter nog geen uitspraak worden gedaan.
In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt onderzocht welke de psychologische
consequenties zijn van
enkele
taalkundige
kenmerken
van
morfologische gelede woorden.
Met name komen aan de orde uit
welk taaidomein een woord afkomstig is (Romaans of Germaans) en
of de morfemen die een woord bevat nog productief zijn in
woordvormingsprocessen (courant of incourant).
In het eerste
lexicale
beslissingsexperiment
(Experiment
3) worden deze
aspecten onderzocht aan de hand van zelfstandige naamwoorden met
een prefix, in een tweede experiment (Experiment 4) worden
zelfstandige naamwoorden met
een
suffix
bestudeerd.
De
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onderzochte taalkundige kenmerken blijken in interactie een
effect te hebben op de verwerkingssnelheid.
Met name woorden
(zowel die met een prefix als die met een suffix) uit het
Romaanse taaidomein en met
incourante
morfemen
(concert,
monument) blijken tot langzamere decisietijden te lijden dan (a)
stimuli uit het Romaanse domein met courante morfemen (subject,
lector)
en (b) woorden uit het Germaanse taaidomein met zowel
incourante (verdriet, meisje)
als courante (bedrag,
deksel)
morfemen.
Echter evenals in Experiment 1 en Experiment 2 is ook
in deze twee
experimenten
geen
effect
aantoonbaar
van
morfologische complexiteit als zodanig.
Samengevat laten de eerste vier experimenten een duidelijke
replicatie zien van de resultaten uit de literatuur. Ook in de
hier gerapporteerde experimenten treedt een differentie op tussen
prefixen
en
suffixen.
Bovendien
blijkt
morfologische
complexiteit niet te resulteren in een evenredige vertraging in
de verwerking. Zoals gezegd is dit beeld te interpreteren als
aangenomen
wordt dat woordontleding van links naar rechte
plaatsvindt.
Voordat echter
het
verwerkingsaspect
verder
uitgewerkt wordt lijkt het raadzaam om te kijken naar enkele
representationele karakteristieken.
Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft twee experimenten waarin gebruik is
gemaakt van het zgn. repetitieparadigma. Hierin worden in een
eerste
deelexperiment
woorden
aangeboden
die
geheel of
gedeeltelijk
overeenkomen
met
woorden
in
een
tweede
deelexperiment.
In het eerste experiment (Experiment 5) is het
effect van morfologische verwantschap van woorden onderzocht.
Hiertoe zijn paren van woorden aangeboden waarvan de leden
dezelfde stam hebben. Het eerste lid van een paar heeft ofwel
een prefix (onheil)
ofwel een suffix (heilig)
of is een woord
zonder affix (heil).
Ook het tweede lid van een paar behoort tot
een van deze drie typen. Zo onstaan negen combinaties, waarvan
er drie identieke leden bevatten en de overige zes morfologisch
verwante
woorden.
Het
repetitie-effect voor morfologisch
verwante woorden blijkt significant, overeenkomstig de resultaten
zoals
gerapporteerd
door Stanners et al.
(1979a,b).
In
tegenstelling tot Stanners et al. is echter geen differentiatie
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gevonden tussen paren waarin twee identieke woorden voorkomen en
paren waarin de leden slechts morfologisch
verwant
zijn.
Derhalve lijken deze resultaten sterke evidentie te vormen voor
de
veronderstelling
dat
het
mentale
lexicon
zgn.
stamrepresentaties bevat.
In het tweede experiment (Experiment 6) is bestudeerd in
hoeverre een effect van morfologische verwantschap berust op
oppervlakkige overeenkomst in orthografische vorm. Behalve paren
met morfologisch verwante woorden (afdalen-daling)
en paren met
identieke leden (daling-daling) is hier gebruik gemaakt van
woorden
waarvan
de
stam
in
één
letter
verschilt
(afdwalen-daling).
Als de eerder gevonden repetitie-effecten uit
een lexicale bron voortkomen en niet een gevolg zijn van
prelexicale of postlexicale processen, dan zou vormovereenkomst
hier geen invloed mogen hebben. De resultaten laten echter een
sterk
repetitie-effect op grond van vormovereenkomst zien,
terwijl er geen additioneel effect optreedt op basis
van
morfologische verwantschap. Bovendien vertonen ook de nonwoorden
in dit experiment significante repetitie-effecten. Op grond van
dit
tweede
experiment
kan
gesteld
worden
dat
het
repetitieparadigma een twijfelachtige methode vormt als men
lexicale repetitie-effecten en de rol van morfologische structuur
daarbij wil onderzoeken.
Hoofdstuk θ behandelt twee experimenten waarin meer specifiek
de rol van suffix informatie aan de orde komt.
Daarnaast zijn
deze experimenten bedoeld om een woordontledingsmodel te toetsen
waarin wordt verondersteld dat de morfologische structuur tijdens
de
woordherkenning
van
links
naar
rechts gaande wordt
geanalyseerd. Wanneer aangenomen wordt dat dit morfologisch
ontledingsproces
zodanig
verloopt
zal
de
(syntactische)
informatie in suffixen beschikbaar komen voordat het hele woord
is herkend.
Het herkennings- en beslissingsproces zal dan door
deze suffixinformatie beïnvloed worden. De twee experimenten in
dit hoofdstuk tonen aan dat woordinterne suffixen gevolgen hebben
voor beslissingstijden.
Hiermee leveren
deze
experimenten
specifieke evidentie voor een van links naar rechte verlopend
woordontledingsproces.
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In het eerste experiment (Experiment 7) wordt gebruik gemaakt
van een syntactische categorie beslissingstaak.
Hierin wordt
gevraagd om te beslissen of een woord een zelfstandig naamwoord
is of niet. In dit experiment behoren de stimuli die geen
zelfstandig naamwoord zijn tot de categorie van de bijvoegelijke
naamwoorden. Op basis van een van links naar rechts verlopend
ontledingaprocess kan voorspeld worden dat een woordintern suffix
in woorden met twee suffixen de decisietijd zal beïnvloeden en
wel in de zin dat als de syntactische categorie van dit suffix
congruent is met die van het tweede (bloemisterij) de beslissing
sneller kan plaats vinden.
Als het eerste en tweede suffix
verschillende categorie-informatie opleveren (sierlijkheid)
zal
vertraging
optreden.
Deze
predictie wordt door de data
bevestigd.
De kritische items in het tweede experiment (Experiment 8)
zijn pseudowoorden die opgebouwd zijn uit drie bestaande morfemen
echter
in
illegale
combinaties.
Deze
illegaliteit kan
gelocaliseerd zijn (1) in de overgang tussen het eerste en tweede
morfeem, de stam en een suffix (raafbaarheid)
(2) in de overgang
tussen het tweede en derde morfeem, het eerste en het tweede
suffix
(voedzaamschap),
of
(3)
in
beide
overgangen
(koortebaarloos).
Op basis van een van links naar rechts
verlopend woordontledingsproces kan voorspeld worden dat de locus
van de illegaliteit de decisietijd zal beïnvloeden en wel zo dat
hoe later de illegaliteit optreedt deste langer de zal verwerping
van het pseudowoord als woord op zich laten wachten.
De
resultaten laten inderdaad het voorspelde effect zien. Bovendien
worden pseudowoorden met twee illegale
overgangen
sneller
verworpen dan pseudowoorden met één illegale transitie. Dit
laatste gegeven wijst erop dat het hele pseudowoord geanalyseerd
wordt en alle negatieve evidentie a.h.w.
gesommeerd wordt
alvorens het item verworpen wordt als woord. Beide experimenten
tezamen geven eens te meer aan dat morfologische analyse van
links naar rechts plaats vindt tijdene de woordherkenning.
In
Hoofdstuk
9 vindt een recapitulatie plaats van de
empirische gegevens. Deze gegevens worden geïnterpreteerd in
termen van een woordherkennings- en woordrepresentatiemodel. Het
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model dat in deze dissertatie ontwikkeld is op basis van
theoretische (linguïstische) en empirische overwegingen kan als
volgt samengevat worden. Voor wat betreft de representationele
vorm wordt aangenomen dat het mentale lexicon bestaat uit drie
lagen (a) een laag waarin letters de representationele eenheid
vormen, (b) een laag waarin morfemen de representationele eenheid
vormen,
(c)
een
laag
waarin
woorden
of
lexemen
de
representationele
eenheid
vormen.
Het lexicon heeft een
boomachtige structuur. Reeksen letterknopen vormen morfemen. De
morfemische lexicale toegangen zijn geassocieerd met de laatste
letter van elk morfeem in de lettertakken. Op deze wijze zijn
niet alleen stammen maar ook alle andere morfemen, met name
affixen gerepresenteerd.
Elke
morfemische
eenheid
bevat
morfeemspecifieke informatie, bijvoorbeeld over de syntactische
categorie waartoe dat morfeem behoort.
De morfemen die een
legaal vervolg vormen op een bepaald morfeem zijn eveneens in
deze representatie gegeven in de zgn. continueringsklassen.
De
derde
representationele
laag
wordt
gevormd
door
woordrepresentaties die woordspecifieke
informatie
bevatten
bijvoorbeeld van semantische aard.
Het woordherkenningsproces is er in principe op gericht
toegang te krijgen tot de lexicale representaties.
Dit proces
zal dan ook afgestemd moeten zijn op de representationele vorm.
Er kan gesteld worden dat een van links naar rechts verlopend
proces aan deze eis kan voldoen. Dit proces zal dan letter voor
letter opppervlakte karakters koppelen aan de lexicale karakters.
In het geval van derivaties (maar in feite voor alle woorden)
geldt dat het proces uniform verloopt.
Via de letterknopen
worden
morfemische
representaties
gelocaliseerd
en komen
continueringsklassen beschikbaar. Als alle morfemen 'herkend'
zijn
wordt
de
woordrepresentatie
aangesproken waarin de
woordspecifieke informatie is opgeslagen.
De assumptie dat het herkenningsproces en de daarin begrepen
morfologische analyse van links naar rechts verlopen heeft een
aantal
voordelen.
De
paradox
dat
pseudoprefixen
herkenningsproblemen opleveren terwijl bij pseudosuffixen geen
vertraging optreedt wordt op deze wijze inzichtelijk. Immers
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eerst wordt een mogelijk prefix gelocaliseerd waarvoor het
vervolg (de stam) geen legale continuatie blijkt te zijn. Dit
leidt tot de gevonden vertraging. Voor pseudosuffixen echter is
op het punt dat het pseudosuffix begint in de regel nog geen
voorafgaand (stam-) morfeem gelocaliseerd. Het pseudosuffix is
een onlosmakelijk deel van de rest van het woord (of de stam) en
wordt dus ook niet als mogelijk suffix geïdentificeerd.
In
het
geval
van echte suffixen daarentegen komt de
suffixspecifieke informatie direct beschikbaar zodra toegang is
verkregen
tot de suffixrepresentatie en onafhankelijk van,
mogelijk zelfs voorafgaand aan de herkenning van het hele woord.
Gegeven de syntactisch belangrijke functie van suffixen is dit
een interessant aspect van het hier voorgestelde model.
Behalve in het geval van pseudoprefixen hoeven dus geen
problemen verwacht te worden, morfologische complexiteit heeft
geen verwerkingsimplicaties in de zin dat de herkenning niet
moeilijker of langzamer verloopt.
De morfologische structuur
ontrolt zich a.h.w. vanzelf tijdens het woordherkenningsproces
dat erop gericht is toegang te krijgen tot het drie lagen
tellende lexicon.
Alternatieve
modellen
en
verklaringen passeren in dit
hoofdstuk eveneens de revue.
Het name
een
'post-access'
interpretatie
wordt
aan de orde gesteld.
Geen van deze
alternatieven blijkt een bevredigende en coherente verklaring te
kunnen geven aan het totaal van de empirische feiten. Tenslotte
wordt gewezen op een aantal vragen die voortkomen uit het
onderhavige onderzoek.
Bijvoorbeeld of het representationele
format van statische aard ie of dat het ook van dynamische aard
zou kunnen zijn.
Een ander aspect is de relatie tussen de
verschillende taalmodules: syntax, semantiek en lexicon.
Kan
informatie van de ene module doorgespeeld worden naar een andere
module, en zou ja in welk stadium van verwerking?
Kortom de
interactie tussen verschillende modules is hier aan de orde. Op
basis van deze vragen worden enige suggesties gedaan voor verder
onderzoek.
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1. Het
begrip
'morfologische
complexiteit' suggereert ten
onrechte dat het aantal morfemen wezenlijk van invloed is op
het gemak waarmee woorden worden verwerkt of herkend.
(Dit proefschrift)
2. De
morfologische
structuur van een woord ontrolt zich
automatisch tijdens het woordherkenningsproces dat van links
naar rechts verloopt.
(Dit proefschrift)
3. Taalpsychologische experimenten, met name met betrekking tot
woordherkenning, worden in hoge mate
bepaald
door
de
beperkingen die de woordenschat oplegt aan het selecteren van
stimuli.
4. Uit
de
vorige
stelling kan worden afgeleid dat voor
taalpsychologische experimenten
het
berekenen
van
een
minf-waarde niet altijd zinvol is, daar in menig experiment
de totale populatie woorden
ie
gebruikt.
Het
lijkt
daarentegen veeleer wenselijk om conclusies te baseren op
onderzoek in meer dan één taal.
5. Tekstverwerkers van de Vijfde Generatie zullen in staat zijn
tekstwijzigingen die nodig zijn geworden door veranderingen op
andere plaatsen in de tekst, automatisch uit te voeren. Dit
kan veel morfologische fouten voorkomen.
(Kempen,
Anbeek,
Desain,
Konst,
&
de Smedt (1987).
Auteursomgevingen: Tekstverwerkers van de vijfde generatie,
Informatie,
29, 988-993.)
6. Zowel uit de moraal "Feiten worden gemakkelijk gekleurd door
iemands perspectief" die Ackoff verbindt aan zijn fabel over
het
rassenprobleem,
als uit experimenteel psychologisch
onderzoek valt af te leiden dat niet alleen het ophalen van
informatie uit het menselijk geheugen, maar ook het opslaan
daarvan selectief en subjectief is.
(Ackoff (1978).
The art of problem solving,
Fabel 4.2. New
York: Wiley.)
7. Meisjes en vrouwen zouden meer kans hebben om gelukkig te
worden als ze niet door zich zo leuk, lief en aardig te
gedragen voortdurend de indruk zouden moeten wekken dat ze het
al zijn.

